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SYNOPSIS 
TIns work mvesl!gated the design of clasSiCal and opttrnal control strategtes to acl!vely 
control the flexible modes of a high speed ratlway vehIcle body It explored the novel Idea of 
addmg a thrrd actuator at the centre of the vehicle body to suppress the flexIble body modes 
(i e. first symmetncal and first asymmetncal) m addtl!on to the actuators located across the 
front and rear secondary SuspensIOns The ann IS to rrururruse the level of VIbration and 
unprove the nde quahty (comfort) Both the two and three actuators are considered m the 
clasSical and opttrnal control strategtes mvestigated. 
The clasSiCal control strategtes were deVised based on the concept of skyhook dtunpmg and 
the nde results were further optnnised usmg a genel!c algonthm The opl!mal control 
strategies were developed assummg that all the states are available for measurement. The 
strategies that produced the best overall nde quahty were further mvesl!gated by mcludtng a 
Kahnan filter to esl!mate the states usmg avmlable measurements (for exatnple the body 
acceleral!ons) Furthermore, the unpact of the actuator dynamtcs on the nde quahty was also 
mvesl!gated usmg electro-hydrauhc actuators for the front and rear actuators and an 
electromagnetic actuator for the centre. Practtcal Issues regardmg the robustness of the 
controllers when the external condtl!ons change were also mvesl!gated 
A prototype laboratory ng represenl!ng the railway vehicle body was also constructed. 
Usmg clasSiCal controllers, the suppression of the fleXible frequencies of the ng IS studted 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The technology of actIve SUSpensIOns for both nn1way and automotIve veluc1es has been 
around for more than 30 years, and WIdely studied both theoretIcally and expenmentally 
These studies have demonstrated slgruficant performance benefits Many concepts have 
evolved and numerous schemes have been 1ITIplemented Some have already been used 
commercially, espeCially m the area of automotIve engineenng. 
For railway veluc1es, studies on actIve SuspensIOns that deal pnmanly WIth unprovement m 
nde quality are now startmg to be mcorporated on newer trams (Goodall, 1997). 
Furthermore, rmlway engmeers are also mterested m using actIve control to aclueve 
functIonality that IS not poSSible WIth a purely passive (mecharucal) suspension 
Present railway operators are facmg mtense competItIon from arr and road transports In 
order to operate more effiCiently and effectIvely, they are mvestigatIng ways to reduce 
travellmg tIme, mcrease the number of passengers and reduce the operatIng costs Faster 
speed and lighter bodied veluc1es are ways through wluch these objectIves can be met. 
Therefore, future trams WIll be deSigned WIth lighter bodies and bogies to enable them to 
operate effectIvely at a much lugher speed At tins moment, the highest speed for an m-
SerYlce operatIon tram is 300 knvh, wluch IS aclueved by TGV m France and Shinkansen m 
Japan. Increasmg the speed of the tram beyond tins level WIll lead to mcreased levels oflugh 
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frequency vlbralions wluch WIll certamly affect the nde quabty and generate unacceptable 
levels of mterna1 noise. 
Present raIlway vehicles are deSIgned with a body much heaVIer than the bOgte to prevent 
the bogte's excltaliOn frequencIes from comcldmg WIth the body's excltalion frequencies 
However, WIth hghter velucles, the fleXIble frequencIes of the body WIll definitely comclde 
with the bogte's excltalion frequencIes Consequently, tlus WIll bring forth an mcrease m the 
nde accelerations and reduce the nde comfort (nde quahty). An 1Illportant apphcalion of 
aclive control IS therefore not orIly to provIde a better nde quahty for f1exlble-bollied raIlway 
velucles, but also to enable hghter bodtes WIth lower f1exlblhty frequencIes to be taken 
advantage of 
The work reported m tlus thesis offers a novel basIS for the development of VIbratIOn 
suppressIOn strategtes for a flexIble bollied nulway velucle Novel controllers were also 
developed and apphed on a model of a typlcallugh speed velucle. 
The fundamenta1ldea of the velucle model IS to use an actuator wluch was mounted on a 
centre mass A centre actuator was designed to reduce the flexIble body modes of the 
modelled vehIcle Two other actuators are mounted across the secondary suspension to 
decrease the ngid body vlbraliOns. The controllers are based on classical and opnmal 
control theones, usmg llifferent feedback SIgnalS from the accelerometers to produce the 
requIred force for the actuators to achIeve the best nde 1Illprovement. 
An expenmental laboratory ng IS constructed to valIdate the strategy that produce the best 
overall ng results durmg the theorelical stage Results obtained showed slgtUficant nde 
improvement compared to a passIve system 
The thesIs IS organIsed mto nme chapters WIth Its struclirre and contents summansed m 
FIgtrre I-I. Chapter 2 presents the Iustory of nul velucle suspensIOn deSIgn and challenges to 
the future of nul travel The problem area WIthin the research context IS Idenlified. 
Statements of the aim and obJeclives are descnbed An outlme of the scope of research IS 
alsogtven. 
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Chapter 3 contains the hterature survey on active suspensIOn research and mc1udes the 
lustory and classIfication of the powered suspensIOn TIns chapter also contains a general 
reView of the work mvolvmg the control of fleXIble veluc1es not \muted to railway veluc1es 
Chapter 4 IS concerned WIth the modellmg and nde assessment of a typIcal lugh-speed 
raIlway velucle A ngId SIde-View model body WIth two degrees of freedom (DOF) was first 
developed The fleXIble bendmg modes were then mcorporated mto the ngId body and thIS 
model was further developed to mclude a centre mass wluch was used as an anchor pomt 
for the tIurd actuator. TIns chapter also mc1udes the analyses and ValldatlOns of the veluc1e 
models, a descnptlon of the track profile and vanous methods for nde assessment (I e. 
covanance analYSIS, frequency response and trme domam analyses). 
In chapter 5, controllers were developed by applymg clasSICal control theory based on the 
skyhook dampmg concept usmg eIther two or three Ideal actuators. Genetic Algonthms 
were used to further optrmlse the nde perfonnance The nde Improvement results aclueved 
by thIS controller were also dIscussed. 
In chapter 6, optImal controllers were deVIsed usmg both two and three Ideal actuators WIth 
full-state feedback and Kalman filter estrmators The nde Improvement results aclueved by 
these controllers were compared and dIscussed 
Chapter 7 consIders some of the practical Issues that WIll be encountered when the 
controllers are Implemented m practice These mc1udes the actuators dynarmcs, the changes 
m the mass of the veluc1e, variations m the secondary dampmg, alterations m the fleXIble 
frequency and modes shape deVIations The effects of these vanables on nde perfonnance 
were dIscussed. 
Chapter 8 documents the deSIgn and construction of the ng for the demonstration of the 
control strategIes deVised m chapter 5 TIns mcludes the dISCUSSIOn and companson of the 
nde results of a passIve and actJve system. 
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The conclusIons from tlus research are presented m Chapter 9 Major contnbutlOns and 
novel apphcatlOns of the work are also Iughhghted WIth recommendations to further the 
work. 
Overview and scope of 
research 
Introducing the model of an railway 
vehicle model and companng three 
technr ues for nde assessment 
Developing active suspension 
controllers based on classical 
controller theo 
Developing active suspension controllers based on 
optimal controller theory and Implementing a Kalman filter 
Investigating the peJiormance of the devised 
controllers operating with uncertainties 
Developing a scale down model of the railway 
vehicle body to validate the controllers developed 
Contnbutlon of research and 
recommendation of further work 
Figure 1-1 Thesis breakdown. 
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Background and Motivation 
In tlus chapter, the hIStOlY of rarl transportatlon WIll be presented first followed by a bnef 
dISCUSSIOn on the challenges to the future of rarl travel. The contemporary status of research 
mto rarl SUSpensIOn deSIgn WIll then be outlmed and specIfic problems winch tlus research 
WIll be addressmg are InghlIghted Fmally the arms, objectlves and the scope of the research 
WIll be presented m detaIl. 
2.2 An Overview of Rail Transportation 
The first pnnutive rarlway, as far as IS known, came from the rron mmes in Slovakra at the 
end of the 15th century (Kalla-BIshop, 1972) ThIS means of transportatlon subsequently 
spread over the followmg 300 years Ra!l transport, m the 1930's, became a glamorous 
form of travel when the Onent Express thundered across Europe and the Zephyr crossed 
the United States. 
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Wheelset 
Figure 2-1 A simplified representation of a conventional railway vehicle. 
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Shod( "._ .... / 
PrinaIy Suspension Coil 
Figure 2-2 Picture of a bogie of a typical railway vehicle (Used with the permission 
from Piers Conor at Railway Technical Web pages). 
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ConventIonal trams can be classIfied mto two mam types. freIght or passenger trams The 
desIgn of the suspension systems is more complex for the latter, winch COnsISts of both 
prunary and secondary SuspensIOns, wlnle a snnple one conslstmg of only the prunary 
suspensIOn IS employed m the fonner. A conventJonal passenger tram (shown m FIgure 2-1) 
typICally consIsts of two wheelsets per bOgie (a photograph of a powered bogie IS shown m 
FIgure 2-2) These wheelsets are connected to the bogIe frame by the prunary suspensIon 
The bogIe frame, m turn, IS attached to the body of the velncle through a secondary 
suspension There is a bOgie both at the front and rear of the vehIcle. 
The fimctIon of the suspensIon (combmatIon of prunary and secondary) IS to support both 
statJc and dynanuc loads and to g1Ude the velncle so that It smoothly follows the track 
profile. It also Isolates passengers and payloads from rrregulantJes m track geometry and 
from aerodynanuc forces Furthennore, It lmuts the motJon of the velncle Wlthm a snpulated 
structJrrai clearance and mInImIses forces actmg on both velncle and track TIns will prevent 
undue damage to both track and components of the velncle. 
Tram operators all over the world are cWTently faced WIth intense competJtlon from the arr 
and road transportatJon. In Untted Kmgdom, tins problem IS made worse partly due to the 
obsolete traIn design (e g weight of the body, SUSpensIOn, slgnallmg, etc.), winch failed to 
keep up to date and remaIned the same for the past 10 to 20 years. ThIs has resulted m low 
operatJonal speeds and long journey tJrnes for passengers The contmued usage of these 
trams, especIally on older tracks, also requrred the reconilltJonmg of the suspensIon ill order 
to mamtam and nnprove safety and ride comfort. 
2.3 The Future Prospects of Rail Travel 
As the roads and airspace get more congested and the pollutJon problems generated by the 
exhaust enusSlOn become IncreasIngly senous, the prospect of railway transportatJon is never 
bnghter than before TraInS offer a SWIft and relIable altematJve for mass transportatIon of 
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people and freight, With near complete safety as compared to road velucles and arrcraft. 
Furthermore, when complemented With an efficient rrulway system, fewer lughways and 
arrports need to be constructed and excessive deforestatIOn can be aVOided. 
With new technologies developed or currently bemg researched, e g. nltmg trams, active 
suspenSIOns, acnve steermg1, Maglev2, etc., trams are able to compete m intra-City and mter-
City seclions of the transportalion markets. 
I) Aslll 
In the 1960's, the Shmkansen m Japan led m an era of grand vltesse for inter-cIty travel m 
the ASlll-Paclfic region and the trams are presently operatmg at 300 km!h An experimental 
tram which can aclueve 400 kmIh IS also currently tested at the Japan Rail research centre. 
In Taiwan, an HSR3 system IS scheduled to be completed along Its western comdor by the 
end of 2003. Tlus tram will travel between Trupel and Kaosluung at a speed of 250 to 300 
kmIh. By 20\ 0, the Jmghu HSR Ime m China will be \mkmg Be~mg and Shanghru The trams 
Will nulially operate at 250 kmIh and eventually mcrease to 350 km!h. 
Investments m rail systems m many of the developmg countnes (e g. Thailand, Malaysia) 
have mcreased With the encouragement from therr governments Tlus has resulted m more 
countnes Jommg the lugh speed rrul (HSR) club. There IS currently a proposal for the 
construcTIon of a high speed tram to ply from Smgapore to C1una m the near fu!irre (Anon, 
1998 b). 
u) Europe 
I Active steenng IS the use of electncal Signals, not by mechanIcal lInkages, to dnve the actuators and 
steer the vehIcle ThiS IS SimIlar to the fly-by wire concept In aircraft 
2 Maglev (magnetic leVitatIOn) IS the use of electromagnets at the pnmary suspension to leVitate the 
vehIcle body The Bmnmgham aIrport transport system IS an example (Goodall, 1989) 
) HSR (HIgh Speed RaIl) currently conSIder trams that operate at a speed of 190 km/h and above 
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In Europe, the TGV m France IS currently operatIng at 300 krn/h It Will eventually 
incorporate nltIng technology and tmvellmg tune Will be further reduced. Intemty routes by 
ICE tmm m Germany are scheduled to operate at 300 krn/h and the t1urd generatIon ICE, 
wJuch Will be !mvellmg at 330 km/h, IS currently bemg developed (KUIZ, 1997) In Italy, 
there are also plans to cut down the rail !mvellmg tune between rnajor cines by usmg the 
Penolmo (a new form ofhltIng tmm). Vrrgm Tmms m the UK have projected a reducnon m 
!mvellmg tune and mcrease passenger comfort when It operates tIltIng !millS m May 2002 
(Anon, 2000) 
Given the standardisatIon efforts which have led to Euronorms (Carter, 1996), It will be of a 
mutual benefit for the rrulway mdustnes and therr suppliers to wOlk together for the easier 
russerrunatIon of technology for the rrnprovement of tmm systems. An example of such 
collaboratIon mvolves Loughborough Umverslty and SIX other European partners m the study 
of future !mm deSign (EllIs and Goodall, 1999). 
m) USA 
In the USA, constructIon of the HSR Ime m the Northeast Comdor by the rrulway company 
Amtmck IS scheduled to complete in surrrrner, 2000. Tlus Will reduce the Journey tune from 
4 5 hours to 3 hours between Boston and New York at an average operatmg speed of 240 
krrvh. 
The above examples serve to Illustmte that tmms do play a major role m the future 
tmnsportatIon. It was stated m the Railway Gazette International that "German Railway and 
Lufthansa both agree that rrul will, m the future, largely replace domesnc air service" (Anon, 
1998 a). In order for the tmins to fulfil t1us role, they Will need to accommodate greater 
payloads and operate at a much Jugher speed than the present but With increased safety and 
nde comfort. 
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2.4 Contemporary Researches in Ride Improvement 
Research mto rrnprovrng nde qualIty IS currently bemg focused m the field of usmg active 
suspension and optJ.mlsing the passive suspensIOn However, there IS a hrrutatlon over what 
can be achieved through the opturusatlon of passIve components m the suspensIOn (Goodall, 
1997). As a result, active suspension based on the so called 'skyhook,4 concept (Karnopp 
et al, 1974) IS used as a method of vIbratIOn control to rrnprove the nde quahty. Skyhook 
damper, as the name rrnphes, IS basIcally a damper connected to the sky. It requrres a 
sensmg device to detect the VIbrations, a controllcr (presently usmg a micro-controller or 
rmcroprocessor) to compute the requrred force and an actuatIOn system to dehver the force 
Currently, active suspensIon IS WIdely researched m the areas of road vehicles (Hedrick and 
Osono, 1999; Kellett, 1998) and raIlway vehicles (GoodaIl, 1997, Li and Goodall, 1999). 
For road vehIcles, the frrst known apphcatlOn for active suspensIOn emerged m 1984 when 
Lotus mcorporated tlus concept m a Fonnula One vehicle (Anon, 1984) Although It was 
banned in 1993, the enthusIasm generated dtd not dampen. CommercIal vehicles WIth active 
suspensIOn are now avrulable on the hIgh end luxury car rruuket, for example, Cltroen 
Xantia, Actlva Xm, Toyota Cehca, Nlssan Infiruty Q45 and Mercedes CL500. Research on 
active suspensIon for road vehicles IS stilI very alIve today New control theones hke fuzzy 
logIC (Huang and Chao, 2000), prevIew (Hednck and Osono, 1999) and robust control 
(Hayakawa et al , 1999) are some of the theones currently bemg researched to rrnprove the 
nde comfort. Further apphcattons of active suspensIOn to improve the nde comfort of the 
rmhtary vehicles are also startmg to gam populanty (DerHagoplan et ai, 1999; Hednck and 
Osorio, 1999) 
Between late 1970s and early 1980s, Bntlsh Rat! researched the use of active suspension 
mtenslvely (Pollard and Srrnrnons, 1984) Much of the work revolved around a ngtd body, 
4 The skyhook damper prmclple IS based on the absolute velOCity mstead of relatIve velOCity The 
advantage of USlOg the absolute velOCity IS that an Increase In value to Improve dampmg IS 
accompanIed by a reductIOn In the frequency response 
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winch the body vIbratIon modes are much lower than the bogIe VIbratIon frequency. ThIs 
assumptIon was acceptable dunng that tIme when velncIes were designed to be heavy and 
ngId but unsUItable for lIghter bodIes as it IS Inghly possIble that fleXIble body frequencIes 
nught comclde WIth the bogIe VIbration modes for the latter. Consequently, It IS mcreasmgly 
unportant to take mto account the fleXIbility effect of the body m the modellIng of actIve 
suspensIon systems. Also, WIth lIghter and more fleXIble raIlway velncIe bodIes, an effectIve 
fonn of VIbratIon control must be rrnplemented m order to mamtam the same level of nde 
comfort at Ingher speeds (m relatIon to raIlway velncIe WIth ngId bodIes). 
WIulst the research by vanous researchers (Hac, 1986, 1996, Karnopp, et aI, 1974, Nagal 
and Sawada, 1987; PaddJslOn 1995) have generated useful outputs for road vehicle and 
Maglev (theIr models are gIven m FIgIIre 2-3 a and b respectIvely), they are not SUItable for 
use in raIlway velncIes ThIs is nonnally due to the dJfferences m the modellmg of the 
suspensIOns. 
Mass 
Tyre, brakes part of 
suspension linkage 
a 
es 
Bogie 
Maglev 
b 
Bogie 
K 
Railway vehicles 
c 
Figure 2-3 Three forms of primary suspensions in vehicles. 
The pnmary suspensIOn m a conventIonal raIlway velncIe (shown m FIgIIre 2-3 c) IS usnally a 
parallel spnng-damper combmatIon held by a SWIng arm mecharusm This deVIce can 
proVIde a large amount of controllable dampmg, whereas m a road velncIe the pnmary 
suspensIOn is nonnally proVIded by the tyres winch proVIde a low level of dampmg. ThIs 
type of suspensIOn proVIded by the tyres IS fixed and Its stIffuess IS nonnally much Ingher 
than the railway velncle In tenns of modellmg, for the road vehicle, the pnmary suspensIOn 
IS modelled as a smgle spnng wlule the raIlway velncle IS modelled as a parallel spnng-
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damper combmatJon Furthermore, 11II1way velucle has a secondary arr-sprmg suspensIOn 
WIth surge reservorrs, compared to coil springs and damper that IS the normal arrangement in 
road velucles These two deVices are qUite different and thus requITe different models. 
A nUlDber of control techruques are currently m use and bemg researched for the ac!ive 
suspensIOn controller. The mam funcnon of the controller IS to denve the control signals using 
the body acceleratlOns for the actuator Presently, two of the most common used Imear 
controllers m control engmeenng are the clasSical and the optunal controllers. The former IS 
Widely uuhsed and understood, as It IS slffiple to synthesise and there are nUlDerous tools and 
methods for their reahsation In the area of acuve suspensIOn, Goodall (1989) and Paddlson 
(1995) successfully apphed the clasSical controller to the Maglev 11111 vehicle. Pratt (\996) 
apphed the clasSiCal control theory to control the mter-velucle actuators wlule Wilharns 
(1986) did a companson on the clasSical and optlmal ac!!ve suspensIOn controls of a 11II1way 
velucle The thesIS presented the modellmg of the fleXibility ID a railway velucle body usmg 
the energy method wluch mvolves complex nUlDencal model, although methods to suppress 
the fleXible body monons were not studied 
Theore!!cally, the use of optlmal control m deSign will produce a controller that IS robust and 
OptunUlD ID performance Thompson (1976) was the first to apply this theory to an ac!!ve 
suspensIOn system USIDg a quarter car model. Thereafter, nUlDerous researchers, for 
example, Hac (1985; 1986), Hac et al. (1996) and Hrovat (1997), conlinued the use of 
optlmal control for the ac!!ve suspensIOn but therr work were apphed to road vehicles 
The actuanon system generates the necessary force to cancel the vlbranon. Consequently, 
the lffipact of actuator technology on the nde quahty WIll need to be addressed So far, most 
research ID ac!ive suspensIOn assUlDed the actuators to be ideaf, WIth the excep!!ons of 
Goodall and Ius co-workers (1993) and Wilhams (1986) Goodall and his co-workers 
(1993) mvesngated the performance of usmg tlrree different forms of actuator technology on 
a quarter car model where pltclung and fleXibility of the structure are Ignored Although this 
IS suffiCient to understand how these different technologies of actuators affected the nde 
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quahty of a conventtonal raIlway velncle, It IS not adequate to the study of next generatton of 
raIlway velncle of lighter and more fleXible bodles WIlliams (1986) mvesttgated the 
applicatton of electromagnettc actuators fitted across the secondary suspensIOn of a railway 
velnc1e However, m reality the sIZe and weight of the actuators would be too large to be 
operated economically across the secondary arr-sprmg. Furthermore, there were no 
compansons carned out on the amount of nde degradatton between Ideal and real actuator 
dynarrucs 
Genetic Algonthm (GA) IS a model of maclnne leanung winch denves Its behavIOur from a 
metaphor for the evolutton processes m nature The smgle obJecttve form of GA was 
descnbed by Goldberg (1989), and has gamed populanty in recent years. Works by 
Foncesca and Flemmg (1998 a; 1998 b) have extended the applicatton of GA to multt-
obJecttve problems. Presently, the turung of controller gain value IS a manual and empmcal 
process, winch IS ttme consurnmg and often does not give the best solutton The use of GA 
to nme the controller parameters (Mel et aI, 1998) IS gammg mcreased populanty. TIns is 
because the best possible solutton can be found from a wider search space m a much 
shorter ttme compared to findmg It manually 
2.5 Statement of the Research Problem 
Trams of the future will have a lighter body and travel at a speed of more than 270 km/h 
Thus, the fleXible body motions Will need to be effectively suppressed to aclneve an 
acceptable nde quality. The major assertion IS that there IS a need to address the issue of 
nde rrnprovement targeted to a more fleXible body of a raIlway vehicle At the present 
moment, the effect of fleXibility upon nde quality can be assessed by usmg multt-body 
modellmg and srrnulatton package software like firute element method (FEM), Srrnpack and 
Vamprre. However, the compleXlttes make the design of controllers to suppress the 
Vibratton a difficult task. Therefore, there IS a need for more fundamental study to research 
'Ideal Actuators The actuators are able to supply any amount of force over an mfimte bandWidth 
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into a more effective method to desIgn controllers for llllprovrng nde comfort of a fleXlble-
bodIed rnlway velucle. 
2.6 Aim and Objectives of the Research 
Thus, the allll of the research IS to proVIde a slgmficant contnbutlOn to the llllprovement of 
nde qualIty for a fleXIble conventJonaI milway velucle system through the use of an actlve 
suspensIOn to control the flexIble body motlons and mmnmse the nde acceleratJons. 
In order to aclueve the allll, the obJectlves of the research are as follows: 
i) To compare the applIcatlons of dIfferent control laws to the actuators located across the 
secondary suspensIOn so as to aclueve the best nde qualIty on a random track for a 
fleXIble body 
u) To explore the novel idea of locating a tlnrd actuator at the centre of the vehicle to 
control the resonance of a flexIble velucle body. Together WIth the two actuators located 
across the secondary suspensIOns, dIfferent control laws WIll be applIed to assess the 
nde qualIty. 
m) To mvestlgate the llllpacts of dIfferent actuator technologIes on the nde qualIty. 
IV) To look mto the abIlIty of controller to cope WIth the changes in external condItlons, for 
example, velucle mass, secondary damper and flexIble Vlbratlon frequencIes. 
v) To blllld an expenmental ng to demonstrate the effectlveness of the controller and the 
centre actuator resulted from (11) 
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2.7 Scope of the Research 
In order to realIse the aforementIOned obJectJves, the followmg tasks WIll be carned out 
2.7.l LIterature Survey 
An understanding of the contemporary research mto the area of ride improvement for a 
fleXIble-bodIed raIlway vehicle IS necessary m order to IdenniY areas for potentIal 
contnbunon. The lIterature survey WIll cover fleXIble structures and Its modellmg, method of 
control, opturusation and actuators. It will mclude the work mvolvmg acnve suspension for 
raIlway and road velucle Fmally, the vanous types of actuators currently avaIlable WIll be 
IdentIfied and their potennallmpacts on the construction of actIve suspension systems WIll be 
analysed. 
2.7.2 Modellmg of Rrulway Velucle Dynanncs 
A valId vehicle model WIth the necessary dynanucs needs to be built to study the 
unprovement of the nde qualIty As mmumsatIon of the VIbration effects of a fleXIble coach 
(vehicle body) IS the mam emphasis oftlus research, the model to be developed must mclude 
the fleXIbIlIty effects, especIally the first symmetncal and asymmetncal modes The model 
developed must be as close as poSSIble to an actual lugh speed raIlway velucle and methods 
of model valIdatIon are requITed. 
2.7.3 Development of RIde QualIty Assessment Methods 
The entenon for judgmg nde qualIty IS rather subjectIve as It IS influenced by the first 
unpresslOn of the passengers on the extenor and mtenor condItIons of the velucle. Usually 
personal feelmgs do come mto the finaI assessment and from the engmeermg point of VIew 
tlus IS not a sCIentIfic way of measunng nde quahty. Therefore, methods for quantIfYmg nde 
qualIty mathematIcally must be used. In tlus case, three commonly used methods, namely 
covanance, frequency and tune domain analYSIS have been chosen and a mathemancal 
expreSSIOn IS used to represent the qualIty of the track. 
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2 7 4 Active SuspensIOn Controller 
The idea of actIve VIbratIon control usmg skyhook dampmg was first mentIoned by Kamopp 
et al (1974) and It fonned the basis of tlus research. TIns, however, IS not realisable m a 
practical situatIon but the response can be realIsed usmg an actuator A skyhook damper 
produces a force from the relatIve velOCity (tlus wIll be explained further m subsequent 
chapters) However, there IS no means of measurmg tlus velOCity. Thus, an accelerometer 
together With an mtegrator must be used. TIns Will, however, cause problems as a pure 
mtegrator has an mfuute gam at dc which tends to amplIfY any small d c values that may be 
present Hence an alternative filter deSign (Li and Goodall, 1999), wluch has an mtegrator 
actIon at lugh frequency and does not amplIfY the low frequency d c Signals IS requITed. 
In a raIlway vehicle, there is a lnmted amouot of space where the actuators can be located 
EffectIve suppression of VibratIons due to fleXible body modes reqUIreS careful conSideratIon 
m tenns of actuator locatIons so that the actuators are not located at the nodes of the 
Vibrations. A novel Idea of havmg a centre mass and a centre actuator to suppress the 
fleXible modes of a fleXible velucle IS mtroduced A major focus of tlus mvestIgatIon Will be 
the development of tlus novel approach together With the actuators located across the front 
and rear secondary SuspensIOn, usmg clasSiCal and optnnal control to deSign controllers that 
can Improve the nde quality of a fleXible-bodied raIlway vehicle 
2.7.4.1 ClasSical Control 
The field of clasSical control has been well establIshed However, Its applIcatIon to the 
centre actuator has to be explored m detatl The aim of usmg classical control IS to identIfY 
how nde acceleratIon can be reduced With the attentIon focused on the fleXibilIty effects. In 
order to aclueve tlus, the specificatIons of the filter are requIred These must mclude the type 
of filter used, the deSigned cut-off frequency and the dampmg rate. Furthennore, detaIled 
studtes on the use of acceleration Signals from the dtfferent locatIons on the velucle body are 
reqUIred. Both two and three actuators configuratIons to achieve better nde are studied. 
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2.7.4 2 Optimal Control 
The classical control makes use of performance cntena such as bandWidth, dampmg raliO, 
etc, that Will result m a system wluch Will meet the prescnbed perfonnance requirements. 
The performance, however, IS normally not optmused. Other control theones, such as 
optuna1 control, has to be explored Lmear QuadratiC (LQ) control (an optJ.mal control 
approach) relies on design techniques that maxrrmse or mirumise a performance mdex It Will 
give a deSigned system that IS optJ.mal m the prescnbed sense. The controllability and 
observability conmtlons must first be established. Then the deSign of an LQ controller Will 
subsequently commence by the formulation of a cost functJ.on (perfonnance mdex) wluch Will 
mirunuse the nde acceleration Irutlal values of cost factors (weighting matrix) in the cost 
function Will need to be detennmed. 110s IS necessary m order to obtam the feedback gain to 
generate the control Signal to dnve either two or three actuators 
2 7 5 investigation of Practical Issues 
The aim of !Ius work IS to mvestlgate the practlca1lssues that Will be encountered when the 
deSigned controllers are unplemented m the real world Work Will mclude the stumes of the 
effect on nde unprovement when mtroducmg the actuators dynarmcs and the robustness of 
the controller when the extemal conmtlons change The former IS earned out by mcluillng 
lmeansed models of two lughly non-lmear actuator types, electro-hydraulic and electro-
magnetic, and assessing how the inclUSIOn of the dynamics affects the nde comfort. The 
second issue stumes how the controllers cope With the variations of the velucle parameters 
(e g. secondary damper, fleXible Vibration frequencies, mode shape and mass of the velucle) 
2 7 6 Experunental Rig 
The roam focus of !Ius secliOn IS to bwld an expenmental ng that IS fleXible enough to 
represent the fleXible Vibration frequencies of a I1l1lway velucle m a laboratory 110s ng IS 
used to test the controllers designed dunng the theoretical stage It Will have a processor that 
IS fast enough m terms of computation tJ.me to execute the control algonthm Actuators that 
have the appropnate specification to exert a continuous force to support the beam and a 
response tJ.me that IS fast enough to react With the Vibration movements Will be needed In 
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adruMn, accelerometers havrng a Ingh Signal to nOise raM and a fast conversion tune for 
analogue to rugJtal and rugJta1 to analogue converters will also be required 
2.8 Summary 
The context of the research IS established and tlus mcluded an ovefVlew of the nul transport. 
A bnef survey on contemporary research on nde unprovement m the road and rail transport 
winch compnse of the rufferences m the suspensIOn modellmg of both types of transport are 
also descnbed. The research problem IS defined and the aun and objectives are identified. 
The scope of the research necessary to realise the objectives are also covered. 
3.1 Introduction 
Chapter 3 
Literature Survey 
TIus reVIew will begm WIth the IuStOlY of actIve suspensIOn and then the classlficatJon of 
different types of power suspensIons. TIus IS followed by a survey of the current area m 
wluch fleXIble structure IS consIdered an IITlportant Issue and the different modellmg 
techruques currently used to model the fleXIble strucl!!re Methods to reduce flexIble body 
Vlbrattons, the method of control, actuator technology and the use of GeneTIC AJgonthm to 
optJrnlse the parameters are also assessed 
3.2 Brief History of Active Suspension Research 
ACTIve suspensIon has been heaVIly researched m the area of ratlway and road velucles 
mdustries to IITIprove the nde comfort of the passengers. 
In the ITIId 60's, there was a great mterest in acTIve suspensIOn for ratlway velucles m the US 
and Europe and efforts were gathered to IITIprove the nde quahty for travellmg speeds 
greater than 75 mls Thereafter, tins IlliTIaI enthusIasm did not seem to gather much 
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momentum except for the case at Bnttsh RaIl Research (BRR) winch produced a prototype 
tram fitted WIth verttcal and lateral acttve suspensIOns (pollard, 1983, Pollard and Simons, 
1984) 
The Japanese tram operator JR (Japan RaIl) West tested an experunental tram (WIN350) 
WIth a number of acttve suspensIons opttons (Nonnao, 1997) before decldmg on usmg serm-
active suspensIOn m commercIal operatton as they conSIdered serm-acttve suspensIOn able to 
aclneve theIr nde obJecttves. Furthermore, research mto makmg acttve suspensIOn more 
practtcal m Ingh speed trams m terms of relIabIlIty (Maruyama et aI, 1997) for the Senes 
500 Shmkasen (denved from the WIN350 test tram) has also been carned out. 
In 1981, Hednck publIshed a reVIew on the state-of-the-art acttvlttes on raIlway acttve 
suspensIons WIth the emphasIS on nde performance aclneved. A sinular reVIew as part of the 
lA VSD acttVlttes was 11I1ttated m 1974 WIth the thrrd one publIshed m 1997 (Goodall, 
1997). The latter IS a more up-to-date reVIew, winch covered the basIcs and c1asslficatton of 
acttve suspensIOn, current rrnplementatton and futtrre ideas The review also gIves a 
speculattve vIew of an acttvely guIded raIlway velncle WIthout bogIes and the Idea of steer-
by-wire for the futtrre raIlway velncles. 
AJthough research mterest m acttve suspensIOns for raIlway and road vehIcles started at the 
same ttme, It is most probably associated more WIth the automottve mdustry where much 
more research has been undertaken. Some 40 years ago, the first acttve suspensIOn 
powered by controllmg a valve of a hydraulIC system bwIt and tested by Federspiel-
Labrosse appeared on the French made car Cltroen 2CV Smce then, acttve suspensIOn has 
gmned much publICIty. TIns attentton was further fuelled m Formula One racmg crrcwt when 
Lotus (Baker, 1984) developed a fully hydraulIc actuator suspension for theIr racmg cars 
and achieved rrnpresslve nde handhng and performance results. AJthough the subsequent 
ban of acttve suspension for Formula One cars in 1993 terminated the research for racmg 
cars (Baker, 1984), the interest in acttve suspensIon generated Imger on. 
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In the 90's, commercially ava[lable cars hke N[ssan Infiruty Q45, Toyota Cehca, Cttroen 
XantJa, ActJva Xm and Mercedes CL500, have actJve suspensIOn fitted. However, due to 
the extra cost and weight mcurred compared to one Without actJve suspension, the velncle 
With actJve suspensIOn fitted has not been well received 
In recent years, there [S also a growmg mterest to apply active suspensIOn to tractor and long 
traders (E!ntadany, 1988) and more recently, on nuhtary velncle (Hednck and Osono, 
1999). On 15th Oct, 1997, a new land speed record of761 mph was set by the ThrustSSC 
vehicle (Webb, 1998), winch [S capable of accelerating from 0 to 600 mph m 16 seconds 
and reaclnng a top speed of 850 mph At t1us high level of speed, the passive suspensions 
Will not be able to maintam the stab[hty of the velncle. Thus, an active suspension is used to 
mamtam the velncle stab[hty and Withstand against the shock waves as [t passes through the 
'transoruc' region 
LikeWise for road velncles, there are also numerous reVIew papers m the automotive 
mdustry g[vmg the background, Instory and suspension perfonnance (Appleyard and 
Wellstead, 1995), With Elbeherry et al (1995) emphas[smg the dynarrucs and control on the 
design of advanced SUspensiOns for nde quahty and safety. Wdharns (1997 a; b) wrote a 
two part mtroductlon to the automotive actJve suspension, providmg a basic understandmg 
of active suspension from basiC skyhook theory to the problem of rrnplementatlons 
As for the l1lllway velncles, most of the early active suspension works have been 
concentrated on the design oftJltlng trams m the 70's. These works have now resulted m the 
commerc[ally-avrulable ttltlng trams winch are very common m Italy, Sweden, Sprun and 
Gennany. In UK, m May 2002, the tJlmg tram Will become a common Sight for the people 
11Vlng and working in the West coast regIOn (Anon, 2000) Tram operators around the world 
are begmrung to accept that tltlmg trams are here to stay. 
As for actJve secondary suspensions most of the research carried out have proven that [t [S 
able to improve the nde quahty by 50 % compared to passive suspension and development 
[S still an ongomg process In recent years, With the trams trymg to aclneve faster speed and 
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better nde comfort, manufactures are beginnmg to look senously mto usmg actJve secondary 
suspensIOn to unprove the nde quahty (Nonnao, 1997; Anon, 1999 a). In an arncIe wIuch 
appeared m RaIlway Gazette (Anon, I 999 b), It was reported that Alstom IS spendmg about 
60 ffi1lhons Euros a year m developmg actJve suspensIOn for TGV and the company IS 
puttmg acnve suspensIOn as one of the nme mam areas for development m the new 
Illillenruum From the vast research done on actJve suspensIOn m the automotJve and rrulway 
mdustnes, research personnel from both mdustnes can certainly learn from each other to 
make actJve suspensIOn a reahty m the future of ground tnmsportatJon. 
3.3 Types of Powered Suspension 
The suspensIOn supports the weight of the velucIe and Isolates the track disturbance from the 
raIlway velucIe body. The use of a passive suspensIOn to unprove the nde quality IS reacbmg 
Its upper lmut Consequently, different fonns of nde unprovement tecluuques wluch are a 
combmation of the passive and actJve or Just actIve alone have emerged Thus, there IS a 
huge crossover m the temunology used In the context of tlus theSIS, the different categones 
of suspension followed the defirutJons stated by Goodall (1997) and Elbeluery et al. (\995) 
and Will fonn the foundation oftlus work. 
3.3.I ActIve SuspensIOn 
The actJve suspensIOn system consIsts of force generators wIuch are used either solely or m 
conJunctJon With a passive suspensIOn The purpose of domg tlus IS to provide a Iugher level 
of isolatJon than the passive system. Using Imear optImal control theory, Kamopp et al. 
(\ 974) found that an optrmum force equatJon resulted from the optJlllisatIon of the passIVe 
suspensIOn IS F = Bx + K{x - xo), where F IS the force, B the damper value and K the 
spnng constant It can sometJmes be realised usmg passIVe element as shown m Figure 3 - I 
a However, m practical SltuatJOn, It is unposslble to connect a damper from an Isolated mass 
to a reference ground to produce a dampmg force wIuch IS proportIOnal to the absolute 
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mass velocity Karnopp et al. (1974) called tins a skyhook damper because the damper IS 
effect!vely connected to the sky and he subsequently became the father of active suspensIOn 
control laws 
In a passive system, at low frequenCies, the spnng IS solely responsible for the relative 
displacement and the damper will detemune the resonance of the system Due to tins, as the 
value of the damper IS mcreased to reduce the resonance peak, the transmlsslblhty effect at 
Ingh frequency IS also mcreased TIns means that more Ingh frequency components will be 
transnutted to the vclncle body, thereby affectmg the nde quality. 
Bsky Mass, M i zm I 
A --Mass, M ~I 
~ K Bpasswe 
K A i 
Zt I Zt I 
---~ 
--
(a) (b) 
Figure 3-1 Simplified damping system for (a) active suspension (skyhook), (b) 
passive suspension. 
The advantage of usmg skyhook dampmg IS that It removes the need to compronuse 
between amplification of the natural frequency and the Ingh frequency response, a feature 
winch is not aclnevable m the passive system (Wilhams, 1986; Pratt, 1996) TIus means that 
It can proVide the requITed resonance attenuation Without mcreasmg the Ingh frequency 
transnusslbihty effect Figure 3-1 (a) illustrates a one-mass model With a spnng and a 
z damper connected to the ground (skyhook damper). The transfer functIOn, ...!!!.. IS obtamed 
z, 
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as below where B,ky IS the skyhook dampmg factor, Zm IS the body displacement m m and z, 
IS the track dtsplacement m m: 
z, Ms' + B,kys+ K 
(3.1) 
At htgh frequencIes equation (3 1) IS approxunated to 
Zm K 
-~--
z, Ms' 
(3.2) 
The mathematical model for the passIve suspensIOn combmatIon IS gIven m FIgtrre 3-1 (b) 
and the transfer funCtion, Z m IS gIven below where Bp"""", IS the passIve dampmg factor, Zm 
z, 
and z, are the body and track vertical dIsplacement m metres respectively: 
z B pass/yeS + K ~=--="'---­
Zr Ms2+Bpasslv~+K 
At htgh frequencIes equation (3 3) can be approxunated to 
Zm Bpass,ve 
-~ 
z, Ms 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Equations (3 1) and (3.3) have the same dampmg value, S B ~ , where B can be 
2"MK 
eIther B,ky or Bp"',,,e, and the undamped natural frequency IS gIven as w. = g. 
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The only difference between the passive and skyhook equations is the s tenn appearing in 
the numerator of equation (3 .3). Thus, at high frequencies equation (3 .1 ) does not involve 
the damper value, B,Iry. Thus, for skyhook arrangement, B,ky can be increased to reduce the 
resonant peak associated with the vibration without increasing the high frequency 
transmissibility effect as shown in Figure 3-2 . On tlle contrary, for a passive case (a shown 
in equation 3.3), when the passive damper value Bpa"',, is increased to reduce resonant 
vibration, more high frequency effect is transmitted to the mass. This is illustrated in Figure 
3 -2 in which the arrows indicate tlle movement of the passive and skyhook frequency 
response when damping is increased. 
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Figure 3-2 Comparing skyhook and passive damper with increasing damping value 
TIlUS, introducing an active element (nonnally in the fonn of skyhook damper) to the 
vibration system is able to provide an absolute damping solely to CDwlteract tllC vibration 
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WIthOut the help from any passIve dampmg elements (pollard, 1983, Karnopp, 1983; 
Appleyard and Wellstead, 1995) Tlus deVIce can easIly aclueve a 50% reductIon m nde 
acceleratIOn when compared to a passIve system (Karnopp, 1978; Pollard and Sunons 
1984) Nevertheless, for a velucle suspensIon applIcatIOn, It IS unposslble to find a ground 
plane to connect the damper, but the force produced by the skyhook damper can be easIly 
reproduced usmg an actuator. 
The actIve suspensIon can be further sub-dlVlded mto low and high bandwidth SuspensIOns 
(WIllIams, 1994 b, 1997 b) In the context of a velucle suspensIOn, the fonner has a low 
bandWIdth element placed m senes WIth a secondary arr-spnng and damper wluch WIll 
control the motIon of the vehIcle body (sprung mass). As for the latter, a lugh bandWIdth 
element IS located m parallel WIth secondary air-sprmg WIthout the damper and must be able 
to control both the motIon of a velucle body and a bogIe (unsprung mass) m the nul velucle 
context 
3 3.1.1 TIltIng 
In the late 60's, BntIsh RaIl worked on the Advanced Passenger Tram (APT) tIltIng system 
(Goodall, 1997). The tIltIng of the body when the tram negotIates a curve helped to remove 
the lateral acceleratIon effect, thereby unprovmg the nde comfort. Tlus allows the tram to 
travel at a higher speed. 
In actual fact, tIhng suspensIOn can be clasSIfied as actIve SuspensIOn. Tlus has now emerged 
onto the mam stream of the nul mdustnes and WIll soon be mtegrated mto the lIfe of every nul 
commuter. The current operatIng or scheduled to operate tIltIng trams are Pendolml (Italy), 
X2000 (SwedIsh), ICT (Gennany) and Virgm West Coast (UK). 
3 3 2 SemI-ActIve SuspensIOn 
Active suspensIons are usually complex and requrre a power supply In companson, serm-
actIve suspensIOns use a controlled damper whIch generates the damping forces by 
dISSIpatIng energy The advantage IS that less power IS consumed (Karnopp et ai, 1974; 
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Tang, 1996, WIlhams 1997 b) However, for the raIlway vehicle, the power reqUIred by the 
actIve suspension, wluch IS about IkW, IS small compared With the 100 kW requrred by the 
arr-<:omhtIorung and hghting system Furthermore, for the serru-actJ.ve SUSpensiOn, It cannot 
produce a feedback control force all the tune and It IS therefore not possible to aclueve as 
much unprovement as a full-actIve solutIon Tlus tends to cause VibratIons at lugh frequencies 
due to the dlscontInUltIes m the force produced that are not present m the passive 
components they are replacmg (WIlhams, 1997 b) 
LikeWise, dependmg on the type of damper used, there are two categones of serru-actIve 
suspensIOn (W Ilhams, 1994 b) 
Ca) A two state damper sWitched rapidly between a high and low state. When the body 
and damper velOCity are m the same directIon, the damper IS sWitched to the lugh state 
and to a low state when they are m the opposite directIons. A major disadvantage of tJus 
type of arrangement IS the rapid SWltclung, partIcularly when there are lugh velocItIes 
across the dampers. Tlus Will tend to generate lugh-frequency harmonics, which Will 
make the suspensIOn feel harsh, and lead to the generatIon of unacceptable nOise. 
Cb) Continuously variable damper m theory has the abIlity of varymg Its performance 
over a wide range. When the body velOCity and the damper velOCity are m the same 
drrectJ.on, the damper IS to emulate a skyhook damper. When the velocities are m 
opposite directIons, the damper IS SWitched to Its lowest value. This, ill theory, can 
produce nde unprovement that IS comparable With that achieved by a fully actIve 
suspensIOn over a certain range of operatIng conditIons However, at the moment, It IS 
l11TI1ted by the avrulablhty of the damper that can generate lugh forces at low velocities 
and vice versa Moreover, the ablhty to change rapidly between the high and low 
conditIons wluch IS an unportant factor, IS yet to be reahsed 
3.3 3 AdaptIve or Semi-Passive SuspensIOn 
AdaptIve in the context of suspensIOn means that the parameters of a suspensIOn are able to 
change in response to the different conditIons of the tracks. 
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SelTIl-passlve suspension IS considered as the most pnnuuve of adapuve suspension as It 
only vanes the level of suspensIOn Wlthm a IlIllited range so as to mamtam a constant level. 
Normally, tlus IS ill the form of a load leveller deVIce (Kamopp, 1978) of wluch the arr-
spnng IS a good example. A parTIcular funchOn of an arr-spnng IS to mamtam the vehicle 
body at a constant level ill response to a change ill mass when passengers are gettmg ill and 
out of the vehicle 
3.4 Flexible Structures 
3.4.1 Rrulway Velucle 
In order to reduce the energy consumpuon, the velucle body WIll need to be deSigned as 
hght as possible. Tlus sacnfices the ngJdIty of the body Hence, flexible body control WIll 
need to be considered so as to mamtaill or rrnprove the nde quahty to a level comparable to 
or better than a ngld body (Nagal and Sawada, 1987, TanlfuJI, 1991, Paddlson, 1995, 
PaddIson and Goodall, 1993; WIlhams, 1986; Banel]ee and Haug, 1998). Normally, the 
tracks ill the studIes are considered to be ngId but ill consldenng the fleXlblhty of a Maglev 
velucle, a fleXlble body movrng over a fleXlble track is being studIed (Meisillger, 1975) 
3.4.2 Road Velucle 
The research area for road velucle, where fleXlblhty of the structure IS considered rrnportant, 
IS nonnally carned out for long velucle such as a truck traIler (Ehnadany, 1988, Hac, 1986, 
Hac et aI., 1996; Margohs and Edeal, 1989) 
3.4 3 Other Areas 
In the NASA space research area where space structures such as satelhte, solar array and 
antenna can be consIdered fleXlble under zero graVIty condIuon ill the outer space, fleXlble 
body Issues become vel)' cruCial The lack of graVIty means that there IS no mherent 
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dampmg, and thus any shght movement will cause the whole structure to vibrate (Wle, 1992, 
LID and Skeleton, 1993) 
Robots used to be slow, heavy, bulky and consume large amounts of energy. However, the 
current new generaTIon of robots are lighter and have hnks that need to cope With the 
fleXibility problems. Thus, the control of fleXible Imks of the robots IS an area that IS heaVily 
researched (Qian and Ma, 1992; Tokhl and Azad, 1996). 
Some of the more general fleXible system research uses a fleXible beam. These researches 
form a basis for understandmg the prmclples of a fleXible structure which are nnportant, as 
SUitable control laws can be denved for the successful suppression of unwanted VibraTIOns 
(T okln and Hossam, 1994) 
3.5 Flexibility Modelling 
In the raIlway mdustry, funte element models for the velucle usually have more than 10000 
degrees of freedom (BaneIJee and Haug, 1998) This might not be praCTIcal m deslgnmg 
controllers to suppress the fleXible frequencies As such, some form of snnphfYmg the 
modeIImg IS necessary. 
The Euler-Bemoulll beam assumpTIon IS Widely used m fleXible body studies for a raIlway 
vehicle (Hac et ai, 1996; Margohs and Edeal, 1989, Paddlson and GoodaII, 1993, 
Paddlson, 1995, Richard, 1980; TarufuJI, 1991). The basiC assumptions made are (I) the 
matenal IS homogeneous, (11) the deflectIons are perfectly elastIc and small, (ID) the stress IS 
proportIonal to the stram and the local rotaTIonal moment and (IV) the mertIal force from the 
shear defonnatIon are negligtble. 
Richard (1980) showed that a raIlway vehicle can be modelled as a free-free beam If the 
support of a fleXible beam IS softer than the natural frequencies of the beam. For a typical 
coach of a raIlway velucle, rall-mduced VibraTIOns are mostly Isolated by the relaTIvely soft 
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secondary suspensIOn between the coach body and the bogIe, as the pnrnary suspensIOn 
between the wheelsets and the bogie IS relatJvely stJff for reasons of stablhty and safety AB a 
result, concerrnng the secondary suspensIon stJffuess WIth respect to the natural frequencIes 
of the coach, one could approxunate the beam as havrng both ends free 
There are many methods of descnbmg a physical system to mclude the effects of fleXIble 
modes. Hac (1985), Hac et al (1996), Paddlson (1995) and Nagru and Sawada (1987) 
used Newton's law wlnle AlIen and Karnopp (1975) and Margohs and Edeal (1989) used 
bond graphs 
3.6 Methods of Reducing Flexible Vibrations 
3 6 1 ComposIte Matenals 
Recent advancements in matenals, deSIgns and productJon technology have produced new 
products such as honeycomb, lammate systems and metal matrIx composItes (Blttence, 
1987) These offer the Inghest strength-to-welght and stJffuess-to-welght matenal systems 
avrulable today. All of them are m the race to be selected for lIghtweIght structure 
apphcatJons. 
Honeycomb COnsISts of an array of open cells, formed from very thm sheets of matenals 
attached to each other. It closely resembles the bee's honeycomb found m nature. Usually 
the cells are hexagonal m shape, but other types of cell configurations are possIble The mrun 
reason for usmg tins IS Its lIght weIght and Ingh strength propertJes but It IS expensIve to 
produce tins type of structure. In Japan, honeycomb technology IS used m the new Ingh 
speed train but the tIcket pnce of tins form of Ingh speed tram is pnced substantJally higher 
than the conventJonal high speed tram to recover the research and manufactImng cost 
Metal-matrix composites (MMC) offers not only Ingh strength-to-welght and stJffuess-to-
weIght ratJos, but also extremely good propertJes at Ingh temperature AB WIth honeycomb 
technology, the pnce of MMC matenal IS stJlI qUIte costly and is restncted m Its use to most 
unportant areas 
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However, for railway vehicles body, usmg the MMC or honeycomb structure m future Will 
result m weIght reduction WIthout havmg to wony about the structure VIbratIOn frequency 
from coincidmg With bogte excItatIon frequency. Wlnle ngtdtty IS rnamtamed or increased to 
a level comparable to the present ngid body of a raIlway velucle, meetmg crash worthmess 
requIrements may be a problem 
3 6 2 Secondary SuspenSIOn Actuators 
The railway velucle IS deSIgned to be compact As such, there are not many rooms to 
accommodate any actuators Due to this problem, there IS a Inrut as to how many actuators 
can be used. Most researchers workmg on the railway velucle actIve suspenSIOn area found 
that It IS still pOSSIble to put an actuator across the secondary suspensIOn to control the body 
VIbration and bendmg modes (Margohs and Edeal, 1989; Hac, 1986; Hac et aI, 1996, 
PaddIson and Goodall, 1993; Nagai and Sawada, 1987; Wilhams, 1994, Banel)ee and 
Haug, 1998, Alien and Karnopp, 1975). 
Hac et al (1996) went one step further m consIdenng a thrrd actuator which IS to be 
connected at slIghtly off the centre of the velucle With an extra mass. He called !lus extra 
mass the "proof-mass" wlule Banel)ee and Haug (1998) used the dynarmc mass approach 
(will be covered m the next sectIOn) Hac et al. 's work is targeted towards the road vehIcle, 
while BaneIJee and Haug are anrung at a raIlway velucle. The proof-mass actuator IS 
effectIve m suppressmg structural VIbratIons even when the nodes of the first beam mode 
comcided WIth suspensIOn attachments to the frame. In addttion, the actuators used do not 
need to have lugh bandWidth. 
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3 6 3 Dynarruc Damper 
The dynarruc damper or dynarruc VIbration 
absorber (see Figure 3-3) is designed such that It Fo srn rot 
IS tuned to one partJcular VibratIOn frequency and Mam 
'--_,-_-' mass IS only effectJ.ve over a narrow band of 
frequencies In Its simplest fonn, a dynarruc 
absorber consIsts of a mass and a spnng attached 
to the mam mass which changes from a I-DOF 
system mto a 2-DOF system The energy of the 
mam mass IS absorbed by the tuned dynarruc 
M 
Absorber 
mass 
Figure 3 3 Schematic of a 
absorber and this reduces the mam mass motJ.on to -
zero at Its resonance frequency dynamic damper. 
The typical application of a dynamic absorber ranges from electnc hair clippers to tuned 
mass dampers for structural control of tall bUildings A common Sight m the UK IS the 
dumbbell-shaped deVICes that hang from the highest voltage trans1lliSSIOn Imes to 1llitJ.gate the 
fatJ.gumg effects of wmd-mduced VlbratJ.on. In the automotJ.ve applications, dynarruc 
absorbers have often been used as an afterthought to reduce unexpected vlbralion (Hrovat, 
1997). 
At tlus moment, the only research that looks mto applymg dynamiC absorber to suppress the 
vertJ.ca1 bending VlbratJ.ons of a high speed ratlway vehicle IS done m Japan and Germany 
(Iwanaml and Nagamatsu, 1998, MlyaJtrna et al, 1998, BaneIJee and Haug, 1998). Both 
Iwanarru and Nagamatsu as well as BaneIJee and Haug used the passive type dynarruc 
damper while MlyaJ1Illa et al. used an aclive dynarruc damper In addltJ.on, BaneIJee and 
Haug took a step further m modellmg a more complex model with addtlional elasttc effect 
from the first horizontal bending mode and first torsIOnal mode H. control IS used for the 
front and rear actuators With the dynarruc damper at the centre havmg an oplimal mass ratio 
of 0 07. 
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3.7 Method of Control 
A velnc1e is a dynarmc system winch responds to a set of mputs that IS a combmatJon of 
track illsplacements and actuators forces. These will produce a set of outputs consisting of 
body illsplacements and acceleratlOns (as shown ill Figure 3-4). Transducers (for example 
accelerometers and displacement sensors) are needed to measure the output Signals 
Together With the actuators that served as illput control forces, the whole closed loop 
system IS formed. This IS the approach currently used by all the researchers ill the velnc1e 
dynamiCS field (pollard and Sunons, 1984; Hac et aI, 1996; Goodall, 1997) 
Chapter 4 Will cover the modellmg of the fleXible modes and the techmques to analyse the 
nde performance of such a dynarmc system 
:x Vehicle Output acceleratlons. Mechanical system displacement Vehicle dynamiCS nput Track response 10 mputs 
rregularltles 
Control forces 
Actuator forces as 
mput 
Transducers MOnilonng Systems 
Drive sIgnals ElectrOniC Monllor of outputs such relative as 
Actuators Control suspension displacement (Imear 
System (Application of polentlomeler) 
control laws) 
MOnitor of absolute outpul as as 
accelerallons (accelerometers) 
Figure 3-4 Block diagram of a control system. 
3.8 Actuator Technology 
Actuators are unportant components ill an active suspensIOn deSign. The key featlires of an 
actuator are the bandWidth of operation, energy consumption, size, weight and cost In 
recent years, there has been an enormous mterest ill the usage of ffi1ll1atlire actuators ill the 
area of rrucro-engmeenng 
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In the context of VlbratJon suppressIOn of the railway velucles, the more traditJonal approach 
IS to locate the actJiator( s) across the secondary suspensIOn However, more recently there 
has been a proposal to locate the actJiators at the mter-connectlon between coaches (Pratt 
and Goodall, 1994) 
The hterahlre that mvestlgates the nnpact of actJiator dynarrucs to active suspension is 
111llited Most of the work assumes Ideal actJiators (I e actJiators that are capable of 
producing any amount of force over an mfirute frequency range) However, mvestlgatlons 
carned out on a quartcr car by Pratt (1996) and Goodall et at. (1993) highlighted therr 
deparh1re from reahty in terms of the bandWidth and the force they are able to produce 
Below IS a swnmary of the mam achiator technolOgies that are currently available m the 
market, and a section on the emergmg technologies wluch rrught become the maID dnvrng 
force m the fuhrre IS also mcluded At the lime of W11hng tlus section, the establiShed 
actJiators technolOgies are the hydraulic, pneumatic and electromechanical ElectromagnetiC 
achiators are also slowly findmg therr way mto the mamstream market 
3 8.1 Pneumatic 
The prmclple of the pneumatic actJiator lies m the use of compressed arr. It behaves like the 
modem day bicycle pump In the context of the modem railway vehicle, the secondary arr-
sprmg IS an example of a pneumatic deVice The arr-sprmg (as Will be discussed m chapter 
4) IS able to prOVide sprmg and damper charactenstlcs (Tang, 1996) However, for the 
pneumatic achiator, the fixed volume of the reservorr IS replaced With one wluch IS vanable 
m volume Nonnally, It works at low pressure and IS a lughly non-Imear deVice due to the 
compresslbihty of the arr wluch resllited m low mherent damping. 110s kmd of deVice IS 
SUitable for the manufachrrmg and process mdustry control of robotic movement and 
anunatlon systems such as Madame Tussands, but not SUitable for actJve railway suspensIOn 
usage due to Its l11llited bandWidth and slow response. Tang (1996) made use of the air-
sprmg to aclueve serru-achve dampmg by varying the SIZe of the onfice to attain drlferent 
dampmgrate 
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Nagat and Sawada (1987) modelled a pneumattc acttve secondaty suspensIOn to suppress 
the fleXIble body WIth two actuators Quottng from the paper, "It IS practtcally dIfficult to 
control the lugher order bendIng vlbrattons than the first order mode, because the natural 
frequencIes of the velucle structure are m general much lugher than the cut-off frequency of 
the pneumattc actuator." Bane~ee and Haug (1998) implemented a hydro pneumattc versIOn 
m theIr research targeted to mnnrmse the fleXIble modes of a ratlway vehicle 
3.8.2 Electro-Hydrauhc Servo 
An electro-hydraulic servo-dnve consists of a control servo-valve, Imear hydraulic motor 
and transducers. TIns actuator IS a specIahst product and IS used where requirements for 
rehablhty and proven performance are dommant (Goodall et ai, 1993) 
A hydraulIc actuator Itself IS compact and easy to fit, but the addItton of the servo-valve and 
hydraulIc supply makes the system bulky and more costly. The dIsadvantages associated 
WIth usmg hydrauhc elements are that It IS subjected to OIls leakage, ineffiCIency and the 
rehabllIty of operation IS reduced over a prolonged usage. Hydraulic actuators are usually 
used where lugh accuracy and dynamic capablhty are required m lugh demand motton and 
load control Furthermore, these would be attracttve m a vehIcle whIch already has a 
hydraulIC power pack mstalled and the excess power can then be used to drIve the actuator 
Clark (1969) demonstrated how to select and deSIgn an electro-hydrauhc servo-drIve. The 
response of a servo-valve can be modelled as a first and second order transfer functton 
dependmg on the frequency range that the system IS dynamically lmked to (Thayer 1958; 
Neal, 1974) An mner force feed back loop IS used by Thompson and Chaplm (1996) to 
control the actuator and a wide bandWIdth hydrauhc actuator is obtamed. ThIs controller, 
accordmg to them, IS able to mamtam the actuator force at Its deSIred value and prevent any 
lockup' 
I Lockup The sprung and unsprung mass move up and down together as though they were phySIcally 
locked together PossIble causes mIght be due to the exceSSIve fnctlOn of the actuator 
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In recent years, there have been qUlte a few technology advancements that further rrnprove 
the performance of a hydrauhc actuator. More recent example IS the new Boemg 777 
commercial arrcraft that stIli uses the hydrauhc actuator technology in the arrcraft control 
surfaces (Cottel, 1996) 
In terms of active suspensIOn apphcatIons, a good example IS the double actmg hydrauhc 
actuator used on the Lotus FI vehIcle (Baker, 1984) Presently, hydrauhc actuators are 
consIdered the most VIable solutIon for use m road vehIcle actIve suspensIOns, and research 
has proceeded mto comparmg the effects of dIfferent control loops of the actuator 
(Thompson and Chaplm, 1996) and reVIewmg the actIve suspensIOn control used by the 
Lotus F1 car and skyhook dampmg proposed by Kamopp (WIlliams and Haddad, 1997) 
Most recently, m 1997, the land speed record was broken by Thrust SSC m Amenca 
Hydrauhc actlIator IS used to stabIhse the vehIcle when the sound barner record IS broken 
(Anon, 1997) Presently, actIve suspensIOns for most of the road vehIcles that have reached 
the stage of hardware development and productIon have used some form of hydrauhc 
actuatIon system (W Ilhams, 1997 b) Therefore, the electro hydraulIC servo actlIator IS an 
rrnportant form of actlIator technology whIch must be carefu\\y looked at 
3 8 3 ElectromagnetIc 
MagnetIc leVItatIon vehIcles, or Maglev, use the magnetIc field to float and move. Currently 
these are the fastest trams m the world WIth the MXOI m Japan travellmg at a top speed of 
560 knvh and TransrapId m Germany at 450 knvh. Both examples are expenmental Maglev 
vehicles whIch have yet to hit the nmmstream. However, there IS in operatIon a much lower 
speed operating versIOn that IS the BIrmingham AIrport People Mover 
There are basIcally two types of electronmgnetIc leVItatIon the ElectromagnetIc and the 
Electro-dynanuc The former uses forces of attractIon whIle the latter uses the eddy current 
set up by the nmgnetIc field as the vehicle moves WIth respect to a conductIng reactIon plate 
(Goodall, 1985). 
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Electromagnetic actuation COnsISts of eIther a paIr of electromagnets mounted back to back 
based on the Lorentz effect, or a smgle magnet and a fero-magnetlc armature In both cases, 
current IS used to control the actuator and thIS causes problems assocmted WIth heat 
dISSIpation and power consumption However, tlus form of actuation IS vel)' robust and 
relIable. Smce there are no movmg parts mvolved, It WlII not suffer from any catastropluc 
field breakdown Furthermore, It IS also tolerant to dust and hUIllidIty and Its frequency 
response IS mberentIy good, WIth the magnets able to be controIIed at frequencIes m excess 
of 50 Hz. TIus form of actuator technology has a charactenstlc tImt is quite close to an Ideal 
actuator and IS what active suspensIOn system requIres (PoIIard and Sunons, 1984) The 
dIsadvantage of this type of actuator IS that when the force requIrement for the actuator IS 
mcreased, the sIZe and weIght of the actuator also mcreases WIth It 
An electromagnetIc actuator located across the front and rear of a raIlway velucle has been 
used (WIllIarns, 1994) These actuators act m paraIIel WIth a normal aIr-spnng so tImt they 
do not cafl)' the velucle weIght; theIr forces are enough to suppress any vIbration due to 
track megulantles. Pratt (1996) used a small magnetic inter-velucle actuator for Ius test rig 
as the force requIrement was m the regIon of few Newtons and a small electromagnetic 
actuator could do the Job. 
WIth Its sIZe proportional to the force produced, electromagnetic actuator was not 
considered as an attractive form of actuator technology to be used in the raIlway actIve 
SUSpensIOn. TIus IS because the level of force requIred (usually m the range of a few kN 
r m s.) needs a large magnet to produce. However, in recent years, a novel form of Imear 
actuator rnakmg use of pneumatIc and electromagnetic energy has emerged. The actuator IS 
called the Pemram™ (Denne, 1993, 1996) and It makes use of the pnnclple ofImear motor 
and the compressed aIr to Cafl)' the dead weIght of the system. TIus allows the 
electromagnetiC force to suppress any unwanted VIbratIon or movement By varymg the 
excItation current, the magnetic flux can be controIIed, thereby producing the reqUIred 
dynanuc force 
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At this moment, Pemnun™ IS mamIy used m the motIon platfonn. Although the force winch 
It IS able to generate IS yet to reach the level reqUIred by the front and rear actuators of an 
actIve secondary nulway suspensIOn system, the potentIal IS still there However, the 
manufacturer mmcates that m future Pemnun™ should be able to produce the force level 
winch IS SUItable for use m nulway velncles 
3 8 4 Electromecharucal 
Electromechamcal actuators have been developed over the last 20 years to a state of Ingh 
efficiency and relIabIlIty. However, It stIll reqUIreS a long lead screw and IS not as compact as 
a hydraulIC actuator (Goodall et ai, 1993) Thus, this fonn of actuator IS not SUItable for the 
vertIcal suspensIOn of a nulway velncle due to the luruted space between the bogIe and the 
coach However, m recent years, electromechamcal actuators have slowly found therr way 
into the tIltIng trams, for example, SIemens SGP bOgIe (Stnbersky, 1997) in the fonn of 
lateral suspensIOn 
3.8.5 Developmg Technology 
At thIS moment of wntIng, there are qUIte a number of advanced actuator technolOgIes 
currently bemg researched These are plezoelectnc, magnetostnctIon, electrostnctlOn, 
thermal and shape memory alloy as well as electro-rheologIcal fluids Plezoelectnc IS 
currently used m the mechatroruc, manufactJrrmg and optIcal areas. It has a small range of 
dIsplacement and produces luruted amount of force Furthennore, It lacks robustness. The 
rest are stIli m the early stage of research. These are Just some of the new technolOgIes that 
are conung mto the actuator field, and therr acceptance mto the mdustry wIll be apparent at a 
later stage 
In addItIon to the technology of the actuators, the placements and the types of the sensors 
and the actuators are also unportant Issues TIns IS because If an actuator/sensor IS located 
near a nodal pomt of a mode, It WIll result m the actuator not able to control the bendIng 
modes (Nagal and Sawada, 1987) and sensors gIvmg erroneous readmgs for that mode. 
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Thus, Hac and LIU (1992) proposed a methodology for detenrurung the best locatIOns for 
actuator and sensor before any control strategy IS developed 
3.9 Optimisation 
3.9.1 Genetic AJgonthm (GA) 
GenetIc Algonthms (GA) are methods used to solve search and opturusatIon problems 
They are based on the genetIc process of biologIcal orgarusms m nature winch opturused as 
It evolved TIns IS earned out WIth a populatIon of mdIVlduals winch IS represented by 
chromosomes (I e a set of characters analogous to our DNA) and the populatIon goes 
through a process of evolution winch the fittest WIll sl1lV1ve The survival of the fittest them)' 
was first put forward by Charles DarWIn m The OngIn of SpecIes and formed the basIS of 
the GA The basIC pnnclples of GA are well descnbed m many texts but only two are 
quoted here (Goldberg, 1989, Mlchalewicz, 1992) 
GA works WIth a populatIon of mdIVlduals, each representIng a poSSIble solutIon to a gIven 
problem. A fitness value IS assigned to each mdIVldual accordIng to the sUItabIlIty of that 
mdIVldual to the solutIon. The mdIVlduals WIth the Inghest fittest value IS then gIven the 
oppOrtInuty to reproduce, crossbreed and mutate to produce a new offspnng which has 
some mfonnatIon of Its parents. The least hkely indIVIduals WIll have a lower chance of bemg 
selected for reproductIon and are lIkely to dIe out. In tins way, after many generatIons, a 
WIde space is searched and the most promising solutIon WIll converge to an opt:Jmal solutIon. 
Compared WIth the tradItIonal search and opturusatIon process such as the calculus-based 
method, GA is robust, global and generally more StraIght forward to apply m cases where 
there is lIttle or no apnon knowledge about the system to be controlled (Clnpperfield et al , 
1994) TIns is because GA searches a populatIon m parallel and uses probabIllstIc transItIon 
rules Furthermore, GA only needs to know the objectIve fimctIon and the fitness level WIll 
decIde on the search dIrectIon. 
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Matlab has fast becormng the de facto standard m Computer AIded Control System DesIgn 
for control engmeers. The whole design cycle from modellmg, simulatIOn to deSIgn of 
controllers are all done WIth the toolbox that come WIth It The smgle and multI-obJect:!ve GA 
toolbox developed at the, Department of AutomatIc Control and Systems Engmeering , the 
Uruverslty of Sheffield extends the use of GA to control engmeermg (Chipperfield et ai, 
1994, Fonseca and Flemmg, 1998 a, Fonseca and Fleming, 1998 b) 
The strength of GA does not stop at theoretIcal smlUlatIon as demonstrated by Schroder et 
al (1998) where GA IS used to do on-Ime turung of an active magnetic bearmg control 
system 
Chapter 4 
Modelling Simulation and Ride Assessment 
4.1 Introduction 
The use of a correct model IS essentJal m usmg a computer to cany out dynanuc slIllulatJon 
so that correct conclusions can be reached and vanous scenarios can be visualIsed WithOut 
havmg to resort to real lIfe expenment, thereby cuttJug down tJrne and cost TIns chapter 
looks mto the mathematJca1 modellmg of a typlca1high-speed railway vehicle With a fleXible 
body. The equatIOns for thiS model are denved m the state-space fonn, as well as an 
eqwvalent SIMULINK block dJagram TIns chapter also covers the analysis of the vehICle 
models and includes mfonnatJon about track mputs and methods for nde assessment 
4.2 Modelling of Railway Vehicle Dynamics 
Many methods are avrulable today that can be used to model railway vehicle dynanucs such 
as Langrange' s fonnulatJon and bond graph approach (Alien and Kamopp, 1975) In tIns 
theSIS, the ngJd body dynanucs are modelled using nonnal Newtoruan mecharucs, while the 
fleXibility IS modelled as a free-free beam denved from partJal dJfferentJal equatJons (Richard, 
1980), and m partJcular usmg the senes fonn of receptance method (BIshop, 1960) 
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Most of the non-Imeanhes expenenced m rrulway vehicle SUSpensIOns can be descnbed by 
the followmg categones: the hardenmglsoftenmg spnng or damper and coulomb fuchOn. 
However, only the Imeansed spnngs and damper were modelled here. 
4 2 I Rigtd Body 
T1us sechon covers the modellmg of the ngtd body dynanucs of a convenhOnaI railway 
passenger vehicle. FleXibility WIll be mcluded at a later stage. 
Figure 4-1 shows the elements m a typlcallngh-speed passenger rrul velncle. The pnmary 
suspension allows the wheelsets to move WIth the bogte frame, and the secondary 
suspension reduces the amOlmt of VlbrahOns transrrutted to the vehicle body. 
The mam fimchOn of the pnmary suspensIOn IS to proVide guidance, and It IS normally 
designed to be relahvely shff compared to the secondary suspension for stablhty and safety 
reasons On the other hand, the secondary suspensIOn IS concerned with nde comfort and IS 
usually deSigned to be relahvely soft m order to Isolate the vehicle body from any VlbrahOns 
due to rrregulanhes of the track. 
The secondary suspension IS normally an arr-spnng and Its pnmary fimchons are to Isolate 
the track rrregulanhes from the velncle body and rnamtam a constant gap between the 
velncle body and the bogte It IS also used to accommodate the shght changes in the mass of 
the velncle due to changtng passenger loads. 
An arr-spnng (fIgure 4-2) IS actually an arrbag connected to a surge reservorr through a 
restnctmg onfice The restnchng onfice IS used to resist the arrflow, thereby gtving some 
form of dampmg to the vehicle body. The arrflow through pipeS exlnblts non-lmear 
charactenshcS durmg compreSSIOn and expansion. T1us non-Imeanty can normally be 
lmeansed about an operahng pomt to produce the lmear eqwvalent spnng-damper 
arrangement as shown ID Figure 4-3 (Wllhams, 1986; Pratt, 1996, Tang, 1996). 
i bogie 
, 
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Figure 4-1 Components of a typical high-speed passenger railway vehicle. 
Upper Chambers Vehicle 
Lower Chamber Motion 
Figure 4-2 Schematic drawing of an air-spring. Figure 4-3 Linearised air-spring 
model. 
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Figure 4-4 is a schema1:!c representa1:!on of a typical lugh speed passenger raJlway velucIe 
With two degrees of freedom (DOF) considering both pitch and bounce modes. The 
modelled system has been snnplified to mcIude only two wheel sets mstead of four, wluch 
can be done because the tune delay between the mputs to the two wheelsets on a bOgie are 
considered to be negligible TIns means that only a ver1:ica! degree of freedom IS needed for 
the bogie masses, whereas the modellmg of the velucIe body mc1udes both ver1:ica! (bounce) 
and rota1:!onal (pItch) motJons. 
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Figure 4-4 Sideview model of a typical high speed passenger railway vehicle. 
x=Ax+ Bu+Gt; (4.1) 
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EquatIon (4.1) IS the state-space equatIon for the model shown m FIgure 4-4 WIthout the 
centre mass and the centre controller. A more detaIled equation (4 I) WIth the matnces of 
the dynarmcs of FIgure 4-4 IS gIven m the AppendIx B Note that the track mputs, S; are 
velOCIties at the leadmg and traIlmg ends of the vehIcle These are needed because of the 
dampers m the pnrnary suspensIOns The two extra states are mtroduced to create the 
correspondmg track pOSItIons These two states created two rows of zeros in the A rnatnx 
and make the matnx smgular and uncontrollable Hence tins form of rnatnx IS unsIDtable to 
be used m covanance analysIs (pratt, 1996) (dIscussed later m this chapter) to calculate the 
ride qualIty. To overcome tins problem, the mtegratIon assocIated WIth the denved POSItIons 
from the wheelset velocItIes vanables are aclueved by usmg low pass filters. The cut-off 
frequency!c IS chosen to be at a very low value so that the response IS not substantIally 
affected at the roam suspension frequenCIes (approXImately I Hz) thus, a value of 10 Hz of!c 
IS used However, equatIon (4.1) carmot be used to realIse an optImal controller because the 
system contams uncontrollable states ReformulatIng the system model usmg relatIve states 
mstead of absolute states enables a controllable form to be realIsed The use of relatIve 
states tends to couple the whole system together (Thornson, 1976). ThIs new equation gIVen 
mequatIon (4.2) IS sirmlar to equatIon (4.1) except that the states are dIfferent The new 
states are as follows 
x = [Z3C ~c ZIL ZIR (z3L -zIL)(z3R -zIR) (z2L - zIL)(z2R -ZIR) (zlL -zOL)(zlR -ZOR)jf 
,X=[Z3C t%c zlL ZIR (z3L -zIL) (z3R -zIR)(z2L -zIL)(z2R -zIR)(zlL -zOL)(zIR -ZOR)Y 
, U = [u fUr Jr, s = [ZOL ZOR]"· 
A mass IS also mcluded at the centre of the model to represent an Item of aUXIlIary 
eqIDpment, wluch m practIce could be eIther an mr-conilltIonmg urnt or a battery 
compartment ThIs mass wIll also act as an anchor pomt for the central actuator. The novel 
Idea mvolves usmg the centre actuator to suppress the fleXIble modes of a raIlway velucle 
(this WIll be covered fully in the subsequent chapters) In the model, a mass of I tonne 
supported by a spnng to gIve a I Hz natural frequency has been assumed, although tins wIll 
obVIously be modIfied by the control law A damper to gIve 5% damping IS also mcluded m 
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the model to prevent oscillatJons when there IS no actuator force mput The equatIOns are 
gIVen m equatJon (4 3) . 
_ B, 0 0 0 (Ka + K,) (Kn + K,) K, K, 0 0 1 1 M, M, M, M, M, 0 0 Mv Mv 
0 0 0 (Kn + K,)L, (Kn + K,)L, _ K,L, K,L, Lc _ Le 0 0 z,c 0 0 0 Bp I" I" I" I" z,C Ivc Ivc 0 e,c 
_ Bp (Kn + K,) 
_ K, _ Kp e,c Mb 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 Bp ZIL Mb Mb Mb Mb ZlL Mb Mb 0 
ZlR 0 0 0 
_ Bp 
0 (Kn + K,) _ K, _ Kp ZlR 0 0 Mb 0 0 0 0 Z'L - ZlL 
= 
Mb Mb Mb Mb z3L - ZlL 0 0 [:~ ]+ [~OL ] Z3R - ZIR 1 -L 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 + 0 0 (4.2) c Z3R - ZlR 0 0 ZOR 
Z2L - ZlL 1 L, 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z2L - ZlL 0 0 K, (K, + K,,) 0 0 Z2R - ZlR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z2R - ZlR 0 0 
B" B" 0 0 ZIL - ZOL -1 0 K, (K, + K,,) ZlL - ZOL 0 0 
ZlR - ZOR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 
B" B" ZlR - ZOR 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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_ Bc (Ka +K,) (Ka +K,) K, K, Bc _ Kc 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 
--- --- ---
Mv Mv Mv Mv My My Mv Mv Mv Mv 0 0 (Ka +K,)Lc (Ka +K.)Lc _ K,Lc K,Lc Le 0 Le 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --Z3C Ivc Ivc Ivc Ivc Z3C I vc I vc Bp 0 e3C _ Bp (Ka +K,) 
_ K, K 83C 1 0 0 Mb 0 0 0 0 0 --p 0 0 0 Mb Bp 
ilL Mb Mb Mb Mb ZIL 
1 0 ZIR _ Bp (Ka +K,) _ K, 
_ Kp 
ZIR 0 0 [:} Mb 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Mb 0 0 Z3L - ZIL Mb Mb Mb Mb Z3L - ZIL + 0 0 0 0 0 [~OL ] 1 -L -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZOR Z3R - ZIR c Z3R - ZIR 0 0 0 = 1 Lc 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l2L - ZIL 
Z2L - ZIL 0 0 0 K, (K, + K,,) 0 0 l2R - ZIR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z2R - ZIR 0 0 0 B" B" 
-1 0 ZIL - ZoL K, (K, + K,,) ZIL - ZOL 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
ZIR - ZoR 
B" B" ZIR - ZOR 1 0 0 ZIC 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ZIC 0 0 0 0 Mc llc - ZoR 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Z3C - ZIC 0 0 0 (4.3) Bc 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 _ Bc Kc Mc 
Mc Mc 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 
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4.2.2 Flexible Bodies 
The derivation of the system equations from the previous section assumed a rigid body, but 
in practice the body of a railway vehicle has significant flexibility which must be included in 
the model if a real istic prediction is to be obtained. The effect of flexibility for a single 
isolated flexible body will be considered here. 
Although it is possible to use the mode shapes and frequencies of a real vehicle to model the 
flexibility of a railway vehicle, here the flexible body of a typical high speed railway vehicle is 
assumed to be a free-free solid beam (Richard, 1980) of cross section area, A, flexural 
rigidity, El, material density, p and length, I. Since there are numerous books that deal with 
this in detail (for example, Bishop, 1960; Thomson, 1988), only a brief summary is given 
here. 
h 
. - . . -
- --
~- ---- -- ---------------~ 
I 
x 
Figure 4-5 Translational movement of a beam excited by a force. 
Based on the Bernoulli-Euler theory, the beam is treated as an assembly of an infinite 
number of masses. The assumption made here was taken from Bishop (1960) which states 
that the plane of the cross-section of a beam remained plane during flexure and that the 
radius of the curvature of the bent beam is large compared with the depth of the beam. A 
basic beam being excited by a force is shown in Figure 4-5, where x is the horizontal 
position of the beam from the front end (left), y is the vertical displacement from the centre 
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of eqwhbnwn, h IS the rustance from the end where the force IS applIed, lIS the total length 
of the beam and F IS the applIed force at a dIstance h from the front end. 
The Euler-BemoullI equalIon for a free VIbralIon umform beam IS gIVen as 
a'y pA a'y 
-+--=0 
ax' El at' 
GIven a hann0111C mput, the output equation is, 
y{x,t) = z{xXBI srn wt+B, coswt) 
where z IS a fimclIOn of x winch descnbes the modal vIbralIOn of a beam 
d'z =( PA)w'z{x) 
dx' El 
For free VIbralIOn, 
~: =A 'z{x) 
pAw' 
where A ' 
El 
EquatIon (4 7) defines the beam vIbralIon and the general solulIon is 
z{x)= Cl COSAX+C, sm AX+C3 COShAX+ C, smh AX 
Marupulanng A4 givesw = {A I )'1 El, . 
pAl 
The values of}J of a free-free beam can be found ill Thomson (1988) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
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It IS more converuent to solve equanon (4.7) by usmg a receptance fimchon a (BIshop, 
1960). Figure 4-5 shows a uruform beam With an exciting force. Given that Y IS the resul!:ing 
vemcal displacement as a fimcnon of x due to a force Fe'"' apphed at a distance h 
y =a Fe Jw1 
,h 
(4.9) 
The VibraTIon equanon (4 9) IS for a smgle mode vlbrahng. For more than one mode the 
subscnpt n IS used to denoted the frequency (mode) index. 
~ jW1t YI =a1xh e for mode I 
y =a FeJw'I for mode 2 
eg 2 2xh 
Y =a FeJw•1 
n nxh for mode n 
The receptance IS defmed as 
(4.10) 
where Ct,.,h is the receptance between the secnons x and h, n IS the frequency mdex, I/J,,(x) IS 
the charactensnc fimchon that gIVes the effect of a force apphed at a distance x along the 
beam, I/J,,(h) IS the measurement effect of the force at a pomt h, I e. the pomt where the force 
IS applied along the beam, I the length of the beam, I/J" IS given as, 
I/Jn = cosh A nX + COSAnX - O')smh AnX+ srn A nX) (4.11) 
where 
(4.12) 
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Solving equation (4.9) - (4.11) for a free-free beam results in a frequency equation (Beard, 
1995) of 
COSA. I cosh A. I = I 
n • 
a' y a'y 
and the boundary conditions when x=O and x=1 are -- = --= o. 
ax' ax' 
(4.13) 
The frrst two mode shapes for the symmetrical and asymmetrical modes are shown in Figure 
4-6. 
Flexiblity Mode Shapes 
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Figure 4-6 Mode shape. 
The combined (rigid and flexible) receptance function is as below: 
(4.14) 
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Only the first syrnmetncal and asyrnmetncal modes are consIdered throughout tlus thesIs 
HIgher modes of V!bratJon were not considered as the set of equatlOns denved for as the 
Euler-Bemoulh beam theory IS only appropnate for lower modes of V!bratlOns and less 
satJsfactory for the hIgher ones Furthennore, accordmg to Hac (1986), lugher modes of 
vIbratJon more than three modes can often be consIdered negligIble, and IS a reasonable 
assumptlOn for a nulway velucle. 
The structural darnpmg values (;, of the beam wluch represents a ratlway body may ill 
practJce vary, but the values are dJfficult to deterrnme and so each mode IS assumed to have 
a 5% modal darnpmg 
The matnx representatlOn of the bendJng mode IS 
[P,(t)] =[-2S,W, _w,2][P,~)]+[4>,(X)]F(t) p,(t) 0 I p,lt) Ab l (4.15) 
where n IS the frequency mdex and p,(t) IS the generahsed co-ordmate of the f1eXlblhty. 
For the first syrnmetncaJ bendJng, MxJ= MxIJ, equatJon (415) becomes 
[p,~)]= [-2SW, -w.'][P,(t)]+[ FL +FR]4> (x ) p,~) 0 I p,(t) Atl' L (4.16) 
For the asyrnmetncaI bendJng, l/Ja(xJ= -1/ia{XIJ. equatIon (4.15) becomes 
(4.17) 
All the denvatIons dJscussed so far are concerned only WIth force excIting the flexIble 
modes. However, in realIty, the couplmg effect of the bendJng modes dunng excItatJon 
further mfIuence the V!bratJon mode of the ngtd body The final matnx can be partJtlOned as 
follows 
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A = ••• _ •• _ •• _ •• _.1._ •••• _ •• _ •• -
[ 
Ar (12 x 12) : Afr (12 x 4)] 
ArJ (4xI2) ; AJ(4x4) 
where, Ar. IS the ngtd body matnx (same as that gtven m equatIon (4_3», Af" IS the coupJmg 
of the fleXIble effect mto the ngtd modes, Ay!> IS the rigtd body motion that couples back mto 
the fleXIble modes andAf , IS fleXIbility matnx. 
0 _ 2(K~ Ks) .psn (L) 0 0 
0 0 0 2(Ka+ Ks)Lc.p (L) I an 
vc 
0 (Ka:bK s) .psn (L) 0 - (Ka:bKs).pan(L) 
0 (Ka +Ks).p (R) 0 (Ka+Ks).p (R) Mb sn Mb an 
0 0 0 0 
Aft" = 0 0 0 0 
0 Ks.p (L) 0 _ K s.p (L) B sn B an 
sr sr 
0 : s .psn (R) 0 :s .pan (R) 
sr sr 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
~c .psn (C) ZC .psn (C) 0 0 
c c 
0 0 0 0 
(4.18) 
o 0 o 0 - (Ka + K, »,,(L) -(Ka +K,)~,,(L) K,~,,(L) K,~,,(L) o 0 B,~'n (c) -K,~'n(C) ApJ ApJ ApJ ApJ ApJ ApJ 
Ayf = o 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 
-(Ka +K,)/>an(L) (Ka + K, »an(L) K,~an (L) -K,~an(L) o 0 o 0 o 0 0 0 ApJ ApJ ApJ Apl 
o 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 
(4.19) 
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-2sw" 
, 
0 0 -wsn 
Af = 
I 0 0 0 
0 0 
-2sw •• 
, 
-wan (4.20) 
0 0 I 0 
For tlus research study, the first symmetncal and asymmetncal mode frequencIes for a 
typIcal hIgh speed raIlway vehIcle body are taken to be 8 43 Hz (52 97 rad/s) and 23 23 Hz 
(145.77 rad/s) respectJvely. 
In addttJon, block dIagram models eqUIvalent of the state space equatJons are also 
developed ill SIMULINK. These models are used for clasSIcal controller deSIgn (to be 
covered m chapter 5) wlule the state-space equatJons denved earlIer are employed for 
optnnal controller design (to be covered ill chapter 6). 
Table 4-1 Eigenvalues of the modelled high speed passenger railway vehicle. 
EIgenvalue Dampmg Frequency (Hz) Remarks 
-0 72±J4 22 0.17 068 Body Bounce 
-1.09±J5.21 02 085 Body PItch 
-2.72±J52.85 0051 843 Frrst symmetncal mode 
-7 30±J145 78 0.05 2323 F rrst asymmetrical mode 
-21 08±J62 82 0.32 1055 Front Bogie Bounce 
-21.10±J6282 032 10.55 Rear BOgIe Bounce 
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4.3 Testing the Models 
4 3 1 EIgenvalue AnalysIS 
The elgenvalues (Table 4-1) of the modelled raIlway velucle are mvestJgated to assess the 
overall stabIlIty of the system and they are comparable WIth the elgenvalues of a typIcal 
BntJsh RaIl MK III coach (WIilIams, 1986, Pratt, 1996) Furthennore, the frequencIes of 
the first two flexIble modes agree with those expected from the real vehicle (Eickhoff et al , 
1995). 
4 3 2 Step Response 
An addItJonal check was carned out by usmg a track mput velocIty of unit pulse of 0 3 s 
duratJon at the front wheelset WIth a 0 35 s tIme delay to rear wheelset mput Tlus tIme delay 
IS calculated based on the assumptJon that the veluc1e IS travellmg at 198 kmIh, wluch IS the 
current operatmg speed of the MK III coach, and the dIstance between the front and rear 
wheeisets of 19 m apart. The mput values of the front and rear wheelset posltJons, velOCIty 
mputs, vehIcle body dIsplacement and acceleratJons are shown m FIgures 4-7 to 4-10 
respectJveiy. The dIsplacement graphs show steady-state dlsplacements of 0.3 m, I e the 
same as the wheeisets, and the steady-state acceleratIOn falls to zero. 
Smce the track mputs are filtered by pnmary SuspensIOn, the excltatJon of the flexIble modes 
IS not large, and so to test the modellmg of the fleXIble modes, two external vertJcal forces 
are applIed at the secondary suspensIOn pomts. When these two forces of magnItude I kN 
are applIed m the same illrectJon the symrnetncal modes are excIted, whereas the 
asymrnetncal modes are excIted when the forces are applIed m the OppoSIte illrectJons The 
symrnetncal and asymrnetncal frequencIes observed from FIgures 4-11 and 4-12 are 
approXImately 8 Hz for the symmetnca1 and 23 Hz for the asymmetncal mode. 
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4.4 Track Profile 
The track mputs on a raIlway velucle COnsIst of two components· the long wavelength (1 e. 
low frequency) mtended for vanatIOns correspondmg to gradIents etc and the shorter 
wavelength denvatIOns from the mtended alIgnment wluch essenl!ally form the lITegulanl!es 
A number of studies have consIdered acl!ve suspensIOn control laws wluch take account of 
the trade-off between followmg the long wavelength mputs and proVldmg good Isolal!on to 
the lugh frequency lITegulanl!es (LI and Goodall, 1999). However, tlus study IS concerned 
With the effects of lugher frequency wluch are asSOCIated With the body fleXIbIbty. TIlls IS 
essenl!ally a nde quabty issue, and so only the random lITegulanty mputs are consIdered 
The rrregulanl!es of a raIlway track can be represented by a spal!al power spectrum and tlus 
IS normally approxunated as a fourth order equal!on as shown m equal!on (4 21) 
G A, 
zt= 4 12 
17 29 j, + 5.68 f, + f, 
(4.21) 
m' (cycle/m r 
where A, IS the track roughness factor in m, and f, IS the spal!al frequency of the track m 
cycle/m (W Iiliams, 1986) 
In assessing the secondary suspenSIOn, It IS common to neglect the lugher terms and use a 
sunpler expreSSIOn G" thus has the form as shown m equal!on (4.22). 
G =~ m'(rad/m)-I 
Zt 27rfs2 
The track power spectrum m cycle/s as gIven by Pratt (1996) IS then: 
IG,,i= lw' G"I = (2nl' A,V (m/s )'1Hz 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
In tlus research, the random track is generated from the track vanance and a track 
roughness of2.5x I 0.7 m IS used TIns value typIcally corresponds to a good quabty track 
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4.5 Ride Assessment 
Railway velncles travellmg on tracks are subjected to the defects of the tracks and these will 
cause nde dIscomfort for the passengers. Furthennore, as the tram travels faster, the nde 
qualIty will become worse (pollard, 1983). However, the amount of dIscomfort expenenced 
by the passengers can sometrrnes be very subjectIve because other factors such as 
c1ean1mess, mtenor and extenor finishmg and nOIse level (just narnmg a few) will affect the 
judgement of the passengers on nde qualIty. If they lIke the mtenor of the raIlway coaches, 
they lTIlght not mmd the VIbratiOns they expenenced. On the contrary, If they ruslIke the 
enVIronment, even the slIght VIbratIons lTIlght affect theIr nde comfort judgement Thus, there 
must be a set of quantItatIve tools to assess the nde comfort (qualIty). Numerous research 
sturues were conducted usmg the oprruon polls of passengers to compare theIr opinions with 
the dIfferent mathematIcal expressIOn of nde qualIty analYSIS e g. ISO standards, Janeway 
and the unwelghted r.m s (root mean square) values (SmIth et al , 1978) SmIth et al. (1978) 
commented that "excellent correlatIon was found to eXIst between the subjectIve nde ratIngs 
and srrnple r.m s acceleratIon measurements at eIther the velncle floor or the passengers seat 
mterface" 
At tins moment, there are many ways to quantIfY nde comfort and one of the srrnplest 
methods mvolves the use of calculated r.m s values of the vertIcal acceleratIon. For absolute 
measurements, It is preferable to mclude a frequency weIghtIng before the r.m s. IS calculated 
to allow for the human sensItIVIty to vertIcal VIbratIon (SlTIlth et al., 1978; Muller et al.,1979; 
Tarufujl, 1988; BaneIJee and Haug, 1998). However, for comparatIve sturues m winch 
relatIve levels of nde quahty are bemg assessed, the frequency weIghtIng can be neglected 
Tlus IS the approach adopted here, although the mcluslon of frequency weIghtIng IS 
straightforward If requrred. 
Accordmg to InternatIonal Standard OrganisatIon (ISO) ISO 2631 standard, Bntish 
eqUIvalent, BS 68411987, VIbratIons that humans can be exposed to IS m the regIOn of 4 to 
8 Hz Tlus is roughly the resonance frequency of vanous human organs, winch are more 
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sensitive to the vertical vibration. As a result, the work carried out in this study IS concerned 
with minmnsing the effect of vibrations up to 10Hz. 
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(c) Frequency analysis 
The three most commonly used methods to calculate the nde accelerations are covanance, 
frequency domain and time domain analyses. These will be descnbed in more detail m the 
followmg sections. 
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4 5 1 Covanance AnalysIs 
Covariance analysIs (see Figure 4-13 a) IS based upon a Lyapunov equatIOn The r m S 
value of the acceleration IS calculated from the solution of tins equation and requITes all the 
elements of the feed fOlward D matnx to be zero (Muller et aI, 1979). In addItion, a wlute 
nOIse mput IS reqUITed Muller et al (1979) had extended the use to a coloured nOIse mput. 
This techruque IS by far the fastest m tenns of computational speed when compared to the 
other methods. 
There are numerous references that covered covanance analYSIS m detail (Muller et aI, 
1979, Hednck et aI, 1974, Kamopp, 1978, Paddison, 1995) Therefore, only a summary 
will be proVided here. 
ConSider a raIlway vehicle model havmg the followmg state equations· 
x =Ax+B~ 
Y =Cx+D~ 
(4.24) 
If the mput IS a random Gausslan wlute nOIse process WIth mean value, E[~(t)]= ~(t) 
, 
equation (4 24) is modified to equation (4.25) With x(O)grven, then 
(4.25) 
The covariance matnx IS defined as 
X(t) = E{[x(t)- x(t)] [x(t)- x(t)] T } (4.26) 
where E denotes the mean expected value, [Y IS the trnnsposltIon of the matnx and X(t), 
the covanance matnx winch IS a function of auto~orrelatlon of set) and IS formulated as 
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(4.27) 
The differential equation for, X lS 
(4.28) 
WIth the value of X(O) known 
DetaIled denvatlon of equation (4.28) can be found in Kamopp (1978) 
If all the mputs and the A, B, C, D matrices are statistically stationary. Equation (4.28) 
becomes (4 29) as X ~O and t ~oo. 
(4.29) 
T1us IS the Lyapunov equation In Matlab tlus IS unplemented as lyap V\, BQB T) and the 
function WIll retJun the vanance of X 
All the equations were denved from a smgle mput However, for two mputs, where one IS 
the time delayed versIOn of the other, a modified equation accounting for tlus time delay IS 
requIred. 
For a nulway velncle oflength, L, and a travelling speed of V mls, there WIll be a time delay 
due to the distance between the front and rear bogies. T1us delay IS equal to L,IV and the 
front and rear velOCIty IS related by Z R (t) = Z L (t - t d,/ay ) gIven Z Land Z R are the front and 
rear velOCIty input respectively 
Due to the finIte time delay, the auto-correlatlon function defined above m equation (4.29) 
needs to be modIfied. It IS re-expressed as, AX+XAT =-G WIth G= BQBT. 
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For the system WIth a tune delay between the front and rear mputs and a constant track 
vanance of (2n)' A, V , the auto-correlatlOn of the track mput IS 
() ( ) ( )' [8(I-T) 8~-T+ld<iay~ Q 18 I-T = 2n A,V ,,( _ _ ) ,,( _ ) 
u I T Id,lay u I T 
(4.30) 
Solvmg equaTIon (4 30) (Karnopp, 1978), 
(4.31) 
The vanance of the system can then be calculated bya-' = CXC T • 
The r m s nde acceleralion Cl IS then obtamed as follows 
(4.32) 
The above set of equaTIons, although derived for two mputs system, can also be extended to 
mulTIple mputs (Hednck et aI, 1974; Padillson, 1995, Pratt, 1996). 
4.5.2 Tnne Domam AnalysIS 
TIns IS the slowest and least accurate of the three methods mentioned because a firute length 
mput does not have the exact statisTIcal properties to correspond to the specified power 
spectnnn Although the accuracy of tins analYSIS IS comparable to those of covanance and 
frequency analyses WIth mcreased number of samples, tins wtll result m long snnulatJon tune. 
Tnne analYSIS offers the best solUTIon when the model contams non-lmeanTIes, as both the 
covanance and frequency methods can only be used WIth a lmear model. 
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4.5.3 Frequency AnalysIS 
The nde qua1tty IS calculated m the frequency domam Compared to covariance method, It IS 
less accurate I and slower m the computatIon of the r m S value of nde qualIty. However, 
when compared to the tune analysIs, It has the advantage of faster processmg tune. 
GIven that the auto-correlatlOn and the power spectral denSIty are a Founer transfonn parr 
(Howell, 1974), 
0" (w) = IH(;w)I' <1> (w) (4.33) 
where HO w) IS the frequency response of the system dynanucs, (J IS root mean square 
(r m S ) value and <1>( w) IS the power spectrum densIty of the track mput (equatIOn 423) 
respectIvely The rm s value of the SIgnal, (J can be obtamed from equatIon (4 34) 
u(w) = fIH(;w)I'<1>(w)dw (4.34) 
o 
A point to take note IS that equatIOn (4.34) reqwres numencal mtegratIOn to mfiruty, but 
practIcally tlus IS not possIble and hence a firute lmnt IS used instead Nevertheless, tlus does 
not pose a problem for ratlway applIcatIon as the hIgher frequency components are usually 
attenuated by the suspensIOn dynamICS and the effect IS neglIgtble. 
To account for the tune delay, tdelay between the front and rear wheelsets, HOw) WIll need to 
be modIfied to 
H(;W) = H j".'(;w)+ H"a,(;w)e -lW'"~"~, (4.35) 
where llj,o., IS the transfer functIon due to the front velOCIty mput and H"or IS the transfer 
functIon due to the rear velOCIty mput 
1 ThIS IS due to the error that emerges through Integration of the power spectra 
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The verttcal r m s acce\emnon can then be obtamed by subsntutmg equanon (435) mto 
(4.34). 
TIns method Wll1 be used as an analysIs tool mstead of covanance method to evaluate the 
nde response because this is a wel1 proven method and this method can also be used to 
evaluate the expenmental nde data (to be menttoned m chapter 8) 
4.6 Summary 
The ngtd body equanons denved usmg N ewtoruan mechanics correspond to those denved 
by usmg bond graphs and energy methods. The fleXlblhty effect in the ngid body is also 
accounted for by usmg the receptance method The vehIcle models are butlt m state-space 
and SIMULINK whIch IS state-space eqUIvalent block dtagmm method of model1mg 
Although tins thesIs concentmted only on two fleXIble modes (I e the first symmetncal and 
asymmetncal modes), generalIsed equattons are denved so that more modes can be 
mCOlJlomted easIly. The flexIble body monons expenenced by a typIcal hIgh speed ratlway 
vehtcle are assumed to be 843 Hz for a first symmetncal mode and 23 23 Hz for the first 
asymmetncal mode. 
The models developed were also tested and venfied that It IS a correct representanon of a 
typICal htgh speed fleXIble-bodIed passenger mtlway vehtcle. 
A descnpnon of the tmck profile was presented fol1owed by the three nde assessment 
methods (I e. covanance, frequency and tIme analYSIS) 
The fol1owmg chapter wt11 descnbe the development of vanous clasSIcal controllers usmg 
two and three actuators to suppress the fleXIble-bodIed modes 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter 5 
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Dus chapter presents the applIcatJon of classICal control to an actJve suspensIOn system to 
mmnmse the flexIble-bodied effect Although a great vanety of suspension control strategIes 
are possIble, thIS chapter concentrates on the use of so-called 'skyhook damping' control 
prevIously mtroduced m the lIterature survey chapter and IS known to gIve excellent 
Improvements m nde quality compared to a pasSIve system. The extensIon of !Ius techruque 
usmg modal control Will also be covered Vanous controller strategIes formulated usmg two 
and three actJiators will be dIscussed in detail and the controllers parameters obtamed are 
optnmsed usmg GenetJc Algontluns. Results of the deVIsed strategIes are presented and a 
swmnary IS gIven at the end of the chapter 
5.2 Active Suspension Control 
5 2.1 Skyhook Damper 
The dampmg proVIded by a 'skyhook damper' (Kamopp et ai, 1974) IS dependent upon 
the absolute velOCIty of a velncle body, mstead of the relatJve velOCIty as in a conventJonal 
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damper In pracnce, absolute velocIty IS dtfficult to measure dIrectly, so an mtegrator IS 
requITed to mtegrate the SIgnal from an accelerometer. However, smce It IS also not pracncal 
to use a pure mtegrator', a second order Butterworth hIgh-pass filter (HPF) WIth a cut-off 
frequency of 0 I Hz and a 70% dampmg IS chosen because It WIll gIve a maximally flat 
response at the low frequency range. Although filter charactensncs are rrnportant 
conslderanons when studymg response of detenrunisnc track mputs (Li and Goodall, 1999), 
due to the large suspensIon deflecnon caused by the skyhook dampmg, they WIll not be 
consIdered m detat! m tIns research winch deals WIth random track mputs oruy. The transfer 
fimcnon of the filter (HPF and mtegrator) used, gIvrng a velOCIty estunate from the 
acceleranon measurement is as follows' 
2.533s . 
Z = Z 
1 + 2 228s + 2.533s' (5.1) 
5.2.2 Locanons of Actuators 
Actuators are the heart of acnve suspensIOn control. As menl10ned m chapter 3 (LIterature 
Survey), they are requITed to minuc the skyhook damping response as It IS unposslble to 
connect a damper permanently to ground m the marmer reqUITed by skyhook dampmg 
urtIess the velncle is constantly stanonary In such a sltuanon, then It might be possIble to 
connect the actuators to the cetlmg of the buIlding. 
In a convenl1Onal raIlway velncle, there IS hrmted space to locate the actuators. The most 
common and hkely poslnon IS across the secondary suspensIon (Wtlharns, 1986). Recently, 
there IS a growmg mterest m mter-vehlcle actuators (Pmtt, 1996) winch are norrna11y located 
at the mter-connecnon between adjacent ratlway carnages 
Currently, research on acnve suspensIOn usmg two actuators concentrates on locanng the 
actuators across the front and rear secondary suspensIOns, whIch offers the most obvIOUS 
I A pure lOtegrator tends to saturate towards lOfimty If there IS a 0 C voltage present 
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place of locating the actuators. The use of three actuators in the active suspension is a novel 
idea. and the th.ird actuator can be located at any position of the vehicle. The advantage of 
this is that, while the front and rear actuators minimise the vibration arising from track 
irregularities, the third actuator can focus on minimising the flexible body modes of the 
railway vehicle. 
In the scope of this research, the two actuators are placed across the secondary suspension. 
As for the third actuator. although there are various possible positions for its placement (Hac 
and Liu, 1992), it will be located at the centre of the vehicle. This location is understood to 
help in suppressing the first symmetrical flexible mode. which in practice is the greatest cause 
of degradation to ride performance. As mentioned before in section 4.2.1 , a mass is also 
included at the centre of the vehicle model to provide an anchor point for the central 
actuator. In practice, this mass will be an item of auxiliary equipment, e.g. a generator or an 
air-conditioning unit. The model assumes the mass to be one tonne. supported by a spring of 
1 Hz natural frequency and a damper yielding 5% damping. The natural frequency of the 
spring will obviously be modified when active control is applied. Figure 5-1 shows the side-
view model where the actuators are located. 
Figure 5-1 Sensors and Actuators locations. 
The first stage of designing an active suspension system which is presented in this and next 
chapter assumes ideal actuators that can produce an infmite amount of force across an 
infinite frequency band. The second stage will consider the actuators dynamics and this will 
be covered in detail in chapter 7. 
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With actlve SUSpensIOn, It IS possible to remove the passive secondary suspension. 
However, this is left there so that If for any reason should the active suspensIOns failed durmg 
operatlon, the passive suspensIOn IS there to proVide a safety backup to prevent any danger 
to the passengers. In addition, the passive spnng carnes the statlc weight of the velncle and 
helps to reduce the size and power consumptlon of the actuators. 
5.3 Two Actuators Active Controller 
Controllers winch use pure 'skyhook dampmg' have been used as a starting point for the 
controller development, even though It IS not realisable m practice A pure skyhook 'Sky' 
controller IS devised based on the assumptlon that there IS a vrrtua\ ground and absolute 
VelOCity can be directly measured TIns strategy serves as a basiS for ride nnprovement 
companson With the strategies denved usmg two and three actuators 
5 3 I Modlil Control 
In pnnclple, modlil control (Wilharns, 1994 a) attempts to manage mdiVldual modes of the 
system by breakmg down measurements mto modal components These are processed 
indiVidually and then recombmed to dnve the actuators Figure 5-2 shows the basiC structure 
of a modlil controller. The measured sensors SignalS are split mlo modal components of 
Sensors at 
Front 
Sensors at 
Rear l. ________________________ _ 
Figore 5-2 Block diagram of a modal control structore. 
Front 
Actuator 
Rear 
Actuator 
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bounce and pitch usmg the modal controller and these signals are processed before passmg 
through the mverse modal controller to denve the force demanded by the front and rear 
actuators. Using modal control, vanous controller strategies can be deVised usmg two and 
three actuators With illfferent combmatlOns of sensor SignalS Two actuators strategies Will be 
illscussed first 
In practice, Imear accelerometers are nonnally located above the secondary suspensIOns at 
the front and rear of the velucle, although it is also possible to locate a lmear and a rotahonai 
accelerometer at the vehicle centre to measure the vertlca! (bounce) and rotahonal (pItch) 
accelerahon respechvely. These deVices will only measure the fleXibility effects at the centre 
and they Will be different when compared to those obtained using lmear accelerometers at 
the ends Usmg the relahonslup between the bounce/pitch acceleratlons and the front/rear 
accelerahons, modal control can be applied to control the bounce and pitch separately by 
utlhsmg illfferent combmahons of sensors SIgna1s. 
For two actuators, includmg the pure 'skyhook darnpmg' strategy, &y, three strategies, Cl 
and C2, have been deVised to mveshgate the use of two actuators to unprove nde quality 
C1 
Figure 5-3 Block diagram for controller Cl. 
In controller Cl (refer to figure 5-3), the filter given m equahon (5 I) IS used to obtam the 
bounce and pitch velocities from the accelerometers located at the centre to denve the 
skyhook control force signals for the front and rear actuators For controller C2 (given m 
Figure 5-4), notch filters tlmed to the fleXible frequency in the symmetnc mode ID the bounce 
loop and the asymmetnc mode m pitch loop have been mcluded 
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C2 
1Nl" Hf'F 
1Nl"+H'F 
Figure 5-4 Block diagram for controller C2. 
5.4 Three Actnators Active Controller 
Three control strategIes (SI-S3) usmg three actuators and sensors have been developed 
and mvestJgated, and these are tabulated in Table 5-1. All the mtegrators used m the front 
and rear controllers shown m FIgures 5-5, 5-6 and 5-7 have mcluded a Jugh pass filter as 
descnbed ill sectIon 5.2.1 . 
Table 5-1 Locations of accelerometers employed in control strategies SI, S2 and 
S3. 
Strategy Actuator LocatIOn Accelerometers 
FrontlRear Centre Bounce Centre PItch 
SI FrontlRear ./ ./ 
Centre ./ 
82 FrontlRear ./ 
Centre ./ 
S3 FrontlRear ./ 
Centre ./ 
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Strategy SI (see FIgure 5-5) uses the centre bounce and pItch accelerometers to measure 
the accelerattons. The bounce and pItch controllers are developed usmg the notch filters 
denved from strategy C2 and used to control the front and rear actuators The central 
actuator, dedIcated to deal solely WIth the resonance effect, IS controlled usmg skyhook 
dampmg denved from the centre bounce acceleratton through a bandpass filter (BPF). The 
filter IS deSIgned WIth Its centre frequency set to the maID bendmg frequency and m practtce 
would be combined WIth Its integrator to gIVe a smgle transfer fimctton. 
51 Int BPF Gc FaCIe @843Hz 
fl 
.. 
ze Zb Notch 
Gb FacIL Intt HPF @843Hz 
.. 
Se ~llntt HPF Notch Gp FacIR @2323Hz 
Figure 5-5 Strategy SI controller structure. 
For strategy S2 (see FIgure 5-6), the bounce and pItch controllers developed do not have 
notch filters. The control forces produced for the front and rear actuators are denved from 
the SIgnals measured using the front and rear accelerometers. As for the central actuator, the 
controller denves Its force signal from the bounce acceleration generated from the front and 
rear accelerattons. 
52 
BPF 
@843Hz 
f:.. 
8 
Figure 5-6 Strategy S2 controller structure. 
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I------.F actC 
The last strategy ID the three actuator category, S3 (see Figure 5-7), used the SignalS 
measured from the three accelerometers placed at the front, centre and rear. The front and 
rear actuators are controlled usmg modal Signals Just like S2, but the central actuator is 
controlled With the Signal from the central accelerometer because tlus is much more effecnve 
m measwing the main resonance of the structure which has a large VIbration amplitude at the 
centre of the beam 
53 ~ 
Zc ~I Int I zc~1 BPF ~I Gc ~F actC 
f:,. 
.. Zb Zl Gb F actL 
FactR 
Figure 5-7 Strategy S3 controller structure. 
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5.5 Parameter Optimisation 
5.5.1 GenetIc AJgonthrn (GA) Turung 
The classical controllers COnsist of many parameters like dampmg values, filter bandWidth 
and gams. These parameters are normally tImed empirically by fixmg all but one parameter 
and then varying that one parameter. This process IS Iterated untIl the best solutIon winch 
Yields the lowest overall ride acceleratIon IS found, but tins IS qUite a labonous and dauntIng 
task, and It IS poSSible to rmss out the best combmatIon of parameters. A more effiCient 
method IS to use a GA winch ehrmnates the manual selectIon process by formulatIng the 
problem into different objectIve fimctIons. The GA Will then search the best solutIon that 
satIsfies the obJeclive 
In the scope of tins research, GA IS formulated to tIme the three controller gams 0. , Gp and 
Gc that Will apply different amounts of dampmg to the bounce and pitch modes to gIVe 
different amounts of nde rrnprovement TIns method IS only applied to the strategies 
descnbed m the two and three actuators controller deSigns m sectIon 5 3 and 5 4 that 
Yielded the Inghest level of overall nde rrnprovement, le. C2 and S3. 
TIns GA scheme IS deVised to search for the best solulion Wlthm 50 generatIons usmg a 
popUlation of 29 vanables2 coded m Gray code With a generalion gap4, cross-over4 and 
mutatIon rate4 0[0 9,07 and 0 0175 respeclive!y. 
Two objectIves are used to search for the best solutIon The first objectIve function, objl, 
seeks to nunuruse the centre acceleratIon by ranking only the centre acceleratIon; the second 
objective fimction, obJ2, nunuruses the sum of the front, centre and rear acceleratIons. The 
2 29 vanables are used because It was calculated based on the largest range and the preCISIOn required by the 
van abies 
1 Gray code IS chosen for Its properties of only one bit change for each value 
4 The value used IS based on the reconunendahon and diScussIon WIth Dr A Chlpperfield from Department of 
Automatic Control and Systems Engmeenng. Umverslty of Sheffield 
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ratIOnale of usmg the first objectIve IS to tmprove the nde quahty by eradtcatmg degradatIon 
at the centre of the vehtcle, whtch usually expenence mcrease ID nde acceleratton when the 
f1exlblhty effect is consIdered. The second objectIve IS to tmprove nde qualIty through overall 
nde tmprovement throughout the vebtcle as compared to the obj I Both objectIve fimcttons 
are subjected to the maxtmum r ms. deflect:ton of the suspensIon constraint of 11.35 mm, 
wbtch is 3 tunes a value of a typIcal maxtmum deflectIon for the secondary suspensIOn The 
optunlsed nde quahty from the two dtfferent objecttves are obtained and compared. 
5.6 Results 
The previous sections dIscussed how the vanous strategtes were developed. TIns sectIOn 
WIll concentrate on the results obtamed 
The mam objectIve of suspensIon deSIgn IS mmtmlsmg the acceleratIon expenenced by 
passengers WIthout causmg large suspension deflecttons For an actIve suspensIOn system, 
the actuator force reqmrements are also tmportant As such, each strategy IS assessed based 
on the acceleratton level, deflectton in the suspensIon and force reqmrement 
Before any compansons can be made, the nde perfonnances of a passIve system needs to 
be detenruned These results are calculated from the passIve railway vebtcle model 
developed ID chapter 4 and are tabulated m Table 5-2 It shows that nde quahty IS worsen 
when the f1extblhty is mcluded, partIcularly at the centre of the vehicle. 
Table 5-2 Ride quality of a passive railway vehicle model developed in chatper 4. 
Verttcal AcceleratIon, (%g) Suspension DeflectIon, 
(mm) 
Front Centre Rear Front Rear 
PassIve Rtgtd, P ng,d 2.68 1.65 341 7.81 11.34 
PassIve FleXIble, Pfl", 3.05 3.04 3 75 7.8 11.35 
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5.6 I Two Actuators ActIve Controller 
The best nde perfonnance results of the various two actuator actIve controllers are 
summarised m Table 5-3 WIth the rm s acceleratIon levels m percentage g, the r m s. force 
m kN and suspensIOn deflectIons at the front, centre and the rear of the velucle III mm These 
optunal values are amved at by varymg the bandWIdth of the notch filter and the gams of the 
controllers 
The best overall nde results for the two actuators category are aclueved by pure skyhook 
(SkY) strategy, but these are theoretIcal results and cannot be attamed m practice Controller 
Cl, the strategy without notch filter, gives acceptable results for the front and rear however, 
the acceleratIon level at the centre was not so good For controller C2, in wluch notch filters 
are added to aVOid excitIng the fleXIble modes, the results at the front and rear come qUlte 
close to the strategy Sky, but With lugher actuator forces. Nevertheless, the nde Improvement 
at the centre IS stIll better than strategy C I but is 10 % less compared to strategy Sky. 
Power spectral denSItIes (p s ds) for the front, centre and rear acceleratIons are given m 
Figures 5-8, 5-9 and 5-10 respectively With Pflox In red, ~y In blue, Cl In magenta and C2 
m green. These figures show slgIUficant reductions In the accelerations In the bounce 
frequency region of I Hz, but the fleXIbility effect Just below 10 Hz IS stIll very ObVIOUS and 
partIcularly dommant at the centre of the velucle, as shown m Figure 5-9. Notice that the 
zero values at the regular frequencies in tlus response are a consequence of the "geometnc 
filtenng" - there are certam frequencies, dependmg upon the speed and the bOgie spacIng at 
which there is no Input to the bounce mode. 
Table 5-3 Results with two actuators. 
Strategy Vernca\ AcceleratIOn (%g) Suspension DeflectIon (mm) Actuator Force (kN) 
Front Centre Rear Front Rear Front Rear 
Sky 2.24 2.35 2.33 7.79 796 1.93 2.11 
Cl 2.46 303 2.55 981 617 185 18 
C2 2.11 2.89 2.34 9.98 553 296 2.33 
N 
I 
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10-2 .-----------r-----------.-----------.---------__. 
Pfln in red 
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10-3 Cl in magenta 
C2 in grecn 
10-4 
10-5 
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Figure 5-8 Front acceleration p.s.d. for a two actuator system. 
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Figure 5-9 Centre acceleration p.s.d. of a two actuator system. 
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Figure 5-10 Rear acceleration ps.d. of a two actuator system. 
5.6.2 Three Acruators Active Controller 
15 20 
Table 5-4 shows that further reductions in acceleration levels can be achieved compared to 
the two acruators controller re ults. which are given in Table 5-3. 
Table S-4 Simulation results with three actuators. 
Strategy Vertical Acceleration Suspension Deflection (mm) Actuator Force 
(%g) (kN) 
Front Centre Rear Front Centre Rear Front Centre Rear 
SI I. 3 1.7 1.78 10.05 J.65 5.59 2.95 0 .8 2.33 
S2 1.96 2.53 2.04 10.21 4.46 5.82 2.97 0.16 2.33 
S3 I.R4 1.33 1.9 9.66 1.2R 10.29 2.95 0.67 3.2 
The results show that S3 achieved the lowest overall ride accelerations as compared to the 
other two strategies. This is because this strategy used three accelerations, namely front 
centre and the rear to derive the control signals. The three sensors that measured these three 
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accelerations will definitely pick up any flexibility effect associated with the three controlling 
points at the front, centre and rear of the vehicle. There is less reduction in ride acceleration 
at the centre of the vehicle for strategy S2 compared to S3 because only two measurements 
from tile front and rear accelerometers are used. These are not sufficient to detect the main 
resonance at the centre of the beam. Although strategy S3 requires a large central force, this 
is inevitable given its ability to control the fl exibility. 
As for strategy S I, notice that all the accelerations encountered at the front, centre and rear 
are at the same level. The ride accelerations at the front and rear are comparab le to those of 
S3 and perfotnl much better than their cowlterpart in S2. However, the acceleration level at 
the centre is 40% worse than S3. Considering that this controller structure only used a Linear 
and rotary accelerometers, which are only capable of sensing the flexibility effect at the 
centre, the perfotnlance is quite good. The only drawback is that a rotary accelerometer 
costs more than a linear one. Another observation is that the use of a centre accelerometer 
to generate the centre actuator force, will give better ride results compared to using centre 
accelerations derived from modal decomposition. Notice also that for all the three strategies 
investigated, the force and displacement required at the centre actuator are quite small 
(maxirnwn of 3kN and 15 mm peak respectively). This makes it possible to inlplement the 
third actuator in practice. With a central actuator, the modal control strategy can be fu lly 
optimised. 
The p.s.d.'s for the front, centre and rear accelerations are plotted in Figures 5- 11 , 5-1 2 
and 5-1 3 respectively. The accelerations for the passive (Pfl~), &Y' S I, S2 and S3 are 
plotted in red, blue, magenta, green and black respectively. These figures show that the 
flexible frequency at 8.43 Kz is greatly attenuated in all cases. 
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Figure 5-11 Front acceleration p.s.ds of three actuator strategies. 
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Figure 5-12 Centre acceleration p.s.ds of three actuator strategies. 
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Figure 5-13 Rear acceleration p.s.ds of three actuator strategies. 
5.6.3 Swnmary of Two and Three Actuators Results 
Table 5-5 gives the percentage improvements over passive for the vanous strategies 
developed and it can be seen that C2 and S3 emerge as the best for the two and three 
actuators categories respectively. With two actuators. C2 manages to achieve an average of 
19.48% ride improvement compared to a passive system. This is about 10"10 less than an 
ideal skyhook improvement of 28.78%. Although, this strategy performs as good as the 
skyhook at the front, it fares poorly at the centre and rear. As for the three actuators 
category. S3 manages to achieve an average of 53.42% improvement compared to a 
passive system. This level is 24.63% more than the ideal skyhook case. 
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T able 5-5 Percentage improvement over passive. 
Location Sky C l C2 S I S2 S3 
Front, % 26.32 19.08 30.59 39.8 35.53 39.47 
Centre, % 22.7 0.33 4.93 44.08 16.78 56.25 
Rear, % 37.33 19.2 22.93 54.67 32.53 64.53 
5.6.4 GA Tuning 
GA is used to tune the controller parameters for strategies C2 and S3, which have achieved 
tlle best overall ride quality improvements in the two and three actuator categories 
respectively. 
T able 5-6 Comparison of CA and Empirical tuned results for strategy C2. 
Strategy Method G"IB,ky G"IB,ky Vertical Acceleration Suspension 
(%g) Deflection (mm) 
Front Centre Rear Front Rear 
C2 objl 0.6 5.87 2.1 4 2.89 2.27 9.72 5.24 
C2 obj2 0.77 8.76 2.06 2.89 2.19 7.13 11 .35 
C2 Empirical 0.6 7 2. 11 2.89 2.34 9.98 5.53 
The ride results tuned using GA for C2 and S3 are tabulated in Tables 5-6 and 5-7 
respectively, alongside with the results of the empirical method. In comparison with the 
empirical tuning, some improvements were attained using obj2, but not with obj I. 
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Table 5-7 Comparison of Ride results using GA and Empirical method for strategy 
S3. 
Strategy Method 
S3 obj1 
S3 obj2 
S3 Empirical 
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Figure 5-14 GA search process using obj2 for Strategy C2. 
Figures 5-14 and 5-15 plot one of the search prooesses and the results using GA to fulfil 
obj2 for strategy C2. Figure 5- 14 showed that GA search process reached a plateau after 
15 generations and this indicates that GA has probably found the best solution. The front 
and rear r.m.s. suspension deflections obtained were 7.13 and 11.35 mm respectively. 
These values are within the suspension deflection constraint of 11.35 mm. Also note that for 
obj I, GA stopped the search prooess once the minimum for the centre acceleration is 
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reached, even though the solution obtained is not the optimal. Thus a proper fonnulated 
objective function is necessary to arrive at an optimal solution. 
The results ITom the GA earch process for strategy S3 are presented in Figures 5-16 and 
5-17. The figures showed that the search converged to the solution at 20th generation. 
Comparing tile solutions obtained ITom GA and empirical methods, GA managed to locate a 
significantly better solution of 1.77, 1.15 and 1.79 % g for the front, centre and rear 
whereas the manual tuned empirical method only acquired 1.84, 1.33 and 1.9 % g for tile 
ITont, centre and rear. The resul ts are tabulated in Table 5-7. They show that using different 
objective functions can influence the final results obtained. 
otice in Figure 5-16, there is a large initial value of 2000 % g. This is actually due to the 
unstable solution as a result of the values produced by the GA in the beginning of the 
searching process. 
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Comparing the solution search of C2 and 83 from Tables 5-6 and 5-7, it can be said that 
GA can only be used to further improve the solution if the controUer structure used is. in the 
first place, effective in minimising the flexible-bodied modes. In this case, strategy 83 (which 
used three actuators) is effective in suppressing the flexible-bodied mode from the results 
achieved in Table 5-4. 
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5.7 Summary 
In tins chapter, classical acnve suspension controllers for rrulway vehicles with fleXible 
bodies have been mvesngated and an overall summary of the results is presented m Table 5-
5. The adillnon of a central actuator enables the fleXibility effect to be effecnvely reduced. 
With the centre actuator, the percentage unprovement for the nde quality compared to a 
passive suspensIOn averages at 40% and for the best strategy around 60% lffiprovements 
are achieved m some parts of the vehicle Force levels for the central actuator have also 
proved to be qUite modest 
The best strategy for the two and three actuators categories are C2 and S3. They managed 
to acquire the highest levels of overall nde improvement for therr respecnve category. 
Optumsmg the controller parameters usmg the GA ,techmque managed to achieve a better 
nde quality compared to empmcal tunmg However, m usmg GA to achieve so, the 
controller that IS nmed by GA needed to be effecnve m controllmg the Vibrations 
The next chapter will illscuss the vanous controllers strategies deVised usmg optunal control 
deSIgn, together With the estunator (a KaIman filter) to estunate those states that are not 
measurable 
6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 6 
Optimal Controller Design 
The prevIous chapter descnbed the strategies investIgated usmg classical control This 
chapter Will cover the design of an optunal LQR state feedback controller. Different 
strategies are deVised usmg different mmmused cost functIons to generate forces for two and 
three actuators The dynrurucs of these actuators are assumed to be Ideal An estimator m 
the form of a KaIman filter IS also unplemented to estunate the states that are difficult or 
unposslble to measure Results from the vanous strategies developed are presented and 
discussed 
6.2 Theoretical Modelling 
Lmear quadratIc optimal control, sometImes also known as an optImal quadratic regulator 
(LQR), IS a state feedback control. The dynamiCS of the system are controlled by feedmg all 
the state vanables of the system back to the mput usmg a gain factor, K. T1us gall factor W1lI 
place the poles of a closed loop system to the deSIred locatIons m the s-plane. The 
advantage of usmg optImal control IS that It ensures a stable closed-loop system and 
aclueves guaranteed levels of stabilIty robustoess 
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The optnnrun perfonnance of !lus system relies on the gain factor and can be calculated 
usmg a Riccatt equatton (Anderson and Moore, 1990) that rrunnruses a quadrattc 
perfonnance mdex (or cost function), J as given below 
(6.1) 
where Q and R are poslttve defunte symmetnc welghttng rnatnces 
In the scope of !Ius research, the general LQR control of the railway velucle modelled m 
chapter 4 IS shown m Figure 6-1. TIus IS descnbed rnathemattcally by the followmg state 
equattons' 
X = Ax+B,u+Bd",l; 
y=Cx+D,u 
u=-Kx 
(6.2) 
where A is the system rnatnx, Bu IS the control mput matnx, Bd", IS the track disturbance 
rnatnx, C IS the output rnatnx, Du IS the control mput feed-forward matnx, x IS the vector 
contammg the states of the system, y IS the output vector, u IS the mput vector, K IS the 
control gam, l; IS the process nOise vector wluch acts as a disturbance to the plant 
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Control 
Figure 6-1 Block diagram of an optimum coutroller. 
6 2 1 Optunal Control WIth Output WeIghtIng 
+ 
The objectIve of tins research IS to mmimise the bounce acceleratIon WltIun an acceptable 
suspensIon deflectIon constraint However, not all the requIred acceleratIons (e g the front 
and rear accelerations) are found m the state vanables set by the cost functIon, J gIven in 
equatIon (6.1). Thus, output weIghtIng IS used InStead and the cost functIon IS modIfied to Jy 
m equatIon (6.3). 
(6.3) 
where R IS the same posItIve defirute synunetrical weIghtIng matnx defined in equatIon (6.1) 
and Q is redefined as Q = CT Q,C. Qo bemg the posItIve defirute symmetrical weightIng 
matnx. 
The chOIce of cost functIons (equations 6.1 and 6.3) reqUIres pre-knowledge of Q and R 
which can be derived m many ways (Anderson and Moore, 1990). One approach IS to 
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asSIgn the welghtIngs of the dIagonal elements as the mverse of the square of the maximtnn 
expected r m s values (Anderson and Moore, 1990; Goodall et ai, 1996) and IS known to 
produce a good robustness property (Anderson and Moore, 1990) 
In the model used for thIS research, the weightIng matnces are dIctated by the factors that 
affect the nde qualIty. These bemg the front, centre and rear acceleratlOns, the front and rear 
suspensIOn deflections and the front, centre and rear actuator forces. A typIcal acceleration 
value of 0 15 rnIs2 IS expected to YIeld a good nde qualIty (ENV 1229E, 1998) and gIves an 
1llitIal value of 46 183 units for the acceleratIOns cost factors. 
As for the secondary suspension deflections, an r m s. value of 10 mm IS used (a third of the 
typlca1lI1llX1Il1tnn suspensIOn travel) ThIs gIves nse to a StartIng value of 10,000 uruts for the 
cost factors asSOCIated WIth suspensIOn deflection The remammg weIghting factors (I e. for 
the control mputs to the actuators) are vaned tJ1I the best ride acceleratJons are obtamed. 
Using the front, centre and rear acceleratJons, front and rear suspensIOn deflectJons and 
centre mass deflectIon as output vanables, the proposed general performance mdex IS. 
(6.4) 
m which p, and P,. are asSOCIated WIth the acce\eratIOns of the fleXIble modes Note that 
equal weIghting factors are applied to the vanables of the same type, but separate values are 
assigned to the central acceleratIon, the central deflectIon and the centre actuator force to 
proVIde tImmg of the fleXIbIlIty effect. A more specIfic performance index IS deVIsed later m 
sectIons 6 3 1 and 6.3.2. 
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The number of states used in the LQR controller IS 16, winch consIders only the symmetrical 
and asynunetncal fleXIble modes. TIns number WIll mcrease when more terms representmg 
the flexIble body modes are taken mto account. 
6 2.2 Estunator 
Up to thts moment, the use of full state feedback IS assumed. TIns, however, IS not always 
possIble as not all the states reqUIred in a system are avaIlable due to problems associated 
WIth mountmg and avatlablhty of the sensors. Thus, an estunator IS used to estnnate those 
states whose values carmot be quanltfied phYSIcally. In the context of this research, those 
states that are not able to be measured dtrectly are the flexlbihty effect, absolute body 
velOCIty and dtsplacement One of the roam requrrements of an estunator IS that the 
dIfference between the states of an actual system and the estnnator states must approach 
zero as fast as possIble. 
The estunator used here is a contmuous-tnne Kahnan-Bucy filter (Chui, 1987) WIth the 
assumption that the excItation and the measurement nOise process are wlnte. FIgure 6-2 
shows how the estnnator can be apphed to the full state feedback LQR gIVen m FIgure 6-1 
TIns deSIgn plnlosophy IS commonly called the hnear quadratic gausslan (LQG) method 
The total number of states for the system used when a Kahnan filter IS implemented is at 
least 32. TIns IS twtce the number of ongmaI states mentioned earher. TIns reqUIreS a lot of 
computation and Ingh hardware overheads when the controller IS tmplernented ill practice. 
The state-space equattons of an estnnator are 
; = A,X+ B,u + L{ymm-Y) 
y=C,x+D,u 
Ymeas =y+v 
(6.5) 
where A, is the estunator dynarrucs, Be is the estunator input rnatnx, Ce IS the estimator 
output rnatnx, De IS the estunator feed-forward matnx, X IS the estnnator vector contammg 
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the states of the modelled nulway vehicle system, y is the estunator output vector, U IS the 
mput vector, v IS the measurement noise and L IS the Ka!man filter gam. 
Estimator 
Track 
inputs 
-
Dynamics of a 
railway vehicle 
'-----------lLI+----------' 
Figure 6-2 Block diagram of an estimator used in state feedback controL 
The matrIces of the estunator are made equal to those denved for the modelled velucle, 
although some parameters are vaned accordmgly at a later stage to determme the robustness 
properties of the optnnal controller. 
The calculatIOn of L, the Kalman filter gam, can be found m Anderson and Moore (1990). 
Smce the optnnum control law gam K IS mdependent of the statIstIcs of the nOIse and the 
matnx C, It can be calculated mdependently from the Ka!man filter gam L and tins IS known 
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as separation theorem (Anderson and Moore, 1990) Applymg thIS theory to the LQR 
control, the control mput, u now becomes 
u =-KX (6.6) 
The finaI state feedback Kalman filter control equations m matnx form when the system is 
the same as the estimator, Ae=A, Be=Bu, Ce=C, De=Du IS 
- Bu K ][~] + [Bd"']g + [O]v 
A-BuK-LC x ° L 
(6.7) 
6 2.3 Track Inputs 
Although there is a time delay of Idelay between the mputs at the front and rear wheelsets, 
they are assumed to be independent from each other m the design of an LQR controller 
T1us sunphfies the calculation of the optunal controller and does not affect the results 
slgmficantly (WIlIiarns, 1986). Furthennore, tlus wIll elunmate problems associated WIth 
sensitiVIty to speed and dIrectIon which make deslgmng an estunator dIfficult Therefore, the 
nde perfonnance results usmg the designed LQR controllers gIven m the followmg section 
WIll be correctly evaluated to allow for tune delays between the two mputs, as descnbed m 
chapter 4, sectIOn 4 5 
6.3 Implementations 
ThIs section WIll cover the vanous strategies that are developed using two and three Ideal 
actuators to control the fleXIble modes of a typIcal Jugh speed raIlway veJucIe. The strategIes 
that produce the best overall nde acceleration WIll be further mvestlgated WIth the mcIuslOn 
of a Kalman filter as an estimator in section 6.3.3 and actuator dynarrucs m chapter 7, 
section 7.2. 
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6.3 I Two Actuator Controllers 
Table 6-1 shows the dIfferent options formulated for the two actuators models. These 
options used dIfferent acceleratton SignalS to formulate the cost functIon, J gIVen m equation 
(6 4) to generate the control forces for the two actuators schemes. The cost function 
mcludes welghttng factors for the deflecttons of the front and rear suspensIOns and dIfferent 
combmations of the body acceleratton measurements as shown in Table 6-1. All the 
strategtes mvestIgated here do not use the central actuator. Therefore, the results produced 
by these strategtes Will be used as a baselme for comparison on what can be achieved when 
only actuators are used at the suspensIOn pomts The important Issue bemg considered here 
is wluch accelerattons to be mcluded m the cost function and the nde performance achieved 
usmg these three cost functtons Will be evaluated. 
Table 6-1 Accelerations used in the cost functions for the two actuator controllers. 
Strategies 
Front vertIcal acceleration 
Centre bounce acceleratton 
Centre pitch acceleratton 
Rear vertIcal acceleratIOn 
OFI 
./ 
./ 
OF2 
./ 
./ 
./ 
OF3 
./ 
Strategy OFI uses the bounce (vertIcal) and pitch accelerations, I e. correspondIng to usmg 
lmear and rotary accelerometers at the centre of the vehicle The reason for doing this IS that 
the biggest degradatton caused by fleXlbihty is at the centre of the velucle due to the first 
synnnetncal mode Thus, havmg these two accelerattons m the cost functIon, what is 
happenmg at the centre Will be fedback to the optunal controller, wluch is then able to 
suppress any undesrrable vlbratton generated 
Strategy OF2 mcludes acceleratIons at three dIfferent locations in the cost function, i e 
located at the centre and at both ends. Thts scheme reqUITeS an extra sensor and Its 
effectiveness compared With usmg only two sensors Will be assessed OF3 uses only 
accelerations from the front and rear. 
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6.3.2 Three Actuator Controller 
The two categones of the three actuator controllers (i e. integrated schemes and pure 
optuna1) will be discussed m tins secnon. Four strategies for the mtegrated scheme and three 
strategies for the optunal scheme are developed. 
The "mtegrated" scheme strategies are fonnulated such that the centre controller IS a 
classical controller able to provIde "skyhook" or absolute darnpmg WIth the same propertJ.es 
as mentioned m chapter 5. The centre controller of tins strategy IS based on mtuitively-
denved approaches and IS well recogJUsed for actIve suspensions The denvatIon and 
perfonnance of the controller were preVIOusly descnbed m sectJ.on 5 4 In contrast to the 
''pure optuna1" scheme, the centre actuator IS controlled by the optimal controller. The 
unportant design issue to be considered here IS the use of the nght design model and 
partInorung of the controller. 
I) Integrated Schemes 
Table 6-2 Illustrates how the four mtegrated schemes are mvesngated Out of the three 
strategIes invesngated usmg three actuators m chapter 5, strategy S3 (refer to chapter 5, 
FIgure 5-7) has the best nde improvement perfonnance Furthennore, the results ill chapter 
5 also mdlcated that using a lmear accelerometer produces better ride unprovement 
compared to a rotary accelerometer, Thus lmear accelerometer and the central controller 
used by the strategy S3 WIll be employed here 
The four controllers deVIsed m this category have a centre clasSIcal controller that is the 
same as strategy S3 implemented to suppress the flexIble VlbratJ.on at the centre of the 
velncle m section 5 4 DIfferent combmatJ.ons of acceleratIon SIgnals are used m the cost 
fimcnon to generate the control force for the front and rear actuators. 
The design of OFC has an optJ.mal controller to suppress the fleXIble body VlbratJ.ons and the 
deSIgned optJ.mal controller does not have a pnor knowledge that a classical controller IS 
present when the control gam K is generated. 
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An optnnal control strategy, OFC I IS developed to control the ngld body Vlbrahons only 
and the designed model excludes the fleXible effects m the cost funchon and the clasSICal 
controller IS known before the control gam IS generated. 
As for OFC2, It IS surular to OFC except that the op!imal control gam IS generated With the 
knowledge of the clasSical controller Addihon of the classical controller mto the system 
dynamics wIll tend to mcrease the number of states and control compleXIty. Thus, It IS 
necessary to evaluate the nde perfonnance unprovement to Jushty for the added level of 
compleXity 
OFC I and OFC3 are slIllilar but the deSIgn model for OFC3 mcludes the fleXible modes 
and therefore has the capablhty to control the fleXible body vlbrahOns. 
Table 6-2 Integrated schemes strategies. 
Strategies Control Cost Factors LQR knowledge of 
Rigid body FleXible body Rigid body FleXIble centre clasSiCal 
only modes only acceterattons acceieratlOns controIler 
onll onli: 
OFC ./ ./ 
OFCI ./ ./ ./ 
OFC2 ./ ./ ./ 
OFC3 ./ ./ ./ 
u) Pure Optnnal Schemes 
OFC4 IS a three-actuator optimal controller With a full design model, including fleXibility and 
OFC4a is Its van ant which takes mto account the displacement of the centre control 
actuator WIthin the cost funchon. OFC5 uhhses two mdependent op!imal controIlers: a two 
actuators op!imal controIler for the end actuators controIlmg the ngld modes only and an 
mdependent optnnal controIler for the central actuator It WlIl be compared With OFCI 
(Table 6-2) m the preceding sechon to assess the ride unprovement between a classical and 
optunaI controller for the central actuator 
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The next sectIon will dlscuss the nnplementatIon of a KaIman-Bucy filter used to estnnate the 
states that are not dIrectly measurable. 
6.3.3 Estnnator 
An estImator m the form of a Kalman-Bucy filter (as mentioned m section 6.2 2) IS used to 
estimate the states of the modelled dynamics from the avrulable sensors, I e the front, centre 
and rear acceleratIons These are utIlIsed to estImate the fleXIbIlIty effect, relatIve secondary 
suspensIOn velocity and deflection, relatIve pnmary suspensIOn velOCIty and deflectIon, and 
the relatIve velOCIty states at the centre of the arr-sprmg model. 
LQR controller strategIes OF2, OFC2 and OFC4 deVIsed m sectIOns 63. I and 6.3 2 are 
firrther developed to study the state feedback control usmg estnnatIon WIth a KaIman filter 
because these strategIes achieved the best overall nde performance for therr respectIve 
category (wluch WIll be dIscussed m detaIl m sectIon 64) 
In the case of OF2 and OFC2, the front and rear acceleratIons are used for the estImatIon 
process whIle for OFC4, the acceleratIons from the front, centre and rear accelerometers 
are utJIIsed by the KaIman filter to estImate the states. 
The deSIgn of a KaIman filter IS shown m FIgure 6-2 and IS nnplemented m MA1LAB® 
versIOn 42 c usmg the LQE fimctIon The measurement nOIse (refer to equatIon 6 5) is 
assumed to have an r m s value of one percent of the maxnnum passIve acceleratIOn. The 
vanance therefore has a value of I.35x10-s (mls2)2, denved from a maxnnum passive 
acceleratIOn of 0 368 mls2 
The rrutIaI value for the process nOIse Qk IS assumed to be the same as the track variance, 
Qrrock. which IS <77V2A,V (refer to equatIOn 423) and then vaned from Ix I 0"; to Ixl02 
(mlsi for Q; , where Q'k IS the modIfied vanance of the process nOIse tuned to obtam the Q. 
best nde nnprovement performance. Two methods can be adopted for tIus mvestIgatIon. 
The first is to generate a new set of track data for dIfferent combmatIons of track condItIons, 
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keepmg the vanance of the estimator constant, wlule the second mvolves changIng the 
developed estunator usmg dIfferent track vanance, With a fixed operatmg track. The second 
method is adopted here because It IS faster to redeSign the estimator than to generate a new 
track. 
The strategIes mvestIgated usmg a Kahnan estimator are the two actuators optimal 
controller, OF2, the three actuators integrated scheme, OFC2, and the three actuators pure 
optunal controller, OFC4 All these strategIes attam the best overall nde Improvement usmg 
full state feedback (refer to Table 6-3 and Table 6-4) 
6.4 Results and Discussions 
6.4.1 Two Actuators Controller 
The power spectra generated using the frequency analYSIS method (refer to chapter 4 
sectIOn 4.5 3) for the acceleratIons of the body controlled by two actuators are gIven m 
Figures 6-3, 6-4 and 6-5. These figures show the front, centre and rear accelerattons With 
P
'ex (m red), ~ (m blue), OFl (m magenta), OF2 (m green) and OF3 (in black). The 
passive (I e Pfl" uncontrolled) and skyhook strategIes, ~y are also gIven to compare the 
reductIons that were aclueved usmg the strategIes devised With two actuators All the figures 
mdicate a slgInficant reduction when compared With passive strategy at the body bounce and 
pitch frequencies at 068 and 0 85 Hz respectIvely. More Importantly, With the optimal 
controller, the level of VibratIOn IS reduced at the 843 Hz fleXIble frequency, partIcularly at 
the centre of the vehicle. 
These figures clearly show that all the strategIes mvesngated usmg some form of optunal 
controller produce better results than the pure skyhook control This is because the optunal 
control not only generates the full state feedback gam (mcludmg the absolute velOCity term 
that IS eqUivalent to using skyhook dampmg), but It also controls all the other states which is 
beyond the control of skyhook dampmg, thereby gIvtng a much better nde Improvement 
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The perfonnances are tabulated m Table 6-3 and the rm s values, the acceleratton levels, 
the suspension deflecttons and the actuator forces are compared. These results show that 
usmg the centre bounce and pItch acceleratlOns (OFI) does not produce as bIg an 
unprovement as the front and rear accelerattons (OF2 and OF3). Furthennore, the results 
indJcate that the best unprovement m overa1l ride quahty IS achieved by minunJSmg the front, 
centre and rear accelerattons. However, the unprovement compared WIth using Just the front 
and rear accelerattons IS qUIte small In addJtton, It IS also noticeable that all the two actuator 
opttmal strategies require larger actuator forces compared to the passIve and skyhook 
strategies TIns IS because the controller IS controllmg more states than the passIve and 
skyhook strategIes and hence requires a greater force 
Table 6-3 Two actuators optimal control r.m.S. results. 
Strategy Verttcal Acceleratton (%g) SuspensIOn Deflectton (mm) Actuator Force (kN) 
Front Centre Rear Front Rear Front Rear 
Pflex 304 3.04 3.75 78 11.35 
Sky 2.24 235 233 7.79 796 1.93 211 
OFI 1.25 069 1.34 7.75 826 2.99 299 
OF2 087 064 094 851 8.87 302 302 
OF3 081 078 0.89 856 8.33 301 3.01 
N I 10-' 
-N 
< N 10-< 
< 
u 
~ 10-' 
E ~ 10-8 
Pnu : red 
1 0 -9 s.,: blue 
OFI : magenta 
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Figure 6-3 Power spectra of the front accelerations of the strategies listed in Table 
6-3. 
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Figure 6-4 Power spectra of the centre accelerations of the strategies listed in in 
Table 6-3. 
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Figure 6-S Power spectra of the rear accelerations of the strategies listed in in 
Table 6-3. 
6.4.2 Three Actuators Controller 
The results using three actuators are given in Figures 6-6, 6-7 and 6-8 and again the result 
of the passive controller is included for comparison The power spectra generated by the 
passive Pnc. (in red), skybook ~y (in blue), OFC2 (in magenta) and OFC4 (in green) 
strategies are shown in the figures for the front, centre and rear accelerations_ The spectra 
for OFC2 and OFC4 are representatives of the other strategies in the integrated and optimal 
schemes previously mentioned in section 63 .2_ These figures show large reductions in 
accelerations for both the body bounce pitch as well as the centre flexible frequencies. 
The performance of the strategies in teans of r.ms_ values are tabulated in Table 6-4_ For 
integrated schemes, the best overall ride is obtained with OFC2. Recall that in section 63.2, 
the LQR has a prior knowledge of the existence of the classical controller in strategy OFC2, 
but not in strategy OFC. The results given in Table 6-4 showed that the worst ride quality 
was experienced at the centre of the vehicle when the optimal control strategy has no pre-
knowledge of the presence of the centre classical controller. This also affected the ride 
quality experienced at the rear. Nevertheless, the investigation suggested that it is worthwhile 
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to include the extra states associated with the classical control to achieve a better ride 
quality. 
The results also indicate that there is no improvement when using only optimal conlrol to 
control the rigid body modes compared to the strategies that conlrol the flexible modes. This 
might be because the cost factors that weight tile rigid states in the fl exible system remained 
the same values as in the strategy that considered only the rigid body effect. 
Comparing the ride accelerations results of OFC5 and OFC I, better overall results are 
achieved by OFC5 compared to OFC I. However when these improvements are compared 
at the centre, OFC5 only managed to achieve a 6% advantage over OFC I. The force 
power spectra produced by the centre actuators of OFC I and OFC5 are plotted in Figure 
6-9. The power spectra showed that the centre optimal controller of OFC5 produces force 
in a wider frequency spectrum whereas the force produced after 10Hz are lower compared 
to the classical designed controller of OFC I. These results imply that a low bandwidth 
actuator (less than 10Hz) is required when using a classical controller and a high bandwidth 
actuator (greater than 10Hz) is necessary when optimal control is used. 
TIle overall best ride improvement using the pure optimal strategies is OFC4. This is 
because the control forces at the front, centre and rear actuators are derived directly from 
the cost function that minimise the front, centre and the rear accelerations. This is considered 
the ultimate as it utilised the maximum nwnber of sensors that are available. The original 
intention was to include the displacement of the centre mass in the cost function to achieve a 
furtller improvement in the centre ride and a smaller deflection between the centre mass and 
the vehicle body, but the ride acceleration at the centre remains constant when tile 
displacement of the centre mass (i.e. as in strategy OFC4a) was reduced further. 
Although the fully optimal conlroLler (OFC4) could have been the only strategy used, this 
sub-section also looks at a number of other control structures, e.g. the pure optimal and 
integrated schemes to exanline the effectiveness of (i) using a simpler classical controlled 
centre actuator, (ii) the different fonnulation of cost functions and (iii) the number of 
'" '" ~ () Et ::r 
'" 0 S0 ,... 01 
Table 64 Performance of ride accelerations using the three actuators optimal control. 
'" ::l ~01 " 
" <> a. ~ " a. S 
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Figure 6-6 Power spectra of the front accelerations of the strategies listed in Table 6-
4. 
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Figure 6-7 Power spectra of the centre accelerations of the strategies listed in Table 
6-4. 
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Figure 6-8 Power spectra of the rear accelerations of the strategies listed in Table 
6-4. 
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Figure 6-9 Comparison of forces produced by OFCl and OFCS. 
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6.4.3 Estimator 
The effects of varying the track variance on accelerations are plotted in Figures 6- 10, 6-11 
and 6- 12 for OF2, OFC2 and OFC4 respectively. All the figures indicate that, when the 
level of track variance is as low as Ix 10-<> (m/si , the whole feedback control becomes open 
loop or switched-off. This results in the high level of ride accelerations and the control it 
provides is as good as a passive system. At such a low value in track variance (i.e. the 
process noise), the Kalrnan filter relies more on the estimation process rather than the 
measurement signals. This generates an incorrect amount of force and renders an unreliable 
predicted output because the Kalrnan filter ignores the effect of the disturbances (tracks). 
Nonetheless, this erroneous force still manages to produce ride acceleration levels that are 
slightly better tll3l1 tlle passive system. 
This can be further explained matllematically. The estimator gain, L is proportional to 
Q. where V is the variance of the measurement noise, v. Therefore, it will reduce with Q. 
V 
and vice versa. At higher value of Q., the results are more dependent on the output 
measurement value which tends to give more useful results in temlS of more information on 
the vehicle dynamics (i.e. the results from the modelled dynamics) than using the estimator 
(which is the "best guess" dynamics of the vehicle). 111erefore, appropriate feedback force is 
produced to minimise the ride acceleration and hence, improved ride quality. It is a trade-off 
between measurement noise and reacting to disturbances. However, this improvement in 
response to changes in track variance is not a linear relationship but followed either an "S" 
or a "C" shaped for the rear actuator. 
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Figure 6-10 Trend of acceleration and suspension deflection as process noise 
variance is increased from lxl0-li ofQ"'d< to IxlO' of Q",c' for strategy OF2. 
(a) The front position and (b) The rear position. 
(a) 
(b) 
For Figure 6- 10, the front acceleration continues to reduce while the suspension deflection is 
increased with a growing value of Q; until a plateau is reached. However at the rear, the Q, 
acceleration and deflection levels are first decreased, reaching a minimum acceleration of 
1.61 % g and suspension deflection of 8.67 mm at 1.9 x 10.9 (mls)'. This is then followed by 
an increase in suspension deflection and a decreasing acceleration before reaching another 
peak at 8.96 mm deflection and acceleration level of 0.7% g. Thereafter, the acceleration 
level remains constant while the suspension deflection continues to fall until it reaches the 
rrururnum 
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Figure 6-11 shows the changes in acceleration values for the three actuators optimwn 
controller. The front and rear accelerations followed the same trend as in OF2. As for the 
centre position, the acceleration and suspension deflection are reduced untill they reached 
the minimum 
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Figure 6-11 T rend of acceleration and suspension deflection as process noise 
variance is increased from Ix) 0"' of Q'n,. to IxlO' of Q"". for strategy OFC2. 
(a) The front position, (b) The centre position and (c) The rear position. 
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variance is increased from lxl0-G ofQ"",. to Ixl02 ofQ,,,,,. for strategy OFC4. 
(a) The front position, (b) The centre position and (c) The rear position. 
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As for Figure 6- 12, the response at the front and rear are the same as OF2 and OFC2. 
However, the result at the centre position is different from that of OFC2. It has a trend that 
is similar to the rear. This is because the control of the vibration at the centre position is 
affected by the changing process noise, which was not the case for OFC2 that has a 
classical controller at the centre. 
12 
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Figure 6-13 Ride accelerations results of OF2 with variation in the variance of the 
process noise. 
Figure 6-13 compares the suspension deflection at low and high track variances of a 
Kalman filter, of Ix 1 0-6 Cm/sf and lx lct Cm/S)2 respectively, with that of the passive and 
pure optimal results for strategy OF2. It shows that, at low value of process noise, the 
acceleration level is similar to that of a passive system. However, in all cases as the track 
variance is increased, there is a reduction in acceleration and it is at this range where the 
application of active optimal controUer becomes evident 
This figure serves to generalise the investigation conducted in this section on KaJman filters 
and shows that at low value of process noise, its acceleration is quite close to a passive 
system and when the process noise value is increased, it wiU give active optimal results. 
Table 6-5 Comparison of ride result of strategies 0F2,OFC2 and OFC4 with (in red) and without (in black) an estimator. 
Vertical Acceleration (%g) Suspension Deflection (mm) Mass Deflection (mm) Actuator Force (kN) 
Front Front Centre Centre Rear Rear Front Front Rear Rear Centre Centre Front Front Centre Centre Rear Rear 
OF2 0.87 0.87 0.65 0.65 0.94 0.94 8.52 8.55 8.88 8.92 2.89 2.9 3.03 3.04 
OFC 0.81 0.8 0.7 1 0.71 0.89 0.89 8.58 8.61 8.35 8.37 2.83 2.84 2.99 2.99 0.130 0.13 3 3 
OFC2 0.8 1 0.81 0.76 0.76 0.88 0.89 8.58 8.61 8.35 8.38 1.58 1.59 2.99 3.01 0.2 0.2 2.97 2.98 0 
"Cl 
-OFC4 0.88 0.88 0.62 0.65 0.94 0.94 8.48 8.52 8.8 8.85 3.43 3.49 2.83 2.84 0.18 0.18 2.97 2.98 S· 
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Using the OF2 results, this improvement in ride acceleration maintained at 0.87, 0.65 and 
0.94% g for the front, centre and rear when Q'. equals to I. This value is the original track 
Q. 
variance and will be used to devise the estimator. Apart from choosing the correct track 
variance for the process noise, this investigation also highlights the inlportance of choosing 
the correct sensor, as the level of sensor noise will also affect the ride quali ty of the vehicle. 
The ride resul ts for the three strategies inlplemented with a Kalman filter are given in Table 
6 -5. The table compares the results of strategies OF2, OFC2 and OFC4 with and without 
the estimator dynamics (the fOffi1er is highlighted in red). The results show that all the 
strategies investigated here produced ride resul ts that are very close to the full state LQR 
feedback system. Tllis is because the state estimation matrices used in this smdy are identical 
to the modelled vehicle system dynamics. In physical simation, the estimated dynamics used 
in the state estimation matrices nlight not be the sanle as the real vellicle system dynamics. 
This discrepancy will be investigated later in chapter 7 which deals with the issues that are 
encountered in the physical operating environment, for example the mass variation. 
6-5 Summary 
In this chapter, active suspension controllers with optimal control using two and three 
actuators for a railway vehicle with flexible bodies are devised and investigated. Figure 6-14 
shows a tree diagram which summarises all the strategies investigated earlier. The dotted line 
means that there is a certain degree of inter-dependency between the two blocks that tlle 
line is joining (i.e. it can be making use of the classical controller S3 for the case of tlle 
Integrated Scheme block or using the values of the cost function in the instance of OF2 with 
OFC4 and OF3 with OFC2). 
All the strategies developed have 16 state controllers each which includes the first 
symmetrical and first asymmetrical modes. Tllis nunlber will increase when more flexible 
modes are taken into aCCOlmt. Comparison of the results achieved by the various strategies 
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was discussed. An overall summary of the results is presented in Table 6-6 and the results 
showed that all the strategies are able to reduce the ride accelerations by at least 70%, 
compared to the basic skyhook strategies (refer to Table 5-5) which achieved only 37% 
when the body flexibility is included. 
Another important consideration made in this chapter is that different strategies have been 
developed based on different formulations of the cost functions of the full state feedback 
controllers. These functions will produce forces to control two or three actuators. 
Furthermore, an integrated scheme whereby a classical controller (same as that in chapter 5) 
has been used for the central actuator was also devised. 
Table 6-6 Percentage improvement over Passive - Optimal Control Strategies. 
Vertical Acceleration Improvement over Passive System (%) 
Two Actuators Front Centre Rear 
Without With Without With Without With 
estimator estimator estimator estimator estimator estimator 
Strategy OF I 58.88 77.30 
Strategy OF2 71.38 71.38 78.62 78.62 74.93 79.43 
Strategy OF3 73.36 75.66 76.27 
Three Actuators 
Integrated 
Strategy OFC 73.36 73.36 73 73 76.27 76.27 
Strategy OFC I 70.72 
-
77.3 76.53 
Strategy OFC2 73.36 73.36 75.66 75.66 76.27 76 
Strategy OFC3 73.68 77.96 
Pure Optimal 
Strategy OFC4 71.05 71.05 79.61 79.62 74.93 74.93 
Strategy OFC5 70.39 74.93 
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Three Actuators 
Figure 6-14 Tree diagram of the various optimal controUer strategies developed. 
7.1 Introduction 
Chapter 7 
Practical Performance Assessment 
The precedmg chapters 5 and 6 mvestlgated classical and optnnal actlve suspensIOn 
controllers to reduce the vlbratlons expenenced by a railway velucle With a fleXIble body 
usmg Ideal conmtJons such as Ideal actuators, Imear spnngs, damper and etc. 
In tins chapter, practlcal issues that are not expenenced m an ideal enVlfonrnent are 
considered These mclude actuator dynanncs, the robustness of the controllers (those that 
are deSigned usmg classical and LQG control techniques) and vanatlons in operanng 
parameters. 
7.2 Actuator Dynamics 
In an actlve suspensIOn system, the actuator IS the component that Will produce force from 
the force demand generated from the controller. T1us IS a cntlcal area wluch Will determme 
the perfonnance of an actlve suspension system. Thus, It IS important to look mto mcludmg 
the modellmg of the dynanncs of the actuator m order to get a better overall pICture on the 
nde unprovernent 
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DIfferent actuator technologIes are consIdered, but m each case a force control loop IS 
desIgned m a way such that !Ius and the actuator model can replace the IdealIsed actuators m 
the controllers deSIgned m the prevIOus chapters. Two types of actuators are consIdered an 
electro-servo hydraulIc and an electromagnetIc These two actuators WIll be descnbed m 
greater detaIls m sections 7.2.1 and 7.2 2 respectIvely. 
The type of actuator used in a railway velucle depends on Its locatIon. The lnmted space 
between the secondary suspensIOn and the body allowed only an electro-servo hydraulIc 
actuator to be mstalled there At the current state of technology, If an electromagnetIc 
actuator IS to be used m a raIlway velucle, Its force level must be less than IkN r m s. (Fao 
and Goodall, 1998) such that the actuator IS small enough to be fitted underneath the coach. 
The electro-servo hydraulIc actuators are located across the secondary suspensIOn at the 
front and rear of the velucle, wlule the electromagnetIc actuator is positIoned at the centre 
locatIon to control the fleXIble bodIed modes 
The actuator velocity and gap rusplacement inputs of a hydraulIc and electromagnetIc 
actuators m FIgures 7-1 and 7-2 are nonnally referred to as dIsturbances and they tend to 
reduce the stabIlIty margin of the loop. The approach adopted here IS to tIme the force 
controllers for the actuators such that the ride qualIty IS very close to the passIve suspensIOn 
when zero force command IS applIed (i e actuators WIthOut the active suspensIOn 
controner) 
7.2 I HydraulIC 
The hydraulIC model shown m FIgure 7-1 IS based on a MOOG deSIgn (Thayer, 1958; 
Goodall and WhItfield, 1985) A Imear model IS used here as the mvestIgatIon concentrates 
on the mteractIon 1:etween actIve suspension controllers and flexible modes of the body. 
However a non-Imear model IS mvestIgated m Pratt (1996). FIgure 7-1 shows a PID 
controller used WIthin an mner force control loop to improve the response of the actuator. It 
can be seen that the servo-valve current is the control mput, but the actuator model must 
mclude actuator velOCIty, a vanable wluch has to be denved from the velucle model. 
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Appenchx C has more detaIls on both the actual model and the control loop deSigned for thts 
actuator. 
servo-valve 
current 
If----~ 
force PID 
I---lo----.t 1 
demand 
2 1--------~l/s 
acceleration 
Hydraulic 
Actuator 
Figure 7-1 Block diagram ofthe electro-servo hydraulic force control loop. 
force 
demand 
force 
output 
tt--~-~ 1 
.--l.r-
force 2~------------~ 
gap 
displacement 
Electromagnetic 
Actuator 
Figure 7-2 Block diagram of an electro-magnetic force control loop. 
7 2.2 ElectromagnetIc 
output 
As WIth the electro-servo hydrauhc actuator, a Imear model IS used m thts study (Goodall et 
aJ, 1993) and IS given ID Figure 7-2 The effect of air gap vanatIons makes an electro-
magnetIc actuator on Its own an unstable system, athough fittIng this ID paraJlel WIth the 
suspensIOn of the auxIliary mass WIll tend to overcome the instability. Agam when thts IS 
properly deSigned WIth a force feedback loop, It can overcome any reSidual mstablhty. 
Nevertheless, It IS stIll important to model the charactenstIcs properly to give correct 
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predictions of perfonnance. More design delails for tins actuator can be found m the 
AppendIX C. 
7 2 3 Effect of Actuator Dynarrucs 
The strategies mvestlgated here are chosen from the clasSiCal and optimal controllers 
discussed in chapters 5 and 6 that gIVe the best overall nde rrnprovement These are the 
three actuator classICal controller 83, the two actuator optimal controller OF2, the three 
actuator mtegrated controller OFC2 and the three actuator pure optrrnal controller OFC4 
The results are presented m Table 7-1 With the real actuator dynarrucs m Italics These 
results showed the degradation m nde quality With the mcluslOn of actuators dynamics m the 
model When the dynarmcs of the hydraulic and electromagnetic actuators are mcluded, 
there is an increase m the amount offoree produced and It IS tins that detenorates the nde 
The reduction m the level of nde rrnprovement compared to that of Ideal actuators can be 
seen m Table 7 -I, and tins amounted to an average of 10% 
Generally, the degradation m ride quality With the mtroductlon of actuator dynarrucs IS due to 
the lumted bandWidth of the actuator, an effect which IS more pronounced for the actuators 
across the secondary suspension. High frequency VIbrations due to track rrregulantles at the 
body are usually attenuated by both the prrrnary and secondary suspensIOns. However, With 
a real actuator fitted across the secondary suspensIOn (I e. one end at the bogie, the other at 
the velucle body), the Iugh frequency dlsplacements can be transnutted from the bOgie to the 
body due to the Irrnlted bandwidth of the actuator and this can cause a large degradation to 
the nde quality. 
Nevertheless, all the strategies considered stili managed to produce nde rrnprovement m the 
system However, It IS still poSSible for some strategies usmg clasSical controllers to give no 
rrnprovement at all (Foo and GoodaIl, 1998) Thus, the results presented here emphasised 
the rrnportance of mcludlng the dynarrucs of real actuators even durmg the theoretical 
mvestlgation stage. OtherWIse, the controllers deVIsed nught not perfonn as expected when 
rrnplemented The acceleration power spectrum of 83 at the front, centre and rear With and 
Without the dynamiCS of the actuators are plotted m Figures 7-3, 7-4 and 7-5 respectively. 
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These figures IDdICate that the dtscrepancy ID the ride quality predtc!!ons between the Ideal 
and real actuators become greater at higher frequencies. 
Table 7-1 Comparison of percentage ride improvement over a passive system of 
controllers with and without the actuator dynamics. 
Strategy Front Bounce Centre Bounce Rear Bounce 
Acceleration, % Acceleration, % Acceleration, % 
Actuator dynamics Actuator dynamics Actuator dynamics 
Without WlIh Without WlIh Without Wzth 
S3 39.47 2961 56.25 4934 49.33 4080 
OF2 71 38 6118 7862 5954 74.93 6667 
OFC2 73.36 6118 7500 59.54 7653 6720 
OFC4 7105 5921 7961 7368 7493 6560 
The rahO of the force produced between an Ideal actuator and a real IS plotted ID Figure 7-
6 The figure shows a flat response at low frequency, I e the real actuator IS producIDg the 
same force as the Ideal actuator However, at about one Hz, Signs of rrregular force pattern 
begm to emerge ID the force response for the front and rear hydraulic actuators. TIus IS 
because the actuators can not respond fast enough to Isolate the high frequency Vlbra!!ons 
Consequently, these high frequency Vlbra!!ons are transnutted from the bogte and bringmg a 
degradatIOn ID the nde. The frequency plot of the centre actuator ID Figure 7-6 shows that 
the electromagnetic actuator has a bandWidth of about 100 Hz and is able to produce the 
surular level of force as an ideal actuator. Figures 7-3 to 7-6 further confinn that the nde 
degradahOn due to the IDc\uslOn of the dynamics effect of the actuator is unportant and 
cannot be neglected dunng the deSign stage 
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Figure 7-3 Comparison of front acceleration power spectrum with and without 
actuator dynamics, strategy 83. 
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Figure 7-4 Comparison of centre acceleration power spectrum with and without 
actuator dynamics, strategy 83. 
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Figure 7-6 Ratio of real over ideal force produce by the actuators. 
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7.3 Robustness of the coutroller 
ClassICal and optunal controllers were developed to reduce the vibration expenenced by the 
lmeansed railway model fonnulated in chapter 4 If these controllers are to be used on a 
physical railway velncle, the panuneters asstUTIed dunng design stage Will vary due to 
changes m the operatrng enV1fOmnent Thus, It IS important to mvestigate the robustness of 
the devised controllers m operatrng envrromnent of changing physical panuneters. TIns will 
be carned out using the models that mclude the dynamics of the actuators to mvestigate the 
effects of changes m the velncle mass, secondary damper, fleXible frequency and mode 
shape. 
The same strategies developed m chapters 5 and 6 Will be mvestigated here. These bemg 
the three actuators clasSical controllers, S3 (refer to Figure 5-7), two actuators flexible 
optimal controller With estJrnator, OF2 (refer to Table 6-1), three actuators mtegrated 
scheme With estJrnator, OFC2 (refer to Table 6-2) and three actuators pure optJrnal 
controller With estJrnator, OFC4 (refer to chapter 6 sectIOn 6.3 2 11) Note that the 
estJrnators deVised for the two and three actuators optimal controllers m chapter 6 assumed 
no nus-match between the model used m the estJrnator and the modelled railway vehicle 
fonnulated m chapter 4 (I e the same A. B. C. D matrices being defined m chapter 4 were 
used for the snnulation, controller and estimator) 
7 3.1 Vanations in Mass 
Mass vanatJon IS due to the movement of passengers m and out of the coaches and tins 
nonnally remams Wlthm ±20% of the average. The slgmficance of variation m the mass is that 
It Will affect the moment of mertia which will m nun change the Pitching of the body. Thus, 
M' I' 
the ratios Wlthm the range of 08 and 1.2 for -' &~ are mvestigated, where M'. M. 
M, I~ 
I'ro I", are the mcreased and actual mass, the increased and actual moment of mertJa 
respectively. 
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732 Vanattons m Damper 
As menttoned m chapter 4, the secondary arr-sprmg suspensIOn was modelled as a lmear 
element in tins research. However m reality, the charactenstics of the valve and the arr-flow 
exlublted some fonus of non-lineanty. Hence, It IS rrnportant to mvesttgate the ability of the 
controller to cope With the non-lmeanty effect TIns IS studied by changing the dampmg value 
of the arr-sprmg Typically the damper Will vary about ±20% during operatton and a ratto 
B' o 8 to 1.2 for -'!:. W1ll be mvesngated. 
B" 
7.3.3 Vanattons m flexible Frequency 
The fleXIble frequency is directly propomonal to the cross-secttonal area but mversely 
proportional to the square of the length. Variation m tins property often resulted from 
changes m the beam propemes (for example, the cross-secttonal area) due to temperature 
changes. Thus, the ride perfonnance of the controllers are studied With vanation m fleXible 
frequency. Here, the mode shape IS assumed constant and the level of vanattons 
encountered by the first symme1ncal and asymme1ncal modes of 8.43 and 23 23 Hz IS taken 
to be about ±6% (±O 5 Hz) 
73.4 Vanattons m Mode Shape 
It is poSSible for the perfonnance of the controller to dnft from Its deSigned conditions due to 
the deviation m the mode shapes ansing from the changes in the boundary condittons. In 
practtce, the nodes and antt-nodes of the mode shape are expected to dev\3te from the 
designed mode by approxunately ±6% and a typical plot of such change for the symme1ncai 
mode IS shown m Fignre 7-7 The asymme1ncal mode is subjected to same amount of the 
variation as that of the symme1ncal mode 
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Figure 7-7 Variations of the first symmetrical mode shape. 
7.3.5 Results 
The results will be presented in the following sections and will be compared to that of the 
passive system. 
i) Variations in Mass 
Table 7-2 tabulates the results obtained by varying the term, M, that is the body mass. 
Strategies OF2, OFC2, OFC4 and S3 are investigated The results show an improvement 
in the ride acceleration due to the extra damping provided by an increase in mass. The 
average variations in the three accelerations are 0.67, 0.29, 0.11, 0.12 and 0.15 % g for the 
passive, S3, OF2, OFC4 and OFC2 respectively. 
Table 7-2 Effect on ride quality from variations in mass and moment ofinertia 
% Front Acceleration %g Centre Acceleration %g Rear Acceleration %g 
vanatlon Passive 83 OF2 OFC4 OFC2 PassIVe 83 OF2 OFC4 OFC2 Passive 83 OF2 OFC4 OFC2 
-20 3.47 1.99 0.94 0.96 0.88 3.69 1.6 069 0.67 0.88 3.9 2.07 1.01 1.01 0.96 
-10 3.22 1.91 090 0.91 0.85 3.33 1.48 0.67 0.64 0.8 383 1.98 0.97 0.98 0.92 
0 3.04 1.84 0.87 0.88 0.81 3.04 1.39 0.65 0.62 0.74 3.75 1.91 0.94 0.94 0.90 
10 2.93 1.79 0.84 0.85 0.79 2.8 1.31 063 0.6 0.7 3.67 186 0.91 0.91 0.87 
20 2.85 1.75 0.81 0.82 0.76 2.61 1.24 0.61 0.59 0.67 3.59 1.81 0.89 0.88 085 
'"Cl 
01 
Table 7-3 Effect on ride quality from variations in the secondary damper. n ... ti" 
-% Front AcceleratIOn, %g Centre Acceleration, %g Rear Accelerabon, %g '"Cl .. 
vanauon Passive S3 OF2 OFC4 OFC2 Passive S3 OF2 OFC4 OFC2 Passive S3 OF2 OFC4 OFC2 8-a 
-20 2.96 1.74 0.89 0.9 0.85 2.98 126 065 063 0.76 3.80 1.81 0.96 0.96 0.93 10 Cl 
n 
.. 
-10 3.00 1.8 0.88 089 0.83 3.01 1.3 065 063 0.75 3.77 1.86 095 0.95 0.91 > 
'" 
'" 0 3.04 1.84 0.87 0.88 0.81 304 1.33 065 0.62 0.74 3.75 1.9 0.94 0.94 09 .. 
'" 
'" a 
10 3.09 I 88 086 0.87 0.8 3.06 1.36 0.64 0.62 0.73 3.75 1.94 0.93 0.93 088 .. Cl 
... 
20 3.14 1.92 085 086 0.79 3.08 1.38 064 0.61 0.72 3.76 1.98 0.92 0.92 0.86 .-
N 
'" 
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The worst is the classical controller strategy, S3 which has an average of 17 % changed in 
the ride. Comparatively, systems that use an estimator are quite robust when subjected to 
this kind of variation. Among the three actuators strategies, OFC2, in which the centre 
controller is classically controlled, showed a ride acceleration deviation of 28%. The 
controller is therefore less robust than OFC4. However, the average ride results of the 
active systems vary about 15%, which is less compared to the 40010 variation of mass and 
moment of inertia 
The variation of the front acceleration with changes in mass and moment of inertia is given in 
Figure 7-8. The centre and rear accelerations have the same trend as the front one and will 
not be reproduced here. 
Front Acceleration with variations in Mass and Moment of Inertia 
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Figure 7-8 The effect of variation in mass and moment of inertia on front acceleration. 
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ii) Variations in Damper 
The results tabulated in Table 7 -3 show that increasing damping increased the ride 
acceleration, i.e. ride quality was worsened. This is because the damper becomes stiffer as 
the damping coefficient is increased and any road irregularity will be transmitted via the 
damper to the vehicle body. The results for the front acceleration, whose trend is similar as 
the centre and rear acceleration is plotted in Figure 7-9. 
The corresponding variations in acceleration for passive, classical strategy S3, optimum two 
actuators estimator OF2, optimum three actuators estimator OFC4 and OFC2 are 0.11 , 
0.16, 0.03, 0.03 and 0.06 % g respectively. 
The results also showed that the classical controUer has a 5% higher ride acceleration 
deviation when compared to the passive system. Thus, more attention is required when 
implementing this controUer physicaUy as it has a problem of deviating from the performance 
that was originally designed 
~. 
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Figure 7-9 Front Acceleration due to variation in tbe secondary air-spring damping 
rate. 
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iii) Variations in Flexible Frequency 
The results are given in Table 7-4. The average variation in the passive acceleration in 
response to the flexible frequency variation is 0.24% g, with the centre of the vehicle 
experiencing the worst, with a variation of 0.48% g. For the three actuators classical 
controller strategy S3, the average variation is 0.04% g. The optimum controller strategy 
with estimator exhibits the best robustness against changes in the flexible frequency: both 
OF2 and OFC4 displayed insignificant variations. As for OFC2, the front acceleration is not 
affected by the variation, but the centre and rear accelerations experienced 0.05 and 0.03 % 
g variations respectively. These levels of variation are low compared to that of the causation, 
the flexible frequency of is%. Again these results indicated that the optimal controllers 
designed are quite robust in response to variations of the flexible frequency. Note that the 
centre actuator had been developed to suppress the flexible frequency with a I Hz 
bandwidth and thus any variation of the flexible frequency within I Hz can be adequately 
accommodated by the controller. Once again only the front acceleration is plotted in Figure 
7-10. 
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Figure 7-10 Front Acceleration due to varialion of the flexible frequency. 
Table 7-4 Effect on ride quality from variations in the nexible frequency. 
% Front Acceleration, %g Centre Acceleration, %g Rear Acceleration, %g 
variation Passive S3 OF2 OFC2 OFC4 Passive S3 OF2 OFC2 OFC4 Passive S3 OF2 OFC2 OFC4 
-6 2.95 1.87 0.87 0.8 1 0.88 2.64 1.33 0.64 0.78 0.62 3.75 1.88 0.94 0.89 0.94 
-3 3 1.85 0.87 0.8 1 0.88 2.87 1.32 0.64 0.76 0.62 3.77 1.89 0.94 0.89 0.94 
0 3.04 1.84 0.87 0.8 1 0.88 3.04 1.33 0.65 0.74 0.62 3.75 1.90 0.94 0.92 0.95 
3 3.05 1.83 0.87 0.81 0.88 3. 12 1.34 0.65 0.73 0.62 3.7 1.91 0.94 0.90 0.94 
6 3.04 1.82 0.87 0.82 0.88 3. 1 1.36 0.65 0.74 0.63 3.62 1.9 1 0.94 0.90 0.94 
"C 
Table 7-5 Effect on ride quality from variations in the Mode shape. Ol ... 
-n' 
% Front acceleration, % g Centre acceleration, % g Rear acceleration, % g ~ 
"C 
.. 
variation Passive S3 OF2 OFC2 OFC4 Passive S3 OF2 OFC2 OFC4 Passive S3 OF2 OFC2 OFC4 
., 
0-
., 
-6 3. 13 1.87 0.87 0.82 0.88 3. 18 1.39 0.65 0.77 0.62 3.58 1.84 0.93 0.89 0.94 3 ., 
= 
-3 3.09 1.86 0.87 0.82 0.88 3. 11 1.36 0.65 0.75 0.62 3.67 1.87 0.93 0.89 0.94 
... 
.. 
> 
'" 0 3.04 1.84 0.87 0.8 1 0.88 3.04 0.62 1.33 0.65 0.74 3.75 1.90 0.94 0.9 0.94 '" .. 
'" '" 3 3.00 1. 83 0.87 0.8 1 0.88 2.97 1.30 0.65 0.73 0.62 3.84 1.93 0.94 0.9 0.94 3 .. 
= 6 2.97 1.82 0.87 0.8 1 0.88 2.90 1.27 0.65 0.72 0.62 3.92 1.97 0.95 0.9 0.95 -
'" 
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iv) Variations of Mode shape 
The robustness of the controllers are also tested against the ±6% variation of the mode 
shape as given in Figure 7-11. The results are shown in Table 7-5. The results again showed 
that the passive system experienced the greatest change in acceleration. This is followed by 
the classical strategy, S3. Strategies that built upon the optimum control have no problem 
coping with this variation and the accelerations vary within a small amount of 0.025% g. As 
for the classical control strategy, S3, its acceleration varied slightly more than ±0.075% g. 
The variations in the accelerations at the front in response to variation in mode shape is 
plotted in Figure 7-11 and has similar trend to those at the centre and rear. 
Front Acceleration with variation in the mode shape 
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Figure 7-11 Front aceleration due to variation in the mode shape, 
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7.4 Summary 
This chapter exammed a number of Issues encountered by a rrulway velncle m real life, e g. the 
dynamics of the actuators The robustness of the controllers (developed m chapters 5 and 6) m 
copmg WIth these Issues was mvesngated The passive fleXIble system was also mcluded m the 
study for companson. The results showed that the classical controller IS the least robust The 
opt1mal strategies, on the other hand, demonstrated strong robustness except for the mtegrated 
scheme, OFC2 winch fared badly compared to the pure opt1mal controller, OFC4 However, 
all the nde acceleranons vanatlOns expenenced by OFC2 were within 20% vananon 
Furthermore, all the results mwcated that, as long as the parameters are vaned Wlthm 20% from 
their assumed normal value, the controllers are able to accommodate to these changes, and m 
some cases Yield an even better nde improvement Overall, parameter robustness IS not a 
slg1Uficant problem for the controllers winch have been developed 
In conclusIOn, 
a) Actuator dynarmcs is an rrnportant conslderanon at the early stages of theorencal 
mvesnganon. It has been shown m tins work that overall nde improvement of the strategy 
(e g OF2) can drop from a high level of 75% when actuators dynamics are not taken mto 
account to a 13 % when actuator dynamics are mcluded. 
b) The classical controller has the worst robustness performance among the strategies studied. 
Nonetheless, bemg a srrnple and cheap (m tenns of number of components reqUITed) 
controller to construct and rrnplement, It can snll be used when the operanng condinons are 
known to vary Wlthm 2oolo of the 11llual desrred value 
c) The opt1mal controller has the best robustness performance agamst vanauon m the 
parameters stuwed However, the wsadvantage of tins controller IS that It IS wfficult and 
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expensive to implement as It requires hardware With fast computmg speed and large amount 
of memory because of the large amount of state vanables that are needed m the controller. 
As for choosmg a SUItable controller to suppress the fleXible modes, clasSICal control solutIons 
offered an economical optIon, of winch strategy S3 IS the best. If cost, computatIOn power and 
memory constramt are not the mam consideratIons, then optunal control usmg two actuators, 
OF2 IS the best chOice 
The next chapter Will cover the expenrnental evaluatIon of the actlve control schemes usmg a 
laboratory test ng 
8.1 Introduction 
Chapter 8 
Test Rig Implementation 
TIns chapter descnbes the constructIon of a laboratory ng to validate the controllers 
developed m chapter 5 for the control of fleXIbility. A basIc descnption of the rig will be 
covered. This IS followed by the desIgn, construction and cormrussionmg of the mecharucaJ 
and eJectromcs parts that make up the laboratory ng. Results obtained are compared WIth a 
passIve system 
8.2 Basic Description oftbe Rig 
One of the main features of this prototype model IS a beam which represents the body of a 
nulway veJucle. This was designed WIth a fleXIble frequency which IS typical for a reaJ-hfe 
vehicle. Figure 8-1 shows the overaJl system that makes up the ng The heart of the 
prototype IS the active suspension system comprising mainly of a force actuator, a sensor 
and various control eJectromcs. The controller system was fabncated accordmg to the 
deSIgn developed in chapter 5 and mstalled into the rig to control the V1bra1:Jons of the beam. 
Beam 
Centre Actuator 
Pneumatic 
system 
Figure 8-1 OveraU system of the rig. 
83 Mechanical Design and Construction 
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Pemram™ 
active 
suspension 
8.3.1 Structural Blueprint of the Railway Vehicle Body 
Although the beam was intended to be built based on the mathematical model presented in 
chapter 4, conStraints imposed by the physical conditions need to be taken into 
consideration. These include the space available in the laboratory, the weight of the beam 
and the flexible modes of the beam. Considering the conceptual design (i.e. the mathematical 
model) and the physical constraint, various options of the main specifications of the rig were 
defined in Table 8 - I. 
Table 8-1 Original beam specifications. 
Mass oftbe beam, kg 
Length of the beam, m 
Material 
flexIble frequencies, Hz 
Mode shape 
100 kg 
P 
Aluminiurn 
J 8.43 and 23.23 
free-Free 
Structural damping, % 5 
8.3.1.1 Material Selection 
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Mild Steel 
12.8 and 20 
Alwniniwn was listed as a possible material as with its low mass density and Young's 
modulus (in the ranges of 2600-2800 kWrrf and 70 -79 GN/rrr respectively), it is able to 
yield a low mode frequency for a beam of 3 m long. However, the low Young's modulus 
value of aluminiwn will make the 3 m long beam susceptible to warping during testing. This is 
undesirable as it will vary the beam properties (e.g. the cross-section shape) and complicate 
the study. Furthermore, aluminium requires specialist knowledge of welding and is too oostly 
to be implemented in this project. Consequently, aluminiwn was excluded as an option for 
fabrication. 
Mild steel was considered as another possible material for the beam as tlus material was 
available in the department, and it was decided to take advantage of an existing beam 
structure designed for a previous research project (paddison, 1995) which was constructed 
by welding two nlild steel beams together. The beam structure has a bollow centre to reduce 
the total weight of the beam and weighs 100 kg with length of 3 m and breadth of 0.25 m. 
This beam fitted the dimensions as outlined in the conceptual design. However, the first 
symmetrical and asymmetrical frequencies of tllis existing structure, as documented by 
Paddison (1995), are 12.8 and 20 Hz respectively and are different to those used in the 
modelling. The cross section of this beam is shown in Figure 8-2. 
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22.5 
250 All dimensions in mm 
Figure 8-2 Picture showing the cross section of the beam struture. 
8.3.1.2 Beam Structure Support 
The beam was mounted on two actuators (to be described later) at 0.68 m from both ends 
of the beam. Since only bounce and pitch motions were being considered in the study, it was 
necessary to restrain the structure from any roU motion. A yoke piece that would give 
bounce and pitch motions was designed and fitted onto the actuator. A 3-D drnwing of the 
yoke piece is presented in Figure 8-3 and its detailed dimensions can be found in Appendix 
D. 
Figure 8-3 A 3-D drawing of the 
yoke piece. 
Figure 8-4 Design of the ram lower 
mounting. 
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A mounting base for the rams, preseoted in FIgure 8-4, was deSIgned and fabncated using 
'I' section beam. TIns base supports for rams and also serves to represent the bogie of a 
railway vehicle A more deta!led drawmg of this can be found in AppendJx D. 
8.3.2 Actuators 
The levels of force produced by the three actuators had been calculated ill chapters 5 and 6 
The maxnnum force required by the front and rear actuators were both 9 kN and that 
needed by the ceotre actuator was I kN. However, WIth this beam structure, the force 
levels were re<alculated VIa a sunula1:!on on the reduced size model The new levels are 
found to be less than I kN and lOON for the front/rear and ceotre actuators respec1:!vely 
8.3.2.1 Front and Rear 
Two state-of-the-art Pemram™ actuators (Denne, 1996) were mstalled at the front and rear 
posluons The Pernram™ type actuator IS a 1mear motor ill winch the PIston head is rep laced 
by a modem, high perfonnance magnet and the cylmder is constructed WIth a series of 
electrical COllS. Each of the Pernram actuators consists of a pneuma1:!c and electromagnetic 
portions. The pneumatics part supports the dead weight of the beam, wlnle the 
electromagnetiC portion moves the PISton. The propllision force from the electromagnet 
section WIll be used to suppress the beam Vlbrauons The control electronics and actuators 
of the Pernram™ are supphed by Shostar Ltd 
Here ill tlus wOlk, the two Pemrams will be collectively !mown as rams. The speclficatlOl1S 
of the rams are shown ill Table 8-2 
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Table 8-2 Peram™ specifications. 
-Weight, kg 
, Heigh~mm 
, 
35 
1
570 
260 
I 
MaXlIIlIlIn stroke, mm 
Peak dynamic thrust, kg 
: Standard stroke, mm 
1
200 
\250 
! Air quality (dned), mIcron 
, Size of at! inlet valve, BSP 
: Voltage single phase, V 
; Current peak, A 
, Frequency, Hz 
Compressed air, bar 
Host comm11l11catton speed (RS232), bps 
Data format 
10 
6 and 12 
]240 
30 
150 
j 
4 
1 19200 
1 
8N2 
The desIgn of the pneumal:tc CtrCUlt dtagrnm of the rams is gtven m FIgure 8-5. The rams are 
actuated by compressed air from a compressor A normally open solenoid valve connects 
the regulator to the supply marufold of each ram. The two levels of at! supply to the rams are 
controlled by software In order to reduce the level of noISe pollul:ton, a stlencer is installed 
at the exhaust port of the solenOId 
The original mtenl:ton was to use the pneumatic portion of the rams as a front and rear 
secondary suspensIOn. However, m the process ofbwldtng the electromcs, it was found that 
the rams and the DSP used dtfferent communtcation mterfuces. Furthermore, the company 
that supply the rams went mto business problem which they cannot proVide support to solve 
the linutatton Therefore, It was dectded that the rams wt!I be used inil:tally to represent the 
track eXCltatton, and later re-configured to represent the secondary suspension If time 
permits. 
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Figure 8-5 Schematic diagram of a pneumatic circuit for the rams. 
Magnet 
Figure 8-6 Section view of the core of the centre structure. 
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8.3.2 2 Centre Actuator 
Due to the Iow force level (less than lOON peak force) required to be generated by the 
centre actuator, an electromagnet was used. In another word, just as proposed for a full-sIZe 
vehicle but obviously reduced m size. TIns electromagnetic actuator assembly will consist of 
two coIls and a centre structore which IS the core. 
The basic deSign of the core was modified fium an exJstmg Maglev rig and IS made up of a 
V-core With extension to accommodate the springs as shown m Figure 8-6 The sizes of the 
two pole faces are 23.2 mm by 23.2 mm. 
The two COIls, also taken from the same Maglev rig, consists of a total of755 and 805 turns 
of msulated copper WIre wound on a plastic mould. TIns YIelded a resistance of 
approXllllately 4 6 n for each coil and 2.3 n when ilie two coIls were connected in parallel 
The total weight of the centre actuator, mcludmg the core and coils, IS about 4 24 kg. 
TIns actuator will be able to supply a maxirmnn 1heoreticaJ force output of approximately 
478 N operatmg with a total air-gap of24 mm (12 mm on each square pole) 
The whole assembly (mcIudmg the core and the two coils) was suspended underneath the 
beam by four sprmgs. These sprmgs support 90% of the total weight of ilie assembly; the 
nominal magnet force ilien cames ilie rest of ilie weight, and varying ilie magnet eXCitatIOn 
above and below the nominal level enables bi-drrectionaJ control forces to be applied. 
A piece of inverted V-shaped 
core as shown m Figure 8 -7 
was designed so that the 
magnetic flux will have a closed 
path. TIns piece was machmed 
and DlOunted mverted on ilie 
underside of ilie beam Figure 8-7 Picture of the inverted U core. 
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The theoretIcal modelling descnbed in chapter 4 had assmned a I Hz oscillatton frequency 
for the centre mass, winch is the value that had been proposed for a full size vehicle. 
However, this would require a spnng with a spnng constant of 41.87 N/m and such a spnng 
has a low im1lal tensIon which will result in a large gap between the core and the inverted u-
shaped pIece. Thus, the mmnmnn spnng constant avrulable m the market whIch was 620 
N/m was used and thIs yield an oscillating frequency of 4 Hz. This value was not far from the 
fleXIble frequency to be minimised by the centre ac1l!ator although a slight reduc1lon in the 
performance of the centre ac1l!ator would be expected. The schematic drawmg of the cross-
secnon of the centre ac1l!ator is shown in FIgure 8-6 and a plctonal representabon can be 
found m FIgure 8-8. 
Taking mto COnsIderation the constraints imposed on the buildmg of the centre ac1l!ator, the 
specmcanons were revised accordmgly as shown in Table 8-3. 
Table 8-3 Final rig specifications 
~5 ......................... ~ 
Mass of the beam, kg 100 
r---------------------------------
• Length of the beam, m 13 
, Material Mlld Steel 
fleXIble frequencies, Hz 112 8 and 20 
; Mode shape Free-Free 
i Structural damping, % 1'5-------------------------------
: Suspensions Single stage 
" ,-------------------------
, Front and Rear ActtIators I ElectromagnetIc - PemranI 
Centre ActtIator Self wound electromagnet 
: Centre Mass Frequency j'4--H-z----------------------
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Figure 8-8 Picture of the centre actuator suspended under the beam. 
Figure 8-9 Block diagram of a complete active suspension system. 
8.4 Electronic Design and Construction 
8.4.1 Electroruc Hardware 
A block diagram showing the implemented active suspension system is given in Figure 8-9. 
This diagram shows the complete closed loop system including the inner flux control loop of 
the centre actuator, which effectively provides force control. 
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The heart of the processmg is a Texas Instrument DSP processor (TMSC32OC31 - SDSK 
lat WIth EEPROM and RAM on board supphed by Kane Computing Lld, UK.) operating 
at 50 MHz. This is a 32 bit floating pomt processor capable of executmg one mstructIon per 
machine cycle The ADC and DAC boards were designed usmg Maxnn clups (Max 196 for 
ADC and MAX 507 for DAC) of 12 bits precIsioIL The DAC was used by the centre 
actuator to convert the calculated flux demand signal mto an analogue signal before dnvmg 
the magnet VIa an analogue flux control loop. The schematIc drawings of the ADC and 
DAC, together WIth the mterface, are gIven m Figure 8-10 and Figure 8-11 respectIvely. 
I) Analogue Flux Loop circmt 
As mentioned in chapter 7, the electromagnetIc actuator by itself is an unstable device and a 
PI controller needs to be deSigned WIthin the force loop to correct this unstable condItIoIL 
The force loop deSigned m chapter 7 has a bandWIdth of 159 Hz and the transfer function of 
th PI 11 2 05 (O.002s+ I) e contro er IS . . 
o 002s 
The flux loop crrcuit was designed to control the centre actuator by usmg a Hall effect sensor 
to measure the flux signal. This CIrCUIt is given m FIgure 8-12 A latest Hall effect sensor of 
o 7 mm tlnckness produced by Siemens was used to measure the flux density produced by 
the centre magnet (1 e. the centre actuator). TIus is a constant current deVIce WIth a 
sensitiVIty of about 1.32 V If @ 7.4 mA 
n) Power Amphfier 
A two quadrant HexFET power amphfier SWltchmg at 15 kHz from an existing Maglev rig 
was used to dehver uru-drrectional current WIth bipolar voltage. The mput supply was rated 
at 18 A, S6 V. A thennal protectIon deVice was bUIlt in as a safety precautIon and the 
supply WIll be cut off when the amphfiers become too hot. A schematic diagram of tIns 
amphfier IS shown in Figure 8-13 and notes on trouble-shootmg the amphfier can be found m 
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Figure 8-11 Schematic of a DAC circuit using MAXS07. 
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Figure 8-13 Schematic of the power amplifier used to produce the magnetising 
current of the centre actuator. 
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Figure 8-14 Schematic of the accelerometer signal conditioning circuit 
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rii) Accelerometer Signal ConditIOning Cm:wt 
The SIgnal conilltiomng C1fcuit was cons1ructed to accept and process inputs flum 1hree 
accelerometers using 1hree dJfferential ampWiers The deSIgn of the dJfferentJa1 ampWiers 
ensured that the CMRR (common mode rejection ratio) was always mamtained lugh when 
the amplifier gain was adjusted to prevent nOIse flum bemg introduced mto the signals This 
CIICIIIt IS given m FIgure 8-14. 
Ideally the accelerometers should have a good linear response down to d.c, be compact and 
have lugh noise immunity Based on the simulatton prediction, the maxirnmn aoceleration was 
less than 5% g, and hence model 3140-2 flum Euro Sensor Ltd was selected. TIns 
accelerometer has a linear handwIdth of 1 kHz and a sensittvity of 1 Vlg. 
8 4 2 Software Plan 
842.1 Statement of Reqwrernents 
The purpose of the acttve suspensIon system IS to proVIde a force wluch w!ll suppress the 
Vlbratton of the beam and thIS force IS to be supphed by an actuator. The sampling rate of 
the acceleratton reqwred by the acttve suspensIOn loop was calculated to be 2.15 nJS flum 
20 ttmes 20 Hz The 20 Hz corresponds to the frequency of the first asymmetncal mode as 
documented by PaddJson (1995), wluch IS the lrighest Vlbratton frequency mterested. 
A software was wntten to acquire and process the acceleration SIgnalS. A lrigh level view of 
the software is given m FIgure 8-15 and a detaJled process m FIgure 8-16. 
Sensor H ADC H Processing H DAC H Actuators 
Figure 8-15 A high level view of the software flow for processing signals in the 
active suspension system. 
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ACCELERATION 
SIGNAL 
Compute 
Force 
demand 
Figure 8-16 Process structure diagram of Figure 8-15. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 8-17 Software structure of the active suspension rig. 
8.4.22 Description of Software Structure 
(c) 
FLUX 
COMMAND 
Figure 8-17 shows the software structure that is requrred to implement the process structure 
given m FIgure 8-16 The software has several tasks These are: to measure the 
acceleratJons, to compute the force demanded by the acruator and to output the flux 
command Each task contains programs wntten in C and compJled by the TMS cross-
compJler A C31 DSK debugger was used to debug the programs. All these tasks must be 
completed withm the sample penod of 2.15 rns 
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Figure 8-17 (a) shows the flow chart of the mam program. At start up, the program sets up 
the tuner to mterrupt at every 2.15 ms and InItIalise all the parameters. The program then 
proceeds into an endless loop. 
When the tuner reaches 2.15 ms, a timer interrupt will occur and tlus triggers the Interrupt 
SeIVlce Routine (ISR) to be executed. InsIde the ISR routme, a start of conversIOn SIgnal IS 
sent to the ADC to measure and convert the acceleratIOn signal This conversion takes 
about 12 liS to complete and an extemal mterrupt WIll be generated at the end of 
conversion. 
Once the mterrupt is acknowledged by the processor, the calculation of the force demand 
began. TIns calculation is based on the control algorithm (will be described in 842 3) used 
by the strategies developed in chapters 5 and 6 The calculated demand force IS then 
converted to the eqwvalent flux by a multIplymg factor equal to 0014 TIN (Tesla per 
Newton) before sendmg to the DAC (FIgure 8-17 c) 
8 4 2.3 Control AJgonthm - ActIve Suspension Control Scheme 
Durmg the theoretIcal design, clasSICal and optnnaI control theones were applied to devise 
vanous strategIes to suppress the fleXIble VIbratIOns TheIr effectIveness WIll be validated by 
the prototype to investigate any performance improvement under laboratory conditIons. The 
delta transformatIon will be used to convert the control algonthm from s to Ii domam. 
Delta transformatIon method has been proven to be very robust agamst coefficient sensltM.ty 
and internal variable overflow problems that are associated WIth the z-transformation 
method (Forsythe and GoodaIl, 1991; Oliver, 1997). Thus, usmg it m the actIve suspensIon 
control scheme will elimInate any coeffiCIent sensitivity problem. Fmthermore, the use of 
emulation tables fucihtated the transformation of the transfer function from s to delta domain 
(Forsythe and GoodalI, 1991) 
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The s operator can be converted to a 0 operator usmg the bilmear transformation expressed 
(28 ) , where T is the samplmg time 
T2+8 
as s 
The structure of a second order modlfied canOIllC delta filter IS given III Figure 8-18. The 
, 
c. fim' H() no+nls+n,s h th contmuous transler clton s = , ' w ere no, nlo n2, mo, m2 are e 
I+mls+m,s 
coefficients of a second order s domain transfer fimctlOn and can be wntten as 
d 8-1 d d 8-' H(8)=P+ Iq I + I ,r, wherep,q,r,dJ andd2 arethecoefficientsofasecond 1+ d18- +dl d,8-
order dIscrete 0 domam transfer fimcttOn. 
·1 
output 
q 
Figure 8-18 Block diagram ofthe second order modified canonic delta filter. 
Based on overall ride tmprovement, the best classical controller developed ID chapter 5 was 
strategy S3, and WIll be applied here. This strategy was developed usmg three actuators, but 
only centre actuator was unhsed because of the problems WIth setting up the front and rear 
actuators mentioned earher in seclton 8 3 2.1. 
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TIns controller takes the form of a bandpass filter and the transfer functton used IS: 
(8.1) 
TIns is converted to Its delta domam eqmvaIent based on a samplmg time mtervaI of 2 IS 
rrIS. 
~(8)= 6 6636x10-3 +001338-' z(8) 
1+004118 '+002780-2 
8.5 Commissioning 
(8.2) 
The beam was successfully mounted on top of the rams and the mechanical and electronic 
hardware were assembled. Three accelerometers were mounted on the beam with two of 
them at the actuator mounting pomts (I e. 068 m from the ends) A picture of the assembled 
beam IS shown in Figure 8-19. 
Tests were carried out to vahdate the beam parameters and the electronic =ts. The 
former mc\uded the flexible vibratIOn frequencies and the dampmg factor of the beam. The 
measured frequency was used to set the cut-off frequency of the filter, wlule the latter 
covered the testmg of the functionahty of the rams, the power ampWier, the accelerometer 
signal conditionmg circmts and the flux loop cirCUIt 
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Rear accelerometer 
Front accelerometer 
Figure 8-19 Picture of the assembled experimental rig. 
8.5.1 Rig Specifications 
Impulse response was measw-ed to confirm that the flexible vibration frequencies of the 
beam was as designed, and the acceleration power spectral density (p.s.d.) is given in 
Figure 8-20. The resonance frequencies measured were at 12.8, 20 and 37 Hz respectively 
for the first symmetrical and asymmetrical and second symmetrical modes. These values 
were very close to the ones documented by Paddison (1995). From the power spectral 
density of the impulse response plotted in Figure 8-20, it can be deduced that the centre 
accelerometer was oftSet slightly from its designed position. The ideal position, as used in the 
theoretical model in chapter 4, should only generate the first and second symmetrical mode 
frequencies. However, this slight deviation in the sensor location should not cause any 
problem as the main intention was to investigate how good the controller was in controlling 
the vibration. In any case, such deviations would also occur in practice. 
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Figure 8-20 Centre acceleration power spectrum density due to impulse response. 
The dampIng rnctor was calculated next usmg the same impulse response m tune history that 
is gIven m FIgure 8-21. The calculatIOn was based on the loganthnnc decrement method 
(Thomson, 1988) TIns equation is reproduced as below: 
S =_1 In(..3.) 
2n x2 
(8.3) 
An average offour successIve penods was taken and a dampmg ratio of 2% was obtained 
Tlus is lower than the 5% dampmg ratIO used in the theoretical investigation, but a real 
radway vehIcle has some damping mtroduced by the mtenor fittings which IS not accounted 
for m the expenmental beam. 
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Time history of the Impulse fesponse 
1 S 2 2 S 
Tim e, $ 
Figure 8-21 Time history of an impulse response for measuring the damping factor. 
8.5 2 Testing of the Electrorucs 
The rams were powered up IIDtJally WlthOUt the beam connected. Some parameters such as 
the servo and the differential gam of the IlIIIlS were adjusted to SUIt tlus beam Once the 
gaIDS (the diiferentJal and servo gains) were properly tuned, the beam was then assembled 
onto the rams and ready for operatJon. 
All the electronics (the power amplifier, analogue flux loop and accelerometers signal 
conditJorung CIrCUlt) were mdJv](luaIly tested before the flux feedback loop was closed and 
found to be worlang Wlthm the speC1ficatJons. Once the flux loop was closed, the feedback 
gam was adjusted to produce an arr-gap of 10 mm between the centre structure and the 
mverted U-shaped core with a current of 3 A. TIus level of current WlU produce a flux 
density of about 0 15 T per air-gap. Closed loop analYSIS for the flux loop was earned out 
and venfied that the bandWlillh of 100 Hz corresponded to the theoretJca\ value was 
obtamed. In addition, open-loop response of the whole system was carried out to make 
sure that very httle delay was mtroduced at the fleXIble frequency of the beam at 12.8 Hz 
(I.e. with the flux loop closed). 
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Due to the changes in the first syrrunetrical frequency, the centre frequency of the bandpass 
filter was recalculated to correspond with the measured frequency of 12.8 Hz. 
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Figure 8-22 Power spectrum density of the centre acceleration. 
8.5.3 Controller Performance 
A random track having covariance of 6.595x IO·3 Cm/s)' was generated. These data were 
used to provide a "track excitation" to the rig via the rams. The body acceleration signals 
were recorded from the accelerometer with a data logger and imported into Matlab to 
calculate the power spectrum. The experiment was aimed to assess the effects of different 
levels of skyhook damping, experienced by the beam subjected to tills excitation. 
Each set of skyhook damping was executed four times and the average of the results was 
used to compute the power spectrum density. Typical power spectrum density results of the 
centre accelerations for different skyhook damping value are shown in Figure 8-22. It 
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showed that a 5 dB level of improvement was achieved for the best ride at Il,y=22000 
sN/m. This is about 50"10 better compared to the passive system. Furthermore, the p.s.d. in 
Figure 8-22 showed that when the skyhook damping was increased, the ride acceleration 
would reduce to a minimum (B,ky=22000 sN/m), thereafter it would increase again. The 
improvement obtained here was about 20% less than what is expected to be achieved from 
the theoretical simulation. One of the reasons was that bump stop (the rubber feet), which 
was inserted between the inverted U-shaped piece and the pole faces of the magnet, 
restrained the movement of the oentre mass to 12rnrn. This limited the flux level, which then 
restricted the amount offorce that could be produced. 
8.5.4 Problems Encountered 
When the active suspension loop was closed, the centre actuator was observed to be 
swinging violently with the random track excitations and the mass was vibrating when the 
beam is stationary. The first problem was an evidence that mechanical oscillation is present 
As a result, a simple damper in the form of a plate and a bucket of water was used and is 
shown in Figure 8-23. The second problem was later traced to a problem in the bandpass 
filter, which was developed in chapter 5. The filter was initially designed with a narrow 
bandwidth so as to allow only th.e first symmetrical frequency of the beam to pass through. 
In order to fulfil this criteria, the bandpass filter was designed with a high Q factor of 13.34 
and this value is equivalent to a damping of 3.75%. This low damping was suitable during 
the theoretical investigation as there was no constraint imposed by the hardware. However, 
when this filter was implemented in real life, its low damping constitutes a steep change in 
phase at the centre frequency. This situation would not be achievable in the electronics 
(especially the power amplifier circuit and the operation amplifier implementing the PI), and 
thus caused the centre actuator to behave strangely. As a result, the Q factor was lowered 
to 5 and the vibration stopped. 
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Figure 8-23 A picture of the damper. 
8.6 Summary 
An experimental rig representing the body of an advanced high speed railway vehicle was 
designed to validate the controller strategy S3 developed in Chapter 5. The structure of the 
rig was modified from an existing beam body. Sensors were installed on the body at the 
front, centre and rear locations to measure the accelerations. Pemram™ were used as track 
excitation and the centre actuator design in the form of an electromagnet was adapted from 
an existing Maglev rig. Electronic hardware were devised and installed on the rig to process 
and control the centre actuator. Control algorithm was transformed to the delta domain, 
written in C language and implemented in TMS C31 DSP. Table 8-4 gives a summaI)' of 
the components used in the construction of the laboratory rig and their respective sources. 
, 
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Acceleration results of a passIVe and an active system were compared and a ride 
Iffiprovement of about 50% was aclneved for the active system over the former. 
In retrospect, the decision to use the Pemram™ was a mistake. Although considerable 
discussions had been made to ensure that they could be easily used, a number of lnnitatlOns 
were discovered in the course of implementation The company supplymg the actuators was 
also Wldergomg busmess drl'IicuItles during the same period and was unable to comrrut 
themselves to resolve these InmtatlOns TIns had a significant IIDpact upon the progress of the 
worlc, but nevertheless the expenmental study proved to be an extremely valuable exercise. 
Table 8-4 Summary of the components used and where they are sourced from. 
Components 
Beam 
Front and Rear Actuators 
Centre actuator 
source 
I existing structure 
Pemram™, Shostar Ltd 
I 
I,coil and power amplifier from an lexlstlng Maglev rig 
:Centre core adapted from an existing Maglev ng 
I EuroSensor Ltd. , Accelerometers 
Hall effect sensor 
, Accelerometers 
'CIrCUIt 
I nner flux loop 
signal 
I 
Infineon (UK) Ltd 
condibonlngjdesigned and constructed 
I 
deSigned and constructed 
(PI and Hall effect signal conditiOning) 
Ram top and bottom mountings jdeslgned and constructed 
deSigned and constructed ADC and DAC CIrCUIt 
DSP 
.. ____ . __ JKane Compubng Lld 
9.1 Conclusions from the Research 
Chapter 9 
Conclusions 
I) The nde acceleratIOn levels for a conventional Iallway velucle With a fleXIble body 
modelled with first symmetncal and first asymmetncal modes are 3 05, 3 04 and 3 78 % g 
at the front, centre and rear of the vehicle respectively. In the case when only ngld body is 
conSidered, the figures are 2 68, 1.65 and 34 % g. There IS thus an mcrease of 037, 1.39 
and 0 38 % g respectively m nde acceleration when fleXible body IS considered. TIns 
lughlights the unportance of reducmg the fleXIble body effects wluch Will cause nde 
degradation to passengers, especially at the centre portion of the velucle. 
11) In the controllers developed usmg classical and optimal control theories, by mstallmg a 
third acblator between the body centre and a centre mass, the level of nde quality could be 
unproved by as much as 30% to 75% compared With a passive system 
ill) Usmg the cbaractenstlcs of an Ideal acblator, the best overall nde improvements for 
classical and optimal controllers were achieved by 83 and OFC2 respectively. The fonner 
combmed the use of three acb!ators and three sensors to mirurruse the fleXIble VIbration and 
brought forth an overall nde unprovement of about 53%. The latter used a hybrid of 
clasSical and optirna1 theones for developing the acblators - the clasSical theory for the 
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centre and optnnal theory for the front/rear controllers An average of 75% nde 
improvement over the passive system was aclueved With tlus approach. 
IV) Genetic A1gonthm turnng was apphed successfully to search for the optlmWTI nde 
nnprovement for the clasSiCal controller strategies C2 and S3 Much lower nde 
acceleratlons compared to the results obtamed by manually turnng the controller parameters 
were aclueved. 
v) Optimal control requrred full state feedback to produce the control forces As It IS 
nnposslble to measure all the requrred states m the physICal world, Kahnan filters were 
nnplemented to estimate the states requrred by the optimal controllers usmg only the three 
body acceleratlons (front, centre and rear). The nde nnprovement results produced With a 
Kahnan filter are the same as obtamed With full states feedback. 110s IS because the best 
guess plant dynamiCS for the estimator is the same as the modelled fl11lway velucle and the 
states estimated by the Kalman filter closely matched those of the modelled railway velucle. 
110s Iughhghted the nnportance of havmg a fruthful representation of the velucle dynarrncs for 
the estimator. When tlus IS so With the application of a Kahnan filter, the nde quality should 
also remrun the same as the full state feedback 
VI) When the actuator dynanucs were considered m the simulation model, the nde 
nnprovement for both S3 and OFC2 were reduced by approxnnately \0% compared to the 
case of an Ideal actuator. TIus Iughhghts the importance of ta1ang mto account the practical 
issues encountered m the real world Due to tlus, OF2, the pure optnnal scheme usmg two 
actuators perfonn better than OFC2. It IS thus important not only to model the actuator 
dynanucs but also to mvestlgate the changes m the mass of the velucle due to passengers' 
movements m and out of the fl11lway vehicle, the variation m the rate of rur -spnng dampmg, 
alterations m the fleXible frequencies and mode shape and fluctuatIOns ill the track vanance 
resulting from different track conditions These Issues were studied ill chapter 7 and the 
results revealed that for the clasSical controller strategy S3, the nde acceleratlons are 
dependent on the external conditions Nonetheless, for controllers deVised usmg optimal 
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control theOlY, the level of nde nnprovement remamed farrly constant With respect to 
changing external condinons. 
Vll) An expenmental ng representmg the fleXIble modes of a rrulway velnc1e body was 
designed and constructed to vahdate the perfonnance of the controller. Acnve suspensIOn 
strategy S3 was nnplemented digttally ill a DSP. Results collected from the ng produced a 
50% nde nnprovement compared to a passive system at the first symmetncal mode 
frequency of the beam 
9.2 Contributions of the Research 
[) Academ[c contnbunon 
The contnbunon of the research [s the successful development and nnplementanon of new 
class[cal and opnmal control techruques for the suppressIOn of flex[ble body modes of a 
Ingh-speed, fleXIble body ratlway velncle. The nde quahty of the fleXIble rrulway velncle had 
been nnproved through the novel use of a centre actuator mounted on a centre mass, With 
two actuators located across the secondary suspension of the vehicle. The requITed force to 
dnve the hydrauhc actuators across the secondary suspensIOn and an electromagnenc centre 
actuator is generated by the appropnate chOice of sensor s[gnals and the use of clasSIcal and 
opttma1 control theones. A key feattrre [S the development of a very Wide range of control 
strategtes, assessed for both basic perfonnance and robustness charactenstics. 
it) Pracncal Apphcahon of the Research Results 
Futtrre rrulway velncle wt11 be designed havmg a bghter and more flexible body and the ab[bty 
to travel at a speed greater than 200 krn/h. TIns Will bnng about a reducnon ill the level of 
nde comfort due to the mcreased possib[hty of the fleXIble frequencies of the hghter body 
COillC[ding With the bogie exc[tahon. The strategies deVIsed ill tlus research can be appbed m 
the design of a futtrre ratlway velncle to bUIld a hghter and more fleXIble body, thus euabbng 
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the acluevement of a lugher level of nde comfort that IS comparable to the present ngId and 
heavy desIgn. 
9.3 Recommendations for Further Work 
i) The Euler BemoullI beam model was used to model the fleXIble modes of the rrulway 
velucle m tlus work. The next stage IS to use a more soplustJcated modellmg software such 
as firute element method (FEM) or Sunpack (a sunulatJon package taIlor-made for the raIl 
and velucle mdUS1nes) The former wIll allow a more accurate modeIImg of the fleXIble 
modes of a raIlway velucle. The latter IS a newly developed software that has bUllt-m rrulway 
velucle dynarrucs and has an mterface that proVIdes drrect hnks to the MatIab enVIronment. 
Tlus facIlIty WIll allow the control engIneers to make use of the vast amount of establIshed 
tools in MatIab to deSIgn effectJve controllers and WIll result m unproved prodUCtJVlty. 
11) Other control theones such as SlIdmg mode or H, control, wluch can cope WIth the 
robustness Issues that anses (e g the non-lmeanty Issues) can be used to deVIse new 
controllers to compare the ride unprovement that these controllers can produce. 
m) Tune constramt dId not pernut the ng reported m chapter 8 to be extended to usmg the 
rams as secondary suspensIOn To do so, more work is needed to resolve the mterface 
problem m communicatJon between the ram controller and the DSP. One poSSIbIlIty IS to use 
a dual port ram servmg as a truddIe man to 1nmsfer the mfonnatJon between the two deVIces 
IV) The expenmental ng was orIly used to study the clasSIcal controller, S3 However, Its 
usefulness can be further extended to ValIdate strategIes deVIsed usmg optimum control 
(OF2 and OFC2) It IS also pOSSIble to unplement the Kalman filter m the DSP to estunate 
the unmeasurable states from the measured acceleration and compare the nde unprovement 
WIth the passive system. 
V) The bIggest asprratJon of the author IS to see tlus work bemg tested on an actual velucle m 
the future. 
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A.I Vehicle Parameters 
Mass of the vehicle 
Mass of the vehicle. Mv. 
Mass of the bogie, Mb 
Body pitch Inertia. Ive. 
Primary components 
PrImary sprIng stlffness per axle. Kp 
Pnmary dampmg per axle, Bp 
Secondary components 
Secondary sprmg stiffness per bogie K., 
Secondary reservOIr stiffness per bogie Ksr 
Secondary dampmg per bogie Bst 
Centre actoator parameters 
Mass for the centre actuator to react Mc 
Centre spnng K., 
Centre damper Bc 
Appendix A 
Model Parameters 
3S000 kg 
2500 kg 
2 3lxlO' kgm' 
4935MN/m 
005074 MNs/m 
1016MN/m 
050SMN/m 
o 06411 MN s/m 
1000 kg 
39000 NI m 
62832 Ns/m 
A.2 Actuators Parameters 
Electromagnetic Actuator Parameters 
Pole Area, A, 
No of turns, N, 
Nommal Alfgap, G, 
Nominal Flux DenSIty, Bo• 
Nommal Current, I., 
Nommal Force, Fo. 
CoIl resIstance, R, 
PI Controller Parameters (Electromagnetic) 
205 (I + 0002s) VIN 
0002, 
Hydranlic Actuator Parameters 
frequency of the servo-valve, COn. 
dampmg of the servo-valve, 1;. 
Area of the actuator spool, Area, 
Flow !Pressure constant, K.qh. 
Servo-valve flow gaIn, Kph• 
OIl column stiffness, Ko!!. 
011 colunm dampmg, Boil. 
PID Controller (Servo-Hydraulic) 
1175 x 10 -3 (1 + 125 x 10 -3,) (1 + 0011,) (1 + 186 x 10 -, s) (1 + 1 I,) 
AIN 
Parameters A2 
628 cm' 
1432 
15xlO 3 m 
06T 
lOA 
lOOON 
266Q 
62832 radls 
04 
726xlO-4m' 
20 61xlO 3 Arrf' I 
4 74xlO 12 Pam3s I 
90 9Sx IO'N/m 
47124 N/m 
Appendix B 
Vehicle Matrices 
1 
x=Ax+ Bu+G( 
1 Le 1 T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
A=[ AoGOI ] B= Mv Ivc Mb 
Aa =[~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~] Aa Aa ' 1 _ Le 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Mv Ivc Mb 
Bp 
T 
Kp 
T 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 --
G = [Go GOIl Go = 
Mb 
, GOl = 
Mb AG = 2n le Bp Kp 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 --
Mb Mb 2n le 
0 ~Ka +K,} 0 Kn 0 Ka K, K, 0 0 
M, M, M, M, M, 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 (Kn+ K,) _ Bp (Ka+Kp) 0 0 _ K, 0 0 LJKn +K,l 
Mb Mb Mb Mb Mb 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 {Kn+ K,} 0 0 _ Bp (Kn +Kp) 0 _ K, 0 L,{Ka +K,) 
~= Mb Mb Mb Mb Mb 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
K, K, {K,,+K,l -L,K, <: 0 1 0 0 0 0 .. =' 
B" B" B" B" 
;:;. 
Ks K" {K" +K,} LeK, ~ 0 0 0 1 0 0 ;:: 
B" B" B" B" 
,. 
.. 
_ KaLe KaL, _ K,L, K,L, 4,{Kn+K,l :!. 
'"' 0 0 0 0 0 .. 
'" I" I" I" I" I" I:l:I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
-
C.l Electro-magnetic 
Appendix C 
Actuator Modelling and Testing 
Electro-magnetic Imear actuator can be used m sunulator and serves as an alternative to 
hydraulIc actuators that are mefficient It consists of an rron-core electro-magnets fitted both 
to the bogie and the body operating m attracting mode Havmg no movmg parts, It is a 
relIable deVIce but suffers from bemg bulky and havmg luruted stroke. It can be Iugh 
effiCIency when used WIth modem power electroruc dnves (GoodaII et al,1993) 
C.l.I ModeIImg 
The modeIImg of the electro-rnagnetlc actuator IS based on and foIIowmg qwte closely to the 
work by Paddlson, (1995), GoodaII, (1996) and MacLeod and GoodaII, (1996) 
Before going mto the denvation of the equation, let's define 
F=f-F, (C.l) 
B=b-B, (C.2) 
G=g-G, (C.3) 
/ = i - /, (C.4) 
given thatf, b. g and I are the small vanations about the nominal operating pam!, Fa. Ba. Go 
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and In and non-lmear funchOn F, B, G, I respecttvely for the force, flux, aIr-gap and 
current. 
Usmg Ampere's CIrCUItal law to the magnettc CIrCUIt descnbe m Figure C- I, the followmg 
equahOn IS obtamed. 
fHdl=NI 
AssUITIing all the magnettc flux IS concentrated all across the two arr-gaps, then 
H= NI 
2G 
However B = JMH , substttuttng equatton (C 6) gIVes 
B= JMNI 
2G 
I C---------------~ body I 
p'~m[] l0It~"'P 
cOil '- _____ -+-- _____ .) 
Iron block 
I suspended load,M I 
Figore C-l The magnetic circuit of the electro-magnetic 
actuator. 
(C.S) 
(C.6) 
(C.7) 
As for the force, F is gIVen as 
B'A F=-
211' 
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(C.S) 
At constant arr-gap, the flux densIty IS proportIOnal to the magnet current and IS mversely 
proportIOnal to the aIr-gap at constant current The force IS proportIonal to the square of the 
flux densIty. Clearly thIs IS a non-lmear model Nevertheless, It IS poSSIble to lmeanse It at an 
operatIng point, gIving a lmeanse relatIonslup as 
B, B, b=-l--g 
/, G, 
f = 2F, b 
B, 
B, B, 2F, 
Defirung G, =-,G, =- and G, =-
/, G, B, 
The mduce voltage of the coIl IS gIven as 
db V=Rl+NA-
dt 
Below gIves that followmg state-space equatIOn for the electromagnetIc actuator 
. -R 
b= b 
NApG, 
f=Gw 
1 
+--v 
NAp 
(C.9) 
(C.l0) 
(C.H) 
(C.12 a, b) 
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Given the equatJons (C. 12), the state space system IS given below: 
. R [I b=- b+ -
NApG, NAp 
RGg Iv] 
NApG, g 
(C.13 a, b) 
f =Gbb 
The block dJagram ofequatJon (C.13 a, b) IS shown ID Figure C-2. 
l>+Gg'g 
r-----< R 
V ·R(b+Gg·g)/GI b" 1--i~J-'-====-J~ II(N* ApD"::"~ lis t-;=1=1~ 
voltage 
2 1----------+1 Gg >-___ -.1 
Alrgap Force 
Figure C-2 Block dJagram of an electromagnet 
Figure C-3 shows a block diagram of a compensated force control loop. The open loop 
response of force, f agamst v ID Nlchols IS given ID Figure C-4. A PI compensator IS 
deSigned to give a phase margm of 600 at a frequency of 139 Hz The compensated Nlchols 
open loop response IS given Figure C-S. From the figure, a closed loop bandWidth of 188 
Hz IS achieved T1us IS qUite a large bandwidth However, tins bandWIdth WIll be reduce 
once the veJucle dynamiCS IS connected to the actuator dJsplacement mput. T1us IS because 
the displacement is a dJsturbance to the actuator. At tins IDStant, It IS assumed zero (I e the 
actuator IS connect to the ground) 
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Force 
Demand magnet 
voltage 
2 r-------------------~ 
Gap 
Electromagnetic 
Actuator 
Displacement 
Figure C-3 Block diagram of an electromagnetic force control loop. 
3C " 
/ 
! 
-2("-- I 
-3C 
-270 
. 
, 
, 
I 
-180 
Clper>I.oq) f'tase (00g) 
-90 o ell 
Figure C-4 Nicholas plot of the open loop response of an 
electromagnetic actuator. 
1 
Force 
Output 
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Figure C-5 Nicholas plot of the compensated open loop 
response using a PI compensator. 
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C.l 2 Testmg 
The elgenvaIue of the actuator IS obtamed and It shows a stable system, The elgenvaIue is 
tabulated in Table C-l. The model IS subjected to testmg to veniJ that It IS workmg 
correctly. For the fIrst test, a force mput of 1 N at 10 Hz IS mJected to the force demand 
mput WIth a zero at the gap dIsplacement mput The observed output IS gIven m FIgure C-6. 
As for the second test, the actuator IS connected to an active skyhook (70% dampmg) 
quarter car model WIth the force demand set to zero. The aun of dus test IS to veniJ that the 
bandWIdth IS WIde enough so that when the velucle dynarrucs IS mtroduced, the ride 
acceleratIOns obtamed should be qUIte close to the level of the passIve system 
Table C-IEigenvalues of the electromagnetic Actuator. 
EIgenvaIue 
-373 ±J4 81 
25 
2 
1 5 
1 
z 
~ 05 
~ 
o 
-05 
-1 I--
-1 5 
o 
r-
I--
-
I--
Dampmg Frequency, Hz 
6129% 969 
- output force 
- mput force demand 
f-
- I-- -
-
f---
I-- ~ r- I-- r-
2 3 4 
TIme,s 
5 
Figure C-6 Input and output waveforms of the 
electromagnetic actuator (refer to Figure C-3). 
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The result of the first test shows that the actuator follows qillte well to the demand sIgnal 
The nde accelerahon results obtamed from the second test IS closed to the passIve quarter 
car results Tlus shows that the bandWIdth of the actuator is wide enough to counter any 
rusturbance conung m at the gap dIsplacement mput Thus these two tests confinn that the 
electromagnehc model WIth PI compensator provIde a WIde enough bandWIdth to counter 
any dIsturbances conung m at the gap rusplacement and that the actuator IS workIng 
properly. 
C.l.3 Steps to deSIgn an electromagnet 
The maxmlllm operanng flux densIty taken as 06 Tesla to account for the 0.6J2 T for an 
1illtJaI starlIng force, F"" of lOO N 
I. Usmg Bmax=Q 6 Tesla 
B'A 
F==--
2110 
~ 0.6' A =3x300 
2x4nxl0 7 
A, = 000628 m' 
F"""=3xF",, gIVen F",,=300 N 
2. Assunung square poles, let the length be lp 
:.1,' = A 
I,' =.fA = 0 079 m = 79.27 mm 
3. AIr-gap nommaI peak = 5 mm 
5 G_=--x3 
1000 
06= NIp. 
2g 
NI = 14323.94 AT 
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4 Asswne current density of 2 Nmrn' (For heat dissipation purposes) 
A.= NI 
J 
1432394 
= 2 
=716197 mm' 
/, __ pI621.97 Asswn I d th d h e s ot IS twice as W1 e as e ept 
=5984mm 
5 mean twn length, 
/. = 4(/,+/,) 
= 4(79.27 + 59 84) 
=55645 m 
6. resistance of the coil, 
R px55645xN' 
A. 
=2.66 
7. Choose current! at lOA 
NI = 14323.94 
N =1432 
The calculated values for the electrornagnenc model is: 
B, 0.6 G,=-=-=006 I, 10 
G, = B, 06 = 40 T I m 
G, 15x10-3 
Gb = 2F, 2x3x300 = 3000 NIT 
B, 06 
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C.2 Electro-servo Hydraulic 
C 2.1 Modellmg 
FIgure C-7 shows a double actJng actJIator because the flmd pressure acts on both sIdes of 
the pIston. If the flUId pressure IS present only on one sIde of the PISton, It IS termed a smgle-
actJng actJIator 
The detaIled analysIs of the denvatJons IS not dIscussed here but only a bnef descnptJon IS 
presented here. More mformatJon can be found m (pratt, 1996) 
Control Input 
(Displacement) 
Electncal 
Input 15 2J 
Torque 
Motor 
Xact 
Load 
To Hydraulic 
Actuator 
Q2. P2 
From Hydraulic 
Actuator 
I::=;;;;;=ll 
l Ql.Pl 
Spool 
ft-tj-J 
Discharge Supply Discharge To 
LI __ -'1'--__ ---'.1 ___ Reservlour 
From To 
Servo-valve 1 Servo-valve 
lit:::::;; ;;;;;=JI 
1~~Plston 
Area 
Figure C-7 Double acting hydraulic actuator. Top servo-valve, bottom 
actuator. 
To begm, the flow rate is non-Imear fimctJon and the quantJty is gIven as 
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Q _ bC ~2(P'- P2) 2 - Xv d 
P 
where b IS the bandWIdth 
Cd IS the dIscharge coefficIent at each port 
P IS the densIty of the hydraulIc flUId 
P, IS the supply pressure of the hydraulIc flUId 
Q I IS the flow rate out of the actuator 
Q2 IS the flow rate out of the actuator 
(C. IS) 
(C.14) 
Referring to top of the FIgure C-7, for small rusplacement about an operating pomt, the 
lmeansed equaTIons are as follows: 
(C.16) 
(C.17) 
where kq IS the flow gam and kc IS the flow-pressure coeffiCIent 
Referrmg to bottom of the FIgure C-7. 
The flow Q mto the chamber depends on 
1. Increase m chamber volume 
2. Increase m pressure (compresslblhty effect of the flUId) 
The lmeansed flow conservaTIon equaTIons for the two SIdes of an actuator camber m FIgure 
C-7 IS gIven by 
<'X), = A daxact _~ d()P, 
dt f3 dt 
<'X), = A daxact + V, d()P, 
dt f3 dt 
where Xoct IS the dtstance moved 
B IS the bulk modulus 
A is the piston area 
V"V, are the volume of the f1wd 
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(C.IS) 
(C.19) 
The above equatIOns do not take mto account of the leakage flow tenns 
The followmg equattons WJil give the torque motor and the load equatton A snnphfied form 
wluch IS used m thiS research IS also Illustrated. 
a) Torque Motor 
Assummg that the motor, havmg a current of I, IS dnvmg the spool With a second order 
charactensttcs havmg a sprmg and a damper arrangement The equatton IS gIVen as 
(c'20) 
b) Load EquatIOn 
Assummg a damping, a.. asSOCiated With the energy dtsslpation effects for all the movmg 
parts Accordmg to the Newton's law, we have the equatton 
(c'21) 
c) Simplified model 
In most physical system, the servo-valve IS not the mam component, thus It IS sensible to 
represent them ill a srrnphfied fonn of the relattvely low frequency spectrum (Thayer, 1958). 
Below gIVes the approXImate transfer fimctton of the servo-valve 
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, 
Hn= w. 
s' +2gw.+w.' 
where C4 IS the frequency of the servo-valve in radls 
~ IS the dampmg ratIo of the servo-valve 
(C.22) 
GIven that the maxllntUll frequency of 100 Hz that the servo-valve IS workmg, and 40% 
damping, the resultant transfer functIon IS as follows: 
H.. = 628.32 ' 
s' + 502.66+ 62832' (C.23) 
After the hydrauhc actuator dynamics is modelled, a compensator is deSIgn based on the 
open loop force response The open loop response ( ~",) of the uncompensated hydrauhc 
actuator on the Nlchols chart IS gIVen m FIgure C-9. The frequency response shows an 
unstable system. The proportIonal band of 5% IS nutIally used on the basis that a maxunum 
force feedback of 10 kN WIll result in a maxrrnum drive signal (the servo-valve current of25 
mA) TIns work out a gam of 0.05x 10.3• A phase advance IS added at 7089 Hz WIth a 
phase margm of 40° and gam margm of 8 dB to improve the stablhty of the hydrauhc 
actuator. Then a phase lag is added at ..!.. of the cut-off frequency of the phase advanced IS 
10 
deSIgned ThIS WIll ensure a zero steady state error and also the phase lag effect only affects 
the low frequency regIOn and Its effect IS mmumsed when approachmg the lugh frequency 
regIOn 
The combmed effect of the controller is mostly known as the PID controller 
H"D = 0 05XIO-JI000(1 +O.Olls) 0054(1 +4 81{0 5x10-J s}) 
l+lls I+05xI0·Js 
The first term corresponds to the proportIonal, P, the centre term the integrator I and the 
rear term, the dlfferentIator D 
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The compensated open force loop response of the hydrauhc actuator IS given m FIgure C-
10 The advantage of usmg the force loop IS that It WIll mcrease the bandWIdth of the system 
From the figure, a bhp can be seen. ThIs bhp corresponds to the resonance effect of the oIl-
column ID FIgure C-I O. 
servo-valve 
current 
I 
force 
PID I demand force 
2 lis Hydraulic output Actuator 
acceleration 
Figure C-8 Block diagram of the compensated Hydraulic actuator. 
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40r---~-----r----'-----r---~----~----, 
Figure C-9 Open loop uncompensated Nicholas plot, Hydraulic actuator. 
40r---~--~----~--~--~--r-~--, 
Figure C-IO Open loop conepensated Nicholas plot, Hydraulic actuator. 
-40 db 
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C 2 2 TestIng 
The elgenvalue of the hydrauhc actuator obtained shows a stable system. As the velocity 
also affects the overall dynanucs of the hydraulic actuator, It IS necessary to consider Its 
effect hutJally, when the PID controller was deSigned, the velocity mput was assumed to be 
zero Thus, a very lugh resultant bandWidth IS obtained. Tlus IS, however, not true. In 
practJce, the actuator IS connected across the secondary suspensIOn and tlus Will cause the 
effective bandWidth of the overall actuator to decrease. As a result, after the prelurunary 
deSign of the controller, It IS necessary to connect the hydrauhc actuator With the controller 
to the secondary suspensIOn to determme If the deSigned bandWidth IS enough. 
The test carried out involved connecnng the actuator across the secondary suspensIOn to the 
quarter car model With skyhook strategy at 70 % damping The force demanded was set to 
zero. Tlus resulted m the modified transfer fimctJon for the PID controller which is given 
below as 
HP/D = 0 05 XIO-,IO(I + 0 Oils) 2.35(1 + 82o{1.86x 10-' s }) 
I+OOlls 1+186xI0's 
The redeSigned controller IS then connected to the sldeview ngld body followed by the 
fleXible of a tram usmg skyhook darnpmg. Tlus tJrne, the force demand IS commg from the 
skyhook damper. Agam the nde acceleratJon IS obtamed and the results confinned that tlus 
controller IS working fine and the bandwidth is enough for the operatJon The final elgenvalue 
IS given m Table C-2. The time response of the actuator With a force demand of I N at 10 
Hz is shown m Figure C-II. 
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Table C-2 Eigenvalue of the Hydraulic Actuator. 
Elgenvalue 
-5047 
-115.28 
-361.57± J4840.1 
-54204 
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1 5 
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z 05 
cD 0 ~ 
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u. -05 
-1 f---
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-2 
-25 
o 
p....- I'--
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r-
I'--
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Dampmg,% Frequency, Hz 
100 803 
100 183.5 
7.4496 772 5 
100 8.63K 
- output force 
- mput force demand 
r- 7- P- r- P-
'--- '--- '-- I-
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Time,s 
Figure C-II Input and output waveforms (refer to Figure C-8). 
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Dimensions of the Mechanical Parts 
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Figure D-I Side-view drawing of the beam. 
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Figure D-2 Side-view of the centre actuator. 
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Figure D·3 Top view of the centre actuator. 
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Figure D-4 Drawing of the ram bottom mounting. 
Note All dImensIOns In the 
drawIng are In mm 
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Figure D-S Side-view of the bottom mounting. 
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FigureD-6 Drawing of the yolk ( a part that make up the ram upper mounting). 
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Note All dImensIOns In the 
drawIng are In mm. 
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Figure D-7 Side-view of the yolk. 
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Figure D-S Side-view of the inverted U-core. 
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Figure D-9 Bottom view of the inverted U-core. 
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Figure D-IO Bottom view of the top mounting. 
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Figure D-ll Front-view of the ram top mounting. 
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Figure D-12 Side-view of the ram top mounting. 
AppendixE 
Trouble-Shooting Intructions 
E.! Trouble shooting the electromagnet PA 
I) Connect the mput of the analogue mput to GND ,0 Vdc. 
2) Connect the output to a variable resIstance around a few hundred oluns across the output 
(to the COIls) The value Win depends on how much heat and current can the deVIce take. 
The maxnnum current IS about 18 A 
3) Each mdlVldual output can be measured With the other floatmg connectIOn, refer to FIgure 
8-13 power amplIfier CIrCUIt 
4) If the voltage output IS requITed, then an isolatIOn scope is necessary. If not, the 
transistors nught not be worlang. 
5) The power supply IS at 49 V and 63.9 V, If the 63.9 V IS not measured, most lIkely MI 
IS not workIng. Check gate ofMI 
6) Gate of M I should produce a square wave at 50% duty cycle If the analogue mput IS set 
to 0 V (I e the drain voltage at T2 IS at a Ingher voltage than the dram at T3 because of 
the extra portIon winch IS set at 65 V). 
7) Pm 4 and pm 11 of 4093 are opposite of each other and should be having a 50% duty 
cycle. 
Trouble-Shooting Instructions E2 
8) IfM2 IS not workmg, check the dram ofM2 and D2 
9) IFR 542 IS obsolete and should be replaced by IFR540. If tlus IS not avaIlable, 
IFR542N can be used. 
10) At 2 2 mH inductor, the charge pump can only work on non full-load On full-load the 
supply IS 59 V mstaed of 65 V and 48 V InStead of 55 V. 
11) When the mput IS left f1oatmg, It IS consIdered as a Iugh conrutlOn and the measured 
voltage IS around 9.52 V, and the output at Ml wIll be permanently at maxnnum voltage 
WIth M2 at 0 V. 

